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2021 BOOK OF THE YEAR
“Tales of the Dairy Godmother:  
Chuck’s Ice Cream Wish”  
by Viola Butler

Elementary

People say, “be careful what you wish for,” 
but what harm could wishing for endless 
ice cream be? With the help of his Dairy 
Godmother, Chuck is taken—poof!—on a 
memorable and delicious adventure to a 
dairy farm. He finds out exactly where ice cream comes from and gains an 
even deeper love and appreciation for his favorite food.

Item ID: AE-DGM20-001-001
Price: $17.99

Educator’s Guide

Elementary

This guide was developed for teachers and 
volunteers to accompany the book “Tales of the Dairy 
Godmother: Chuck’s Ice Cream Wish.” The book is a 
great way to introduce young readers to where their 
food comes from! These 8 lessons cover literacy, 
science and math in a fun way. Best for 5-8-year-old 
learners.

Item ID: AE-DGMLP-001-001

Price: $4.00Dairy Ag Mag

Elementary

This 4-page colorful agricultural magazine for kids 
engages 3-5th grade students in the world of dairy 
products and production with fun facts, activities and 
dairy career profiles.

Item ID: AE-AGMAGD-001-030

Price: $5.00

“Tales of the Dairy Godmother: Chuck’s Ice Cream 
Wish” Bundle
Book, Educator’s Guide, and Dairy Ag Mag

Item ID: AE-DGMBN-001-003

Price: $22.00

National Learning Standards for AFBFA Dairy Ag Mag
References, Standards, & Contact Information
National education standards referenced

Standards Addressed
The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional specific 
standards that fall within these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association
K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter 
(K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition 3.0
(3rd, 4th, 5th grade)

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas
3, 4, 5-LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes
5-LS2.1: Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics
3-ESS3: Earth and Human Activity

References
i Midwest Dairy. (2018). Common questions. Retrieved from https://www.midwestdairy.com/farm-
life/common-questions/
iiiii Midwest Dairy. (2018). Common questions. Retrieved from
https://www.midwestdairy.com/farm-life/common-questions/
iv Statista. (2018). Top dairy producing states in the U.S. based on number of milk cows from
2014 to 2018 [Bar graph]. Retrieved from https://www.statista.com/statistics/194962/top-10-us-
states-by-number-of-milk-cows/
v National Dairy Council. (2018). Milk’s 9 essential nutrients. Retrieved from
https://dairygood.org/content/2018/the-importance-of-milks-9-essential-nutrients
vi Creel, K. M. (2015, March). 10 ways dairy cows have it made. Dairy Discovery Zone. Retrieved
from https://westerndairyassociation.org/dairy-farms/animal-care/
vii Glidewell, J. (2017, March). Dairy cows thrive under veterinarian’s care. Dairy Discovery Zone.
Retrieved from https://westerndairyassociation.org/veterinarian-care/
viii Midwest Dairy. (2018). Common questions. Retrieved from
https://www.midwestdairy.com/farm-life/common-questions/
ix Dairy Management, Inc. (2018). Milk pasteurization process: How and why is milk pasteurized.
Dairy Good. Retrieved from https://dairygood.org/content/2015/why-is-milk-pasteurized-4-ques-
tions-answered
x Dairy Management, Inc. (2018). Homogenization 101: What does it mean and what is homoge-
nized milk. Dairy Good. Retrieved from https://dairygood.org/content/2014/homogenization-
101-understanding-the-process-result
xi Midwest Dairy. (2018). Dairy nutrition. Retrieved from https://www.midwestdairy.com/nutrition-
and-health/dairy-nutrition/
xii Dairy Management, Inc. (2018). Home recipe card: Fruity yogurt popsicles. Dairy Good. 
Retrieved from https://dairygood.org/content/2017/home-recipe-card-fruity-yogurt-popsicles

#AE-AGMAGD-001-030

Dairy Farmers Around the U.S.
There are dairy farmers in all 50 states — here are a few to share their stories!

1-800-443-8456 • Agfoundation.org

THIS ISSUE PROVIDED BY:

Alivestock, or large animal, veterinarian is like the vet your dog or
cat sees, but they work on farm animals not pets. Large animal

vets take care of dairy cows. They also work with dairy farmers.

Dr. Chris Mahlerbe is a large animal veterinarian in Colorado. He
loves to work with farmers. “Being out and about every day is really
the best part of my job,” says Mahlerbe. “Even in cold weather, I love
caring for these amazing creatures and helping ensure they are
healthy and living the best life possible.”vi

Large animal vets are a very important part of a dairy farm as they
help the farmers keep the cows healthy! 

A Vet’s Perspective of a Dairy Farm

DISCOVERING DAIRY’S BIG THREE

1

2

3

ANSWERS:California, Wisconsin, New York, Idaho, Pennsylvania, Texas, Minnesota, Michigan, New Mexico, Washingtoniii
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Did you know that you can find out
where your milk was processed?
With a teacher’s or parent’s okay
(and a milk jug!), go to
www.WhereIsMyMilkFrom.com.
Look for a code printed on the milk
jug that starts with two numbers
followed by a dash and then one
to five more numbers. For exam-
ple, it may look like 49-216. Enter
the code on the website to see the
plant where your milk was
processed! It even tells you what
kind of products are processed at
that same plant. How mooovelous! 
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Dairy products come in many shapes. But,
they all start from milk. Most of the milk we
drink and dairy products we eat are pro-

duced by cows. There are dairy farms in all 50
states! Families own 98% of these farms.i

If you’re in one of the states highlighted on the map,
then you’re in one of the top 10 dairy producing
states in the United States! 

All dairy farms look different! How they look depends
on the number of cows that are milked, where the
farm is located, and even the breed of cow that is
milked. Cows are typically grouped by what they pro-

duce. Beef cattle are bred for meat pro-
duction and dairy cattle are better at
making large amounts of high quality
milk. There are six main breeds of dairy
cows: Holstein, Jersey, Ayrshire, Brown
Swiss, Guernsey, and Milking Shorthorn.ii

The Holstein breed is probably the most
well-known. It has large black and white
patches. 

Can you name the highlighted states and guess the
order of the top 10 dairy producing states? Check
out the bottom of the page to see if your answers are
correct! 

Dairies in the United States

Dairy Farmers Are Stewards of the Land: Like other kinds of
farmers and ranchers, dairy farmers know that the land is their best
resource. They work hard to save (and improve!) land, water, and 
energy sources. There are many science-based resources in dairy towns
across the U.S. Dairy farmers work with teachers at colleges and go to
special classes. Ask your teacher or parent to visit this site. Watch the
first video to see why the environment is so important to dairy farmers:
https://dairygood.org/content/2016/taking-care-of-the-land

Dairy Farmers Are All About Animal Care: Dairy farmers
know that happy and healthy cows produce the best milk. Young
calves to mature cows, all animals are given great care. Many 
dairy farms have extra items on their farms to help keep 
the animals happy and healthy. They use nice bedding,
vet checks, hoof cleaning, jackets for the calves, fans, 
sprinklers, and even back scratchers for the cows!v

Dairy Products Are Good for You: Did you know 
that dairy contains nine essential nutrients? Calcium, 
potassium, phosphorus, protein, riboflavin, niacin as 
well as vitamins A, D and B12 are in all types of milk.iv

These nutrients help your body in many ways. They help 
build strong bones and teeth. They keep your skin and 
eyes healthy. They even help to build muscle!  

Krista Stauffer: Washington
Hello there, I am Krista Stauffer of Stauffer Dairy
in Washington state. Our farm is a first-genera-
tion dairy established in 2009. We milk 200
cows. I love that my husband and I get to work
side by side and raise our kids on the farm. Every
day we head to the barn — even on holidays!
The cows’ needs are met before ours. We truly
devote our lives to caring for cows! – Krista

Katie Roth: Wisconsin
Hello, I am Katie Roth of Banner Ridge Farms
in Wisconsin. My husband, TJ, and I have a
dairy farm with another family. Life on the
farm has helped me understand the life cycle
better. I call our cows, “my girls.” I get to
work with them through the generations.
When a female calf turns two, that calf is ma-
ture and will begin milking. It feels great to
get to know these cow families. – Katie 

Ryan Bright: Tennessee 
Welcome to Tennessee! I’m Ryan
Bright. I am a fifth generation
farmer. Our farm is over 100 years
old! Milk goes from our farm to the
store in less than two days! Milk is
one of the freshest foods you can
purchase. Dairy farming is hard
work. The joy of knowing that my
family is helping make healthy food
for others is rewarding. – Ryan

Online Resources
There are some great websites to learn more about dairy. 
Ask a teacher or parent if you can visit these together!

Milk Life
https://milklife.com/

Undeniably Dairy
https://dairygood.org/undeniably-dairy

Dairy Good
https://dairygood.org/

Acres & Avenues Videos
https://dairygood.org/acres-and-avenues

AG Mag Dairy_Layout 1  7/16/18  9:04 PM  Page 1
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NEW “My Family’s Soybean Farm” by 
Katie Olthoff

Elementary

In the newest book from Feeding 
Mind’s Press you meet Alexander 
and take a look around his family’s 
soybean farm! Young readers will 
learn about how soybeans grow, are 
harvested, and what they are used 
for. 

Item ID: AE-SOYBK21-001-001

Price: $9.99

Educator’s Guide

“My Family’s Soybean Farm” 
Educator’s Guide

Elementary

This educator guide that accompanies “My 
Family’s Soybean Farm” is perfect for K-2 
learners. Learn about the life cycle of a 
soybean plant, what sort of things are made 
from soybeans and technologies used in 
soybean farming.

Item ID: AE-SOYLP-001-001

Price: $4.00
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Fun Facts
LEARN ABOUT DAIRY CATTLE

MILK provides NINE ESSENTIAL 

NUTRIENTS.

99% of dairy farms 

are FAMILY-OWNED and operated.

On average, ONE DAIRY COW produces 

90 GLASSES OF MILK per day.

From DAIRY FARM to STORE, milk travels 

approximately 100 MILES, taking an 

average of TWO DAYS.

Life Cycle

All COWS are FEMALE and 

YOUNG COWS are called HEIFERS. 

MALES are called BULLS.

A HEIFER is PREGNANT for about 

NINE MONTHS and 

gives birth to a CALF.

The Environment

COW MANURE is used in 

methane digesters to CONVERT 

THE STORED ENERGY into 

methane gas that can be used to 

PRODUCE ELECTRICITY.  

The solid and liquid BY-PRODUCTS 

can be USED AS FERTILIZER.

Caring for Animals

COWS eat GRASS, HAY and GRAINS 

and drink LOTS OF FRESH WATER.

Cows HANDLED regularly, TOUCHED 

gently and TALKED TO often PRODUCE 

HIGHER MILK YIELDS

FARMERS implement good SANITATION 

and management practices to PREVENT 

DISEASE and maintain BIOSECURITY.

Sa
fety 

Tip
s! WASH your hands before and after handling animals.

TOSS food or drink before entering an animal area. 

WALK calmly and keep a safe distance from animals. 
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Educational Barn Banners

Middle-High School 

Want to make a BIG impact at your 
farm or fair?  Do it with Learn about 
Livestock and Learn about Crops 
banners!

“Learn about Livestock” banners:  
Beef, Dairy, Swine, Sheep, Goats, 
Poultry and Horses

“Learn about Crops” banners:  
Major Commodities and Specialty 
Crops

“True Beef: From Pasture to Plate” 
Documentary

Middle-High School

“True Beef”: From Pasture to Plate” is an innovative 
educational documentary that follows Pflugerville 
ISD agricultural science and culinary arts students 
as they learn about the entire process of beef 
production. The documentary is designed to teach 
culinary arts students where their food comes 
from while learning the importance of farming and 
ranching from agriculture students. Check out the 
“Free Resources” section for accompanying lessons.

Item ID: AE-TBDVD-001-001

Price: $10.00

To order visit:

http://afbffoundation.promacincstore.com/

NEW Food and Farm Facts

Coming in 2021:
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My Little Ag Me Printable Books 

Elementary

Just download and print! The My Little Ag Me book series is designed  
to introduce agricultural careers to youth. Our hope is the stories  
create curiosity around the highlighted careers and thought  
processes professionals use to complete their work.

The Vibrant Variety

The Artistic Arrangement

The Cow Conundrum

A Berry Good Project

The Prized Pumpkin

Download the books:  

https://www.feedingmindspress.com/ 

our-books/my-little-ag-me-books

a
Illustrations by Donald Wu

a
Illustrations by Donald Wu

a
Illustrations by Donald Wu

My Food Connection Poster

All Ages

This two-sided poster introduces students to healthy food options. Side 
1 tells the stories of farmers and ranchers who grow their food. Side 2 
introduces healthy portion sizes.  

Item ID: AE-MFCP-001-001 

Price: $2.50
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Help students learn more 
about where food comes  
from and who grows it. 

Support agricultural literacy  
by donating today. 

Learn more about how you can help spread ag literacy. 

agfoundation.org/resources/get-involved-in-ag-literacy

agfoundation.org/about/donate
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FREE RESOURCES

Agriculture and the Environment:

Middle School - High School

The fourth edition of “Agriculture and the 
Environment” is designed to engage middle school 
students in discovery and exploration of topics related 
to agriculture and natural resources. Made up of 6 
lessons, each including a teacher’s guide, background 
information and student engagement sheets. 

Download at https://www.agfoundation.org// 

free-resources/

Bringing Biotechnology to Life

Middle-High School

This engaging set of lesson plans addresses 
key questions about biotechnology within the 
context of agriculture. Students explore DNA, 
selective breeding, biotechnology and “GMOs”. 
This resource was developed in partnership 
with the International Food Information Council 
Foundation, www.foodinsight.org. Supports 
learning standards for grades 7-10. 

Visit https://www.agfoundation.org/ 

bringing-biotech-to-life/ to learn more  

and download the lessons.

Common Questions About 
Agriculture-Answered

Middle School- Adult 

This resource answers many 
common questions about 
agriculture with well-sourced and 
accurate information. See all the 
questions and answers here:

https://www.agfoundation.org/

common-questions
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Learn About Beef

All Ages

Make the pasture to plate connection with 
a variety of resources designed to connect 
learners to the beef industry. Check out the 
Volunteer Educator’s guide and supporting 
templates. The guide features four lesson 
plans that support national learning 
standards, beef education resources, farm 
visit guidelines, a checklist for bringing 
animals to schools, as well as planning and 
marketing resources.

Visit: https://www.onthefarmstem.com/

resources

Extreme Heat: Heat Waves, Drought  
and Agriculture

Middle School

The “Extreme Heat: Heat Waves, Drought 
and Agriculture” educator’s guide brings 
together a series of activities developed by 
the education office at NASA’s Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, along with resources developed 
by the American Farm Bureau Foundation 
for Agriculture, to provide a comprehensive 
exploration of how weather and drought 
impact agriculture. 

Download at  

https://www.agfoundation.org// 

free-resources/
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Discover the Powerful Peanut 

Elementary

Jump into the fascinating world of peanuts 
with this collection of 12, easy-to-implement 
lesson plans. This resource was developed in 
partnership with the National Peanut Board. 
Supports learning standards for grades 3-5.

Download for free:  

https://www.agfoundation.org//free-

resources/

Farm to Cart 

Elementary

This printable board game introduces 
pre-K through elementary learners 
to the general process to produce 
various agricultural products. Players 
will become aware that farmers use 
land in different ways to grow crops.

Download today at  

https://www.agfoundation.org//

free-resources/

Sustainability Resources

Middle- High School

These lessons were designed to increase 
students’ knowledge about the social, 
economic, environmental, and production 
components of sustainable farming and 
ranching in the 21st century.  At the end of 
each lesson, students will complete an Online 
Learning Experience that corresponds with 
the respective lesson plan. 

Find it for free here: http://www.

agfoundation.org/sustainability/
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Dive In! Exploring the Science of 
Water and Food Production

Middle- High School

This resource features five sequential 
lesson plans that follow the Problem-Based 
Learning method to engage students in 
discovering the science of water and food 
production. Driving questions include: 
Why do we need water? Where does water 
come from? Is all water the same? How 
can we responsibly use water? How can 
I be involved with water? (careers) This 
resource is supported by a free, online 
water career search tool!

Download the educator guide here: 

https://www.agfoundation.org// 

free-resources/

“True Beef: From Pasture to Plate”: 
Educator’s Guide

Middle-High School

Make the farm to fork connection with this series 
of lesson plans that supports the documentary 
“True Beef”. This guide contains 8 lessons 
designed for the High School Culinary Arts 
or Family and Consumer Sciences program, 
however, STEM connections have been included 
for all lessons making it easy for teachers to 
make connections across the curriculum.

Download on the “Learn About Beef” page: 

https://www.onthefarmstem.com/resources
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GREAT APPS
My American Farm STEM

Elementary

Discover the amazing world of STEM in agriculture 
while playing four different games, each focused 
on one element of STEM - Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Math. These games reinforce core 
academic learning standards for 3rd through 5th 
grade and are fun for all ages! 

My American Farm 

Elementary

The My American Farm App features six popular 
games from My American Farm and supports 
national learning standards for pre-K through 
fifth grade students! Available for iOS, Android 
and Kindle Fire tablets.  

All About Beef

Elementary 

 The All About Beef App features “The Steaks are 
High” and “Grocery Grab”, as well as kid-friendly 
beef recipes! Games support national learning 
standards for grades 3-5. Available for iOS, 
Android and Kindle Fire tablets and smartphones.

Ag Across America

Elementary

The Ag Across America App tests students’ 
knowledge on agriculture commodities and is 
geared towards 3rd to 5th graders. It is geography-
based and includes videos of real American 
Farmers. Download for free from the iTunes App 
Store or Google Play Store.    
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MyAmericanFarm.org

Games, Lessons, Activities and Videos!

My American Farm brings agriculture to life for 
elementary students. School visits, fair displays and 
learning at home is more fun with My American Farm!
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BOOKS AND EDUCATOR GUIDES

Farm A Month: Lesson Plan Set

Elementary

This Pre K – Elementary resource includes 12 lessons 
that feature a different commodity each month, 
letters from farmers, a large (36 x 24”) US map and 
stickers of the commodity & farmer to place on the 
map. Great for teachers to incorporate agriculture 
every month into their classrooms! Commodities 
featured: maple syrup, popcorn, peaches, pears, 
apples, pumpkins, turkeys, cranberries, cheese, 
lettuce, oranges and grapes.

Item ID: AE-FARMTHLP-004-001 

Price: $5.00

Farm a Month Book Bundle

Elementary

This bundle includes a copy of the Farm a Month Lesson Plan set and 
12 accompanying books. Books in the bundle: “Maple Syrup from the 
Sugarhouse,” “Popcorn Country,” “The Fruits We Eat,” “The Apple Orchard 
Riddle,” “Right This Very Minute,” “How Did that Get in My Lunchbox?” “PB&J 
Hooray!” “The Very Oldest Pear Tree,” “Extra Cheese, Please!: Mozzarella’s 
Journey from Cow to Pizza,” “Pumpkin Countdown,” “Thanksgiving is…” 
“Time for Cranberries.”

Item ID: AE-MONTH20-013-001

Price: $95.00

NEW
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“Goodnight Tractor” by Michelle Robinson

Elementary

This adorable rhyming bedtime story follows a little boy’s 
imagination as he says goodnight to things around the 
farm. Pre-K thru K book. This book is soft cover.

Item ID: AEBKGDNTR-001-001

Price: $7.00

“Goodnight Tractor” Activities

These fun, free downloadable activities are a perfect 
follow up to reading “Goodnight Tractor!” 

Download today at https://www.agfoundation.org//
free-resources/

NEW

  FAST 
MATCH

      AGRICULTURE

Beef Cow  

Cow raised  

for meat 

ANIMALS

Bee
Insect that pollinates 

crops and plants 

Goat 
Animal raised for 

meat and milk

Pig  
Animal raised to 

produce pork

Turkey  

Bird raised for meat

Farmer    

Person who grows 

food or raises 

animals 

Food Inspector   

Person who makes 

sure food is safe  

to eat 

CAREERS

Beekeeper  

Person who cares 

for bees

Agricultural 

Engineer

Person who works 

to solve problems 

related to agriculture 

Rice    
Grain used as food 

Sorghum  Grain crop used in livestock feed

GRAIN AND OILSEED
Sunflower Flower grown for their edible seeds and cooking oil 

Oats   
Cereal plant used for human and livestock consumption

Wheat 
Cereal plant grown to make flour for pasta, bread and pastries

CAREERS
Plant Scientist  Person who studies the science of plants

Florist   Person who sells and arranges flowers 

Agronomist Person who studies crop production and soil science

Food Scientist  Person who studies science behind food 

Dairy Cow
Animal raised to 
produce milk 

ANIMALS

ANIMAL PRODUCT

Sheep 
Animal raised for 
meat or wool 

Chicken 
Animal raised for 
egg and meat 
production 

Eggs 
Oval object laid by 
female chicken 

Disc 
Tool used to  
till the soil 

CAREERS

ENERGY

EQUIPMENT

Veterinarian      
Person who treats 
diseased or injured 
animals 

Solar Panel  
Panel that absorbs 
the sun’s rays and 
generates electricity

Wind Turbines 
Technology that 
uses wind to 
generate electricity 

Potato
Root vegetable used 

in a variety of foods 

VEGETABLES

Lettuce 

Leafy green 

vegetable commonly 

used in salads 

Zucchini  

Type of summer 

squash

Hydroponics  

Growing plants in 

water, sand or gravel, 

without soil

Agriculture Fast Match

Elementary

Agriculture Fast Match is a card game consisting of 57 cards, each decorated 
with 8 agriculture images. One—and only one—matching image exists 
between any two cards. This card game is fun for the whole family.

Item ID: AE-FAMAC-001-001

Price: $12.00
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Pack of 9 Career Posters
Item ID: AE-CKPST-001-009 

Price: $8.00

Name that Ag Career Playing Card Set 
Item ID: AE-CKCARDS-001-001 

Price: $12.00

Career Poster/Card Bundle
Item ID: AE-CKBUN-001-002 

Price: $18.00

Animal Housing Matching Cards

Elementary 

In this card game, players will learn  
that farmers care for their animals by  
learning about the housing conditions of different 
animals in agriculture. Students are challenged 
to match the animal to where it lives. Includes 20 
playing cards and is best for Pre-K through 2nd 
grade learners! 

Item ID: AE-AHMMC-001-001 

Price: $10.00

When I Grow Up: Ag Career Kit

Middle School

Perfect for Middle School teachers and volunteers, this 
FREE kit provides lesson plans, enriching activities and take 
home challenges, all tied to agriculture career pathways! 

Looking to enhance learning? Order the AG CAREER 
POSTER AND PLAYING CARD SET. Contains 9 ag career 
pathway posters and 45 ag career playing cards. 

Download the free lessons here:  

https://www.agfoundation.org//free-resources/

ANIMAL
HOUSE
matching

ANIMAL
HOUSE
matching

ANIMAL
HOUSE
matching

ANIMAL
HOUSE
matching

BEEF COW
Calves live on pasture for the first eight months. They graze, 

or eat grass, next to their moms. They can enjoy open space. 

They can also find shelter if there is bad weather. Around 

eight months old they don't need milk from their moms 

anymore. They then move to a stocker ranch. They live 

here until they are one year old. Here they can eat more 

grass in pastures. After that they go to a feedyard. 

There is plenty of space and shelter for cattle here. 

Goats are typically kept in pastures to eat grass. 

There is usually a shelter nearby. Goats are very playful. 

They might jump out of pens. Extra fencing 

is used to stop them from getting out. 

GOATBEEF COWCalves live on pasture for the first eight months. They graze, 

or eat grass, next to their moms. They can enjoy open space. 

They can also find shelter if there is bad weather. Around 

eight months old they don't need milk from their moms 

anymore. They then move to a stocker ranch. They live 

here until they are one year old. Here they can eat more 

grass in pastures. After that they go to a feedyard. 

There is plenty of space and shelter for cattle here. 

Goats are typically kept in pastures to eat grass. 

There is usually a shelter nearby. Goats are very playful. 

They might jump out of pens. Extra fencing 
is used to stop them from getting out. 

GOAT SHEEP
Most sheep are kept in pastures. 

They can eat grass in pastures. They are watched 

closely by a sheep dog or sheep herder. 

HORSE
Many people keep their horses in pastures. 

Pastures have lots of grass for horses to eat. 

There are shelters in pastures. They keep horses 

protected from bad weather

SHEEP
Most sheep are kept in pastures. 

They can eat grass in pastures. They are watched 
closely by a sheep dog or sheep herder. 

HORSE
Many people keep their horses in pastures. 

Pastures have lots of grass for horses to eat. 
There are shelters in pastures. They keep horses 

protected from bad weather

BEEF COW
Calves live on pasture for the first eight months. They graze, 

or eat grass, next to their moms. They can enjoy open space. 

They can also find shelter if there is bad weather. Around 

eight months old they don't need milk from their moms 

anymore. They then move to a stocker ranch. They live 

here until they are one year old. Here they can eat more 

grass in pastures. After that they go to a feedyard. 

There is plenty of space and shelter for cattle here. 

Goats are typically kept in pastures to eat grass. 

There is usually a shelter nearby. Goats are very playful. 

They might jump out of pens. Extra fencing 

is used to stop them from getting out. 

GOAT

BEEF COWCalves live on pasture for the first eight months. They graze, 

or eat grass, next to their moms. They can enjoy open space. 

They can also find shelter if there is bad weather. Around 

eight months old they don't need milk from their moms 

anymore. They then move to a stocker ranch. They live 

here until they are one year old. Here they can eat more 

grass in pastures. After that they go to a feedyard. 

There is plenty of space and shelter for cattle here. 

Goats are typically kept in pastures to eat grass. 

There is usually a shelter nearby. Goats are very playful. 

They might jump out of pens. Extra fencing 
is used to stop them from getting out. 

GOAT
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“Full of Beans: Henry Ford Grows a Car” by Peggy Thomas

Elementary

Henry Ford made cars. Millions of cars. But 
this story isn’t about cars. Well...maybe just 
one. It’s about one car and a lot of beans. 
Award-winning author Peggy Thomas and 
illustrator Edwin Fotheringham explore 
this American icon’s little-known quest. 
With vibrant shades of yellow, green, and 
blue dominating Fotheringham’s digital 
illustrations, “Full of Beans” inspires readers 
of all ages to think innovatively-even to 
build a car completely made of soybeans.

Item ID: AE-FOB19-001-001 

Price: 18.99

Soybean Ag Mag

Elementary

 Learn all about how such a small bean can 
have a big impact from the newly updated 
Soybean Ag Mag. Discover where soybeans are 
grown and get the inside scoop on families that 
farm soybeans across the U.S.! 

Item ID: AE-AGMAGSK-001-030 

Price: $5.00

Educator’s Guide

Educator’s Guide

Elementary

This educator’s guide includes eight activities that 
encourage students to understand how soybeans 
are grown and the ways in which we utilize them 
every day. Target age range is third grade through 
fifth grade. 

Item ID: AE-FOBLP-001-001 

Price: 4.00

“Full of Beans: Henry Ford Grows a Car” Bundle
Book, Educator’s Guide and Snacks Ag Mag

Item ID: AE-FOBBN-001-003
Price: $23.00

Career Poster/Card Bundle
Item ID: AE-CKBUN-001-002 

Price: $18.00
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“Right This Very Minute!” by Lisl H. Detlefsen 

Elementary

What’s that you say? You’re hungry? Right  
this very minute? Then you need a farmer.  
You have the stories of so many right here  
on your table! Award winners Lisl H. Detlefsen  
and Renée Kurilla’s delicious celebration of food  
and farming is sure to inspire readers of all ages  
to learn more about where their food comes  
from - right this very minute! 

Item ID: AE-RTVMBK-001-001 

Price: $17.99

  
“Right This Very Minute” Educator’s Guide

Elementary 

This educator’s guide includes seven lessons that 
encourage students to dig deeper into thinking 
about where the food on their plates originated. 
Target age range is Kindergarten through Second 
Grade.

Item ID: AE-RTVMLP-001-001

Price: $4.00

“Right This Very Minute!” Bundle 

Elementary 

Book, Educator’s Guide and Snacks Ag Mag

Item ID: AE-RTVMBN-001-003 

Price: $22.00 

Snacks Ag Mag

Elementary 

Learn all about snack foods in the US and 
around the world in the newest Ag Mag. 
Discover the history behind some of the 
most popular snack foods and ideas for new 
snacking options!

Item ID: AE-AGMAGSK-001-030 

Price: $5.00
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“John Deere, That’s Who!” Educator’s Guide

Elementary 

This educator’s guide includes six lessons that 
bring elements of “John Deere, That’s

Who!” to life through language arts, science, 
geography and social science extensions. Target 
audience is Kindergarten through Second Grade.

Item ID: JDWLP17-001-001

Price: $2.50

“John Deere, That’s Who!” by Tracy Maurer

Elementary 

This beautifully illustrated engaging book 
introduces the historic journey of John Deere, a 
blacksmith, innovator and American icon. Young 
readers will love learning about John Deere’s 
journey. Who made a difference in American 
agriculture? John Deere, that’s who!

Item ID: AE-JDWBK-001-001

Price: $14.00

Natural Resource Playing Cards

Elementary

This set of cards includes 2 activities, 
“Who Am I?” which is when players 
ask yes/no questions to identify what 
word is shown on the card and “Who Is 
Like Me?” where players try to fit their 
resource cards into one of the 7 natural 
resource categories. It includes 25 
playing cards and 4 instruction cards.

Item ID: AE-NARSC-001-001 

Price: $10.00

WATER

ATMOSPHERE

ECOSYSTEMS

ENERGYMINERALS

ANIMALS

PLANTS

CARD GAME
RESOURCE
NATURAL

A natural resource is something that  
exists in nature and is necessary or  
useful to humans. Agriculture uses  

natural resources to feed and clothe  
people around the world.

What Am I?
ACTIVITY #1

INSTRUCTIONS:
- Form a group of 3-6 players.

- Choose one player to be the judge. 

-  Deal 1 card to each player (excluding the judge) 
until all cards have been dealt.

-  The judge reads the first category and description 
from the “Natural Resources in Ag” card.

-  All players that have a resource card that fits in 
that category, lays down those card(s) in front  
of them.

-  The judge reviews each player’s selected cards 
and using the backside of this card, determines 
if each player is correct. For each correct answer, 
players receive 1 point.

-  The judge continues to read through the rest  
of the categories until all cards have been sorted. 
The person with the most points at the end, wins.

INSTRUCTIONS:
- Form a group of 3-6 players.

- One player grabs a card from the pile.

-  The cardholder holds the logo side of the card 
facing them. The word and image face the 
other players.

- Start a timer for 1 minute.

-  The cardholder asks yes/no questions to the 
group to figure out what word is on the card.

-  The cardholder continues to draw cards and 
guess until the timer goes off. 

-  Take turns and repeat. The player who correctly 
guesses the greatest number of cards, wins. 

SAMPLE QUESTIONS: 

Am I alive?

Am I found outside?

Am I cold?

Am I found in the ground?

Do I exist seasonally?

Am I dry?

Am I wet?

Can I fly?

WATER  
Ocean, Groundwater, Lake, Snow

ATMOSPHERE  
Sunlight, Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide

PLANTS  
Tree, Grass

ECOSYSTEMS  
Forest, Grassland, Soil

ENERGY  
Wind, Crude oil, Natural gas, 
Hydropowaer, Biodiesel, Nuclear

MINERALS 
Iron, Salt, Gold, Diamond

ANIMALS 
Fish, Livestock, Wildlife

What Am I? 

Who Is Like Me? Who Is Like Me? What Am I? 

ACTIVITY #1

ACTIVITY #2ACTIVITY #2ACTIVITY #1

WATER

ATMOSPHERE

ECOSYSTEMS

ENERGYMINERALS

ANIMALS

PLANTS

CARD GAME
RESOURCE
NATURAL

A natural resource is something that  
exists in nature and is necessary or  
useful to humans. Agriculture uses  

natural resources to feed and clothe  
people around the world.

What Am I?
ACTIVITY #1

INSTRUCTIONS:
- Form a group of 3-6 players.

- Choose one player to be the judge. 

-  Deal 1 card to each player (excluding the judge) 
until all cards have been dealt.

-  The judge reads the first category and description 
from the “Natural Resources in Ag” card.

-  All players that have a resource card that fits in 
that category, lays down those card(s) in front  
of them.

-  The judge reviews each player’s selected cards 
and using the backside of this card, determines 
if each player is correct. For each correct answer, 
players receive 1 point.

-  The judge continues to read through the rest  
of the categories until all cards have been sorted. 
The person with the most points at the end, wins.

INSTRUCTIONS:
- Form a group of 3-6 players.

- One player grabs a card from the pile.

-  The cardholder holds the logo side of the card 
facing them. The word and image face the 
other players.

- Start a timer for 1 minute.

-  The cardholder asks yes/no questions to the 
group to figure out what word is on the card.

-  The cardholder continues to draw cards and 
guess until the timer goes off. 

-  Take turns and repeat. The player who correctly 
guesses the greatest number of cards, wins. 

SAMPLE QUESTIONS: 

Am I alive?

Am I found outside?

Am I cold?

Am I found in the ground?

Do I exist seasonally?

Am I dry?

Am I wet?

Can I fly?

WATER  
Ocean, Groundwater, Lake, Snow

ATMOSPHERE  
Sunlight, Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide

PLANTS  
Tree, Grass

ECOSYSTEMS  
Forest, Grassland, Soil

ENERGY  
Wind, Crude oil, Natural gas, 
Hydropowaer, Biodiesel, Nuclear

MINERALS 
Iron, Salt, Gold, Diamond

ANIMALS 
Fish, Livestock, Wildlife

What Am I? 

Who Is Like Me? Who Is Like Me? What Am I? 

ACTIVITY #1

ACTIVITY #2ACTIVITY #2ACTIVITY #1

WATER

ATMOSPHERE

ECOSYSTEMS

ENERGY

MINERALS

ANIMALS
PLANTSCARD GAME

RESOURCE
NATURAL

A natural resource is something that  
exists in nature and is necessary or  
useful to humans. Agriculture uses  

natural resources to feed and clothe  
people around the world. What Am I?

ACTIVITY #1

INSTRUCTIONS:- Form a group of 3-6 players.- Choose one player to be the judge. 
-  Deal 1 card to each player (excluding the judge) 

until all cards have been dealt.-  The judge reads the first category and description 

from the “Natural Resources in Ag” card.
-  All players that have a resource card that fits in 

that category, lays down those card(s) in front  

of them.
-  The judge reviews each player’s selected cards 

and using the backside of this card, determines 

if each player is correct. For each correct answer, 

players receive 1 point.-  The judge continues to read through the rest  

of the categories until all cards have been sorted. 

The person with the most points at the end, wins.

INSTRUCTIONS:- Form a group of 3-6 players.- One player grabs a card from the pile.
-  The cardholder holds the logo side of the card 

facing them. The word and image face the 

other players.
- Start a timer for 1 minute.-  The cardholder asks yes/no questions to the 

group to figure out what word is on the card.
-  The cardholder continues to draw cards and 

guess until the timer goes off. -  Take turns and repeat. The player who correctly 

guesses the greatest number of cards, wins. 

SAMPLE QUESTIONS: 
Am I alive?
Am I found outside?Am I cold?

Am I found in the ground?Do I exist seasonally?Am I dry?
Am I wet?
Can I fly?

WATER  
Ocean, Groundwater, Lake, SnowATMOSPHERE  Sunlight, Oxygen, Carbon DioxidePLANTS  

Tree, Grass
ECOSYSTEMS  Forest, Grassland, SoilENERGY  

Wind, Crude oil, Natural gas, 
Hydropowaer, Biodiesel, NuclearMINERALS Iron, Salt, Gold, DiamondANIMALS Fish, Livestock, Wildlife

What Am I? 

Who Is Like Me? 

Who Is Like Me? 

What Am I? 

ACTIVITY #1

ACTIVITY #2

ACTIVITY #2

ACTIVITY #1

WATER

ATMOSPHERE

ECOSYSTEMS

ENERGY

MINERALS

ANIMALS

PLANTS

CARD GAMERESOURCENATURAL

A natural resource is something that  

exists in nature and is necessary or  

useful to humans. Agriculture uses  

natural resources to feed and clothe  

people around the world.

What Am I?ACTIVITY #1

INSTRUCTIONS:

- Form a group of 3-6 players.

- Choose one player to be the judge. 

-  Deal 1 card to each player (excluding the judge) 

until all cards have been dealt.

-  The judge reads the first category and description 

from the “Natural Resources in Ag” card.

-  All players that have a resource card that fits in 

that category, lays down those card(s) in front  

of them.

-  The judge reviews each player’s selected cards 

and using the backside of this card, determines 

if each player is correct. For each correct answer, 

players receive 1 point.

-  The judge continues to read through the rest  

of the categories until all cards have been sorted. 

The person with the most points at the end, wins.

INSTRUCTIONS:

- Form a group of 3-6 players.

- One player grabs a card from the pile.

-  The cardholder holds the logo side of the card 

facing them. The word and image face the 

other players.

- Start a timer for 1 minute.

-  The cardholder asks yes/no questions to the 

group to figure out what word is on the card.

-  The cardholder continues to draw cards and 

guess until the timer goes off. 

-  Take turns and repeat. The player who correctly 

guesses the greatest number of cards, wins. 

SAMPLE QUESTIONS: 

Am I alive?

Am I found outside?

Am I cold?

Am I found in the ground?

Do I exist seasonally?

Am I dry?

Am I wet?

Can I fly?

WATER  

Ocean, Groundwater, Lake, Snow

ATMOSPHERE  

Sunlight, Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide

PLANTS  

Tree, Grass

ECOSYSTEMS  

Forest, Grassland, Soil

ENERGY  

Wind, Crude oil, Natural gas, 

Hydropowaer, Biodiesel, Nuclear

MINERALS 

Iron, Salt, Gold, Diamond

ANIMALS 

Fish, Livestock, Wildlife

What Am I? 

Who Is Like Me? 

Who Is Like Me? 

What Am I? 

ACTIVITY #1

ACTIVITY #2

ACTIVITY #2

ACTIVITY #1

WINDGRASSLAND SOIL

HYDROPOWERNATURAL GASCRUDE OIL

WATER

ATMOSPHERE

ECOSYSTEMS

ENERGYMINERALS

ANIMALS

PLANTS

CARD GAME
RESOURCE
NATURAL

A natural resource is something that  
exists in nature and is necessary or  
useful to humans. Agriculture uses  

natural resources to feed and clothe  
people around the world.

What Am I?
ACTIVITY #1

INSTRUCTIONS:
- Form a group of 3-6 players.

- Choose one player to be the judge. 

-  Deal 1 card to each player (excluding the judge) 
until all cards have been dealt.

-  The judge reads the first category and description 
from the “Natural Resources in Ag” card.

-  All players that have a resource card that fits in 
that category, lays down those card(s) in front  
of them.

-  The judge reviews each player’s selected cards 
and using the backside of this card, determines 
if each player is correct. For each correct answer, 
players receive 1 point.

-  The judge continues to read through the rest  
of the categories until all cards have been sorted. 
The person with the most points at the end, wins.

INSTRUCTIONS:
- Form a group of 3-6 players.

- One player grabs a card from the pile.

-  The cardholder holds the logo side of the card 
facing them. The word and image face the 
other players.

- Start a timer for 1 minute.

-  The cardholder asks yes/no questions to the 
group to figure out what word is on the card.

-  The cardholder continues to draw cards and 
guess until the timer goes off. 

-  Take turns and repeat. The player who correctly 
guesses the greatest number of cards, wins. 

SAMPLE QUESTIONS: 

Am I alive?

Am I found outside?

Am I cold?

Am I found in the ground?

Do I exist seasonally?

Am I dry?

Am I wet?

Can I fly?

WATER  
Ocean, Groundwater, Lake, Snow

ATMOSPHERE  
Sunlight, Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide

PLANTS  
Tree, Grass

ECOSYSTEMS  
Forest, Grassland, Soil

ENERGY  
Wind, Crude oil, Natural gas, 
Hydropowaer, Biodiesel, Nuclear

MINERALS 
Iron, Salt, Gold, Diamond

ANIMALS 
Fish, Livestock, Wildlife

What Am I? 

Who Is Like Me? Who Is Like Me? What Am I? 

ACTIVITY #1

ACTIVITY #2ACTIVITY #2ACTIVITY #1

WIND

GRASSLAND
SOIL

HYDROPOWER

NATURAL GAS

CRUDE OIL
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“Sleep Tight Farm” by Eugenie Doyle

Elementary 

Written by Eugenie Doyle and illustrated 
by Becca Stadtlander, this engaging book 
takes you on one family’s journey as they 
prepare their farm for winter. You will love 
the beautiful illustrations as you uncover 
the countless ways that farmers care for 
animals and the land. 

Item ID: AE-BKSLPTF-001-001 

Price: $13.00

“Sleep Tight Farm” Educator’s Guide

Elementary 

These lesson plans are great for teachers and 
volunteers who want to engage students with hands-
on activities. Lessons support academic learning 
standards. Target age range is Kindergarten through 
2nd grade. 

Item ID: AE-STFLP-001-001 

Price: $2.50 

“The Apple Orchard Riddle”  
by Margaret McNamara

Elementary

“The Apple Orchard Riddle” was the 2015 
Book of the Year award winner! The book, 
written by Margaret McNamara, follows 
a school field trip to an apple orchard. 
Students learn how apples are harvested, 
how cider is made, and what the different 
varieties of apples are—while trying to solve 
a riddle. The book also celebrates how 
some children learn differently than others. 

Item ID: AE-APLORCHBK-001-001 

Price: $17.99
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“The Apple Orchard Riddle” Educator’s Guide

Elementary

Aligned to Common Core Standards, this 
educator’s guide is the perfect companion to “The 
Apple Orchard Riddle.” This educator’s guide 
includes lessons and 2 games to help students 
understand apples in agriculture. Subjects include 
language arts, science, geography and math. 

Item ID: AE-APLORCHLP-001-001

Price: $3.50

“First Peas to the Table:  
How Thomas Jefferson Inspired  
a School Garden” by Susan Grigsby

Elementary

“First Peas to the Table” engages readers 
in a tale of science and history. Follow 
Maya and her classmates as they plant 
a school garden like Thomas Jefferson’s 
Monticello garden and race to harvest 
their peas first!

Item ID: AE-PEAS15-001-001

Price: $16.99

“First Peas to the Table” Educator’s Guide

Elementary

The Educator’s Guide includes lesson plans  
that are great for teachers and volunteers  
who want to engage students with hands-on 
activities. Lessons support academic standards  
in science and English language arts. 

Item ID: AE-PEASLP15-001-001 

Price: $2.50
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“How Did That Get in My Lunchbox?” 
Educator’s Guide

Elementary

The Educator’s Guide includes lessons in 
language arts, math, nutrition and explores 
the new ChooseMyPlate.org food guide. 

Item ID: AE-HOWLP-001-001 

Price: $2.50

“How Did That Get in My Lunchbox?”  
by Chris Butterworth

Elementary

In this beautifully illustrated book, author Chris 
Butterworth takes a clear, engaging look at 
the steps involved in producing some common 
foods. Healthy tips and a peek at basic food 
groups complete the menu. Previous winner of 
the AFBFA’s Book of the Year Award. 

Item ID: AE-SCLCBK-001-001 

Price: $6.00

“How Did That Get in My 
Lunchbox?” Bundle

Elementary

Book, Educator’s Guide and 
Food Connection Poster

Item ID: AE-

HOWBNDL3-001-003

Price: $11.50
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“PB&J Hooray!” by Janet Nolan

Elementary

From peanut, grape, and wheat seeds to 
sandwich, “PB & J Hooray!” is all about how 
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches are 
made. The story begins with the kitchen and 
works backward to the shopping, delivery, 
production, harvesting, farming, and planting 
processes! In fun, rhythmic language, readers 
discover how peanuts become peanut butter, 
grapes are made into jelly, and wheat turns into 
bread. 

Item ID: AE-PBJBOOK-001-001 

Price: $13.50

“PB & J Hooray!” Educator’s Guide

Elementary

This guide contains five lessons that address literacy 
and math standards. Students will learn about 
rhyming words, how different foods grow, shapes, 
the process from seed to sandwich and more! 

Item ID: AE-PBLLP15-001-001 

Price: $2.50

HOW TO ORDER

1. Go to www.agfoundation.org

2. Click STORE in the Upper Right

3.  Select desired options or use the SEARCH tool
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“The Guardian Team” Educator’s Guide 

Elementary

Aligned to National Learning Standards for 
Elementary students, this educator’s guide follows 
along with “The Guardian Team” as it introduces 
students to new “life on the ranch” vocabulary. 

Download for free at http://www.

agfoundation.org//free-resources/

“The Beeman” Educator’s Guide

Elementary

Aligned to Common Core Standards, this 
Educator’s Guide touches topics such as bees 
as pollinators, how bees communicate with 
one another and different kinds of honey. 

Item ID: AE-BEEMANLP-001-001

Price: $2.50 

“The Beeman” by Laurie Krebs

Elementary

Author Laurie Krebs introduces students 
to honeybees in this 2014 Book of the 
Year. Readers explore how beekeepers 
care for bees, different kinds of bees and 
the process of pollination. 

Item ID: AE-SCBEEM-001-001 

Price: $9.00

“The Guardian Team” by Cat Urbigkit

Elementary

Author Cat Urbigkit brings to life the roles played 
by guardian animals on a farm or ranch. 

Item ID: AE-GRDIANBK-001-001 

Price: $12.00
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“Seed Soil Sun” Educator’s Guide

Elementary

Subject matter focused, agriculturally themed-
national learning standards aligned lessons and 
activities which use the book to teach reading, 
math, science, social science, health and 
nutrition to the 1st-3rd grade classroom. 

Item ID: AE-SSSLP-001-001 

Price: $2.50 

“Seed Soil Sun” by Cris Peterson

Elementary

In this beautifully photographed book, 
Peterson describes the seemingly 
miraculous process by which air and water 
combine with seed, soil and sun to create 
nearly all the food we eat. Previous winner 
of the AFBFA’s Book of the Year Award. 

Item ID: AE-SSSBOOK-001-001

Price: $10.75

“The Plant Parts We Eat” Poster

Elementary

Item ID: AE-SSSBNDL3-001-003 

Price: $2.50

Educator’s Guide

“This set of  activities and classroom poster really complement the content and theme of  
my book.” —Cris Peterson, author of  SEED SOIL SUN 

“Seed Soil Sun” Bundle

Elementary

Book, Educator’s Guide 
and “The Plant Parts 
We Eat” Poster

Item ID: AE-SSSBNDL3-001-003

Price: $15.00
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“Applesauce Day” by Lisa J. Amstutz

Elementary

Maria and her family visit an apple 
orchard and pick apples. Then it’s time 
to turn the apples into applesauce! Every 
year they use the special pot that has 
been in the family for generations to make 
applesauce. First, they wash the apples. 
Then Grandma cuts them into quarters. 

Follow each step in the process as everyone helps to make delicious 
applesauce! This book is hardcover and perfect for Pre-K through K students.

Item ID: AE-APSCBK-001-001

Price: $16.99

“Maple Syrup from the Sugarhouse” 
by Laurie Lazzaro Knowlton

Elementary

Maple syrup season is here! Kelsey and her 
father begin harvesting sap from sugar 
maple trees. Family and friends join them 
to help in the process of turning the sap 
into maple syrup.

Item ID: AE-BKMAPLE-001-001

Price: $17.00

“The Hundred-Year Barn” by 
Patricia MacLachlan

Elementary

In this joyful celebration of 
generations of family and their tender 
connection to the barn, Newbery 
Medal - winning author Patricia 
MacLachlan and award-winning artist 
Kenard Pak spin a tender and timeless 
story about the simple moments that 
make up a lifetime.

Item ID: AE-HUBABK-001-001

Price: $17.99
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Stickers

All Ages 
Perfect for giveaways at conferences, career shows, classrooms,  
farm fests and fairs!

I Met a Farmer Today!
Roll of 250

Item ID: AE-IMETFMR-002-250 

Price: $8.50 

My American Farm
Roll of 250

Item ID: AE-MAFSTKR-001-250

Price: $8.50

My American Farm Activity Book

Elementary

Create and play with the interactive 15 
page My American Farm Activity Book! 
Learning about food has never been so 
fun, discover facts and 11 activities to 
complete. 

Includes Ag Across America Origami, 
Harvest This Pictogram Puzzlers, 
Farmer’s Market Challenge Riddles and 
many more!

Item ID: AE-MAFAB-001-025 

Price: $30.00 (bundle of 25)
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Join the Maker Movement!
The Purple Plow encourages students to research scenarios related 
to food, hunger and sustainability to build their own prototypes to 
solve the defined problem.

@ThePurplePlow

PurplePlow.org
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Elementary

Students will love these non-fiction readers about engaging topics! All Ag 
Mags are aligned to national learning standards and written at a 4th grade 
readability level. Ag Mags come in a bundle of 30. 

English: $5.00, Spanish & Clearance: $2.50

AG MAGS

Ag Innovations Ag Mag
Eng: AE-AGMAGINN-001-030

Apple Ag Mag
Eng: AE-AGMAGAPLE-001-030

Spanish: AE-AGMAGAPLS-001-030

Bee Ag Mag
Eng: AE-AGMAGBEE-001-030

Spanish: AE-AGMAGBES-001-030

Beef Ag Mag
Eng: AE-AGMAGBF-001-030

Spanish: AE-AGMAGBFS-001-030

Career Ag Mag
Eng: AE-AGMAGCR-001-030

Think of something you are good at doing. Could you always
do it well? Maybe you can run, jump, swim, or play a sport
or musical instrument very well. Over time, you have gotten
better at this skill. Innovations are the same! Just like you learn

a better way to throw a ball or practice a song, innovations are better
ways to do things. Farmers and ranchers work hard to grow our food,

fiber for clothing, and fuel for our cars. They can do their work better
and feed a growing population through innovations like new technol-
ogy and tools. We need young minds to create and experiment! John
Deere was an innovator. He created the first steel plow. Today we
have new innovations like GPS computers that drive tractors! There is
a lot to learn about agricultural, or farming, innovations. Let’s go!

Hi there!
My name is Vanessa. We grow 

bananas on a farm in Costa Rica. 

Bananas were first grown on farms in

1878 in my country. The new railroad

helped farmers in 1890. It allowed them

to move bananas more easily! Costa

Rica is now one of the top produc
ers

of bananas in the world.ix -Vanessa

Check out this video to s
ee how bananas are harvested

in my country! “Dole – Harvesting Bananas”

hhttttpp::////bbiitt..llyy//ZZSSllHHppBB

Innovations Around the World
Purple Plow – Are you in 5th-8th grade? Ask your 
teacher about doing a Purple Plow challenge. Your 
class will solve an agriculture challenge. This could 
be building a greenhouse or growing tomatoes! 
Go online to see past challenges and the awesome 
prizes! http://www.purpleplowchallenge.org/

My American Farm – Looking for some fun 
activities to learn more about our food, fiber, and energy? 
My American Farm helps you stay connected to the agriculture
industry with free games that we know you’ll love. 
http://www.myamericanfarm.org/

Love to read? Every year the American Farm Bureau Foundation for Agriculture picks 
a Book of the Year. The book must be true and based on agriculture. “John Deere,
That’s Who!” has been selected as a Book of the Year! It was written by Tracy Nelson
Maurer and illustrated by Tim Zeltner. John Deere was an innovator. This year we
want to celebrate just that — innovation!

Go online to see the other past Book of the Year winners at 
http://www.agfoundation.org/projects/book-of-the-year-award. 
Be sure to let us know which one is your favorite!

Book of the Year Spotlight

Digital Connections
Want to learn more about innovation? 
Explore these two websites for more!

Agricultural innovations have helped create many things that we enjoy
daily. They have allowed us to make more things with less resources. 
Because of agricultural innovations, one American farmer feeds about
165 people worldwide. In 1960, that number was only 25.8.x,xi How
many more people can one farmer feed today than in 1960? Round

to the nearest whole number.

It can be hard to remember which innovation helped which agricultural
product. Put your knowledge to the test! Match the agricultural product
below with the agricultural innovation that helped it!  
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Activities
Try these activities with an adult
or a friend to learn more about
agricultural innovations. 

Hit the library and find a book
about agricultural innovations.
You can start by reading the
Book of the Year, “John Deere,
That’s Who!”

Research John Deere and how
he decided to build a steel plow.

Build a prototype of a tool to
make your life easier. Compare
and contrast your solutions to
other options.

Work with your parents or a
teacher to contact your local
Farm Bureau at www.fb.org.
Ask them if there is a tractor
shop nearby that you and
your friends can visit. 

Research a famous agricultural
innovator. What leadership
qualities did they have?

Make a movie with your friends!
Give roles based on the agricul-
tural careers listed in this Ag
Mag.

Write a song about an impor-
tant agricultural invention.

Research what plants grow 
well in your area and design a 
garden. Go to the store with an
adult and buy seeds to plant.

1-800-443-8456 • Agfoundation.org
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xiii PastureMap, Inc. (Producer and Developer). (2017). PastureMap - Livestock grazing management [App].
United States: PastureMap, Inc.
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(Producer and Developer). (2017). ID weeds [App]. United States: University of Missouri Extension.  
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Standards Addressed
The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional, specific standards that fall within
these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association
K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter (K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.3-5.3. Phonics and Word Recognition
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.3-5.4. Fluency
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.3-5.3 Key Ideas and Details
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.3-4.5 Craft and Structure

Common Core State Standards for Mathematics
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.3.NBT.A.1-2. Use place value understanding and properties of operations to
perform multi-digit arithmetic
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.4.NBT.A.3. Generalize place value understanding for multi-digit whole numbers
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.5.NBT.A.4. Understand the place value system

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas
3-LS4-4 Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity
3-5-ETS1-2 Engineering Design
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ii FamousScientists.org. (n.d.). Gregor Mendel. Retrieved September 19, 2017 from https://www.famous-
scientists.org/gregor-mendel/
iii Froelich Foundations. (n.d.). Froelich tractor history. Retrieved September 19, 2017 from
http://www.froelichtractor.com/thetractor.html
iv Harnick, R. (n.d.). Background: What is pasteurization? Retrieved September 19, 2017 from
https://www.macalester.edu/academics/environmentalstudies/students/projects/citizenscience2010/
foodsafety/history.html
v The Ohio State University, Department of Food, Agricultural and Biological Engineering. (n.d.). Ohio 
engineering research and development helped “put the farm on rubber”. Retrieved September 19, 2017
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viSpielmaker, D. (2014). Historical Timeline — Farm machinery & technology. Retrieved from
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vii Wagner, A. (2017, May). What this apple-picking robot means for the future of farm workers. PBS
NewsHour. Retrieved from http://www.pbs.org/newshour/updates/apple-picking-robot-means-future-
farm-workers/
viii Idaho State Department of Commerce. (2015). How unmanned drones could affect the food industry.
Retrieved from https://commerce.idaho.gov/news/how-unmanned-drones-could-affect-the-food-industry/
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A. B. C.

18th Century: Oxen and
horses are used to prepare
the land with wooden plows.

1793: Eli Whitney, from
Massachusetts, invents the cot-
ton gin. This is a machine that
took cotton fiber out of the
seed.

1801: Thomas Moore invents
the icebox refrigerator.

1854: The self-governing
windmill is invented.

1870: The first silos are
used.

1881: The first hybridized
corn was grown.

1959: The mechanical
tomato harvester is invented.

1994: Farmers begin using
satellites to track and plan
their farming habits.

1997: The first weed- and 
insect-resistant biotech crops
— soybeans and cotton —
are sold.

2004: Orange-picking agri-
cultural robots, ag bots, are
tested.vii

2015: Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration gives first permits
for agricultural drones which
are tiny flying robots.viii

Hello,
My name is Joao. 
I am from Brazil in
Latin America. 
This is a photo of
my grandfather, my
older brother, and I. Ranching cattle in Brazil is
a long family tradition. We use squeeze shoots
when doctoring the cows. It keeps them in one
place and calms them down. It really is such an
amazing ag invention!  -Joao

Calculate the Progress

Answer: 129 more people

1 John Deere sold his first plow for seven dollars in 1837. 
It was called the “singing plow” because it made a

noise as the blade cut through the soil.i

2 Gregor Mendel is the “father of 
genetics.” He experimented with

peas in his garden and found that
there are patterns for how plants 
and animals inherit, or get, traits like
color and height from their parents.ii

3 John Froelich built the first working gasoline-
powered tractor in 1849. At the time, farmers

were using steam-powered engines.iii

4Most of the milk in the U.S. is pasteurized.
Louis Pasteur invented this process in 1864 to

kill harmful bacteria that grew in milk, especially
when it wasn’t kept cold.iv

5Tractors used to be made of steel. The steel tires made farm-
ers sore from the bounces and vibrations. Harvey Firestone

and his son Leonard led the switch to rubber tires in the 1930s.v

Fast         Fun Facts

Catch
the Match

]

]
INNOVATING 
AN INDUSTRYvi

T
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BEES

1
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4

Meet the Landons
Beekeeping is in our family. Our grandfa-
ther was a beekeeper. Our dad worked
with him when he was young. Now our dad
is a beekeeper. He moves beehives to differ-
ent crops to pollinate the flowers, which turn
into food for you and me. Bees are smart lit-
tle creatures! We love that bees make deli-
cious honey. You can find out more about
bees and our family at buzzsbees.com.

From Egg to Bee
The Life Cycle of a Bee
Step 1: Egg—The queen bee lays an egg in a tiny cell.

Step 2: Larva—The egg hatches and looks like a worm. 
The larva stays in the same cell where the egg was laid.

Step 3: Pupa—The larva changes into a baby honeybee
called a pupa. The pupa still remains in the same cell.

Stage 4: Honeybee—When full-grown, the honeybee 
hatches from the cell and is ready to take on its new duties 
inside the colony.

If You Were a Bee
If you were a bee, you would live with your huge family in a
home called a hive. You might live with 50,000 other bees!
Your hive would be made of wooden boxes stacked on top of
each other. The bottom story of your hive would be a tall box
called a deep. The upper three stories would be shorter boxes
called shallows. As your family grew, more shallows would be
added to the top.

As a bee, you would not have your own bedroom. Each box
has dividers called frames. Your family would make honey-
combs in the frames to store bee eggs, nectar from flowers, and
honey.

You would have your very own human who would swap out the
frames from time to time. They would make sure every bee in
the hive was healthy. These people are known as beekeepers.

You might think you would be making honey all day. That might
not be true. If you were a male bee, you would be called a

AGMAG

F U N  F A C T
A worker honeybee lives only six to eight weeks. 
In its short life, it can fly a distance equal to 11/2

times around the Earth!i

drone. Your job would be taking
care of the queen bee. If you
were a female bee, you would
be called a worker bee. You
would have one of many jobs.
You might feed the baby bees,
clean up the hive, groom the
queen bee or collect nectar and water
from outside the hive.

Worker bees
and drone bees

have different bodies.
Drones have very big eyes

and round bodies. Worker bees
are the only honeybees that sting.

In the winter, you would stay inside the
hive. You would crowd around the queen
bee to keep her warm. You would also eat
the honey that the female bees made dur-
ing the summer.

Life sure would be interesting if you            
were a bee!

And Other Amazing Pollinators!
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Janice Person

How does a Global Online
Engagement Director for
an agriculture company

get started? Well, Janice Person did-
n’t start in agriculture! She started
as a summer intern at a farm maga-
zine. There her love for agriculture
and communications began to
grow. A job at the farm magazine
led to one job after another. She
soon found herself helping agricul-
ture companies with their communi-
cation needs. 

As the Global Online Engagement
Director for Monsanto, a seed com-
pany, Janice gets to do many
things. One day you may find her
with scientists in a lab. The next day
she may be helping farmers with 
social media. And the next day she
may be showing people around a
farm. But you can be sure – on all
of the days she is posting pictures to
Twitter at @JPLovesCotton! “I love
being able to show someone things
they haven’t seen before,” says Jan-
ice. For her, the rewarding times
are showing people a farm for the
first time. “You see that lightbulb
moment and know it will stick with
them as they look at food in the gro-
cery store.” 

Janice says that all of her classes in
high school and college helped get
her ready for her job today. She
says that if you “keep your eyes
open and pay attention to the things
around you, it’s amazing what can
come in handy later in life!” 

Cain Thurmond

Growing up on a beef cattle
farm didn’t lead Cain Thur-
mond to a job on the farm

like he thought. However, his back-
ground in agriculture and hard
work landed him a job with CSX
Transportation! Cain and his wife,
Whitney, live outside of Chicago,
Illinois. Cain is an Account Man-
ager for CSX. Part of Cain’s job is
to help plan the best way to move
farm and construction machines on
trains. How cool! 

CSX Transportation moves big ma-
chinery on trains to where it needs
to go. “The railroad is alive and
well,” says Cain. “We continue to
adapt and look for new things to
move all the time.” Cain also plans
rail transportation for power gener-
ation equipment. “Railroads help to
keep food on the table and the elec-
tricity on!” Cain jokes. But it’s not a
joke! Tractors and large machines
are important to keep farms run-
ning. Generators, wind turbine
equipment, and transformers help
keep electricity flowing!

He doesn’t work as a farmer, but
Cain knows how much his job helps
others in agriculture. He is thankful
for his time on the farm and in agri-
cultural groups like FFA. These
things helped him become who he
is today. “Success only comes be-
fore work in the dictionary,” Cain
says. Work hard and do well in
school. “What you do today will
prepare you for tomorrow.”

Kathy Holm

Kathy Holm‘s path into agri-
culture was not typical! As
a child, she spent time on

her grandparent’s dairy farm in
Wisconsin. Then, she spent time in
India planting trees on forest proj-
ects. She enjoyed being in the for-
est and learning about how to keep
trees healthy. This type of work is
called sustainability and ag forestry.
Kathy has had many jobs at the
U.S. Department of Agriculture Nat-
ural Resources Conservation Serv-
ice (USDA-NRCS). She is now the
Assistant State Conservationist for
Field Operations in Virginia. 

The USDA-NRCS is a part of the
government that helps people pro-
tect their natural resources. Kathy
and her staff at USDA-NRCS love to
work with people who care about
clean air, clean water, healthy soils,
animals, agriculture, and commu-
nity. “The people I work with go
above and beyond to help the com-
munity,” says Kathy. “We are work-
ing to make the world a better
place, protect our natural resources,
and grow healthy food.”

Are you interested in a job like
Kathy’s? She says you should volun-
teer in your community with projects
and programs that give back to the
earth. That could be tree planting,
volunteering at a farmer’s market,
or joining 4-H! Kathy says “Every-
one can make a difference!”
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Retrieved from http://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2013/03/07/173611461/in-a-grain-of-golden-rice-
a-world-of-controversy-over-gmo-foods

iv National FFA Organization. (n.d.). Natural resources systems. Retrieved September 21, 2016 from
https://www.agexplorer.com/focus/natural-resources-systems

v Idaho Forest Products Commission. (2016). How paper is made. Retrieved from 
http://www.idahoforests.org/paprmake.htm

vi National FFA Organization. (n.d.). Plant systems. Retrieved September 21, 2016 from 
https://www.agexplorer.com/focus/plant-systems

vii WGBH Educational Foundations, PBS. (1996-2013). Timeline: Surviving the dust bowl, 1931-1939. 
Retrieved from http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/timeline/dustbowl/

viii National FFA Organization. (n.d.). Power, structural, technical systems. Retrieved September 21, 2016
from https://www.agexplorer.com/focus/power-structural-technical-systems

ix American Pistachio Growers. (n.d.). Growing & harvesting. Retrieved September 21, 2016 from
http://www.americanpistachios.org/power-of-pistachios/growing-harvesting

x National FFA Organization. (n.d.).  Agricultural education. Retrieved September 21, 2016 from
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Standards Supported
The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional, specific standards that fall within
these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association
K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter (K-6th Grade)

K-6 5.0 Emphasizing Career Awareness (K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition 3.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th Grade)

CSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring 
explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.

Common Core State Standards for Mathematics
Grade 3, Measurement and Data; Solve problems involving measurement and estimation of intervals of
time, liquid volumes, and masses of objects.

Grade 3, Number and Operations – Fractions; Develop understanding of fractions as numbers.

Grade 3, Operations and Algebraic Thinking; Multiply and divide within 100.

References
i Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. (2012). Labour. In FAO Statistical Yearbook:
2012 (pp. 18-31). Retrieved from http://www.fao.org/docrep/015/i2490e/i2490e01b.pdf

ii US Department of Agriculture, National Institute of Food and Agriculture. (2015). Employment opportu-
nities for college graduates in food, agriculture, renewable natural resources, and the environment
(United States, 2015-2020) (Award No. 14-38837-2237). Retrieved from
https://www.purdue.edu/usda/employment/

Create a career family tree! Interview
your family members to see which ca-
reers your family has had in the past up
until present day.

Is there a career you’ve always been in-
terested in? Go to the library and check
out a book on that career. You’ll learn a
lot by reading about it!

Do a job shadow! Is there someone at
your school or someone that your par-
ents know that has a career that sounds
super fun? Ask to follow them around
for a day to see what they do!

Go on to www.myamericanfarm.org
and play “My Little Ag Me.” It’s
a great game about careers
in agriculture!

Have you ever wondered
what it’s like to be involved in
the cattle industry? Play the game
“The Steaks Are High” on
www.myamericanfarm.org.

Download and print off “Job Match and
Evaluation” from the “My American
Farm” at http://www.myamerican-
farm.org/activities/JobMatch.pdf. Play
with your friends or family! 

Create an illustrated alphabet book of
agriculture careers. Choose one career
per letter and draw a picture of it! Use
the www.agexplorer.com site for ideas!

Which agricultural career gets paid the
most? An Agricultural Lawyer, a Food
Animal Veterinarian, or a Mechanical
Engineer? Use the www.agexplorer.com
site to check your answer!

Visit https://kids.usa.gov/jobs/a-z-
list/index.shtml and pick out all the ca-
reers that you think are related to the
agricultural industry!

Complete a farm to table activity!
Choose your favorite meal and follow
all the of the careers that were involved
with bring your food to your plate. 

Suggested
Activities

T
here are many ways you can find your
path to a career in agriculture! There are
clubs and other groups to help you learn.

You can join 4-H for a hands-on agriculture ex-
perience. 4-H is America’s largest youth group.
In 4-H, you grow plants and animals. You can
also do science, engineering, or environmental
projects. You will learn new skills. You will dis-
cover which career pathway is interesting to you.
You also have the chance to make money and

new friends! Visit http://4-h.org/ to find out more. 

In middle school or high school, you also have the

chance to join FFA. FFA is a national group of stu-
dents who are excited about agriculture. To be in
FFA, you must take an agriculture class at your
school. These classes are about hands-on learning.
You even get to have your own Supervised Agricul-
tural Experience. That’s a fancy way of saying you
get to have your own business or work for someone
else! In FFA, you will have chances to learn leader-
ship, teamwork, and the career pathways. Visit
www.FFA.org to find out more. 

To see yourself in a career, check out the “My Little
Ag Me” game at www.myamericanfarm.org! 

By the Numbers
When you hear the word “agriculture,” you
may think of one job – farmer. But there are
many other jobs in agriculture. These jobs
help farmers get products ready for others to
enjoy! The Food and Agriculture Organiza-
tion of the United Nations says that one out
of every three people in the world work in a
job related to agriculture.i Wow – that’s a lot of
people! Farms look different around the world. But
all farms share their products with others in
about the same way. 

Jobs in agriculture may need different levels of
education. Some people have a high school
diploma and some have a PhD. Many people
in agriculture take classes after they graduate.
Some go to classes to learn more about how
they can be better at what they do.

In the next few pages, you’ll learn about different career pathways in agriculture. 
All of these jobs are needed for farmers to do their jobs! The pie chart from the U.S.

Department of Agriculture shows different employment in
agriculture for college graduates.ii Turn the page to

learn more about careers in agriculture. 

W hat do you want to be when you grow up? Has anyone ever
asked you that? It is never too early to start thinking about ca-
reers! Careers are jobs that you will have as an adult. There are

many career choices in agriculture. They are separated into nine different
groups, or pathways. In this Ag Mag, you will discover those pathways and
the exciting careers in each. 

When you are planning a road trip, you take a look at a map to decide
where you will go. Planning your career is very similar. There are different
paths to take and stops to make along the way. What matters most is where
you are headed. It’s time to think about planning
your journey!

Agriculture is the science of farming. All of the food that we eat comes
from farms. But agriculture is much more than just food! Fiber, which
is used to make clothes, is also part of agriculture. Cotton and wool
are types of fiber. Cotton grows on plants and wool comes from
sheep. Both come from farms! Even the fuel we put in our cars can
be traced to farms. Corn and other plants are used to create ethanol
and biofuels that power cars.

Agriculture does not stop at the edge of the farm. Agriculture is all of the work
it takes to get a product from the farm to your table, or your closet, or your
gas tank! Think about how applesauce is made. Apples are grown on trees in
orchards. They are picked, or harvested, by farmworkers. Then, the apples
are put onto trucks which drive to the processing factory. At the factory, the
apples are turned into applesauce and packaged. Next, the applesauce is
loaded back onto a truck and sent to a grocery store. Then, your parents buy
the applesauce and bring it home for you to eat. There are a lot of steps to
get food from the farm to you. This is the farm to table process! There are a lot
of steps in the farm to table process, and there are just as many careers!

Winners CIRCLE
DISCOVER THE PATH THESE LEADERS TOOK TO THEIR CAREER IN AGRICULTURE

Whichever pathway you choose in agriculture, it will be the ride of your life!

IT’S ABOUT LIFE!

See Yourself in Ag

46%

12%

27%

15%

JOBS FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES IN AGRICULTURE

Education, Communication, and 
Governmental Services

Food and Biomaterials Production
Science and Engineering

Management and Business
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References, Standards, & Contact Information
National education standards referenced

Standards Addressed
The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional, specific standards
that fall within these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association
K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter (K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition 3.0 (3rd,
4th, 5th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for Mathematics
Operations and Algebraic Thinking 3.0A: Represent and solve problems involving 
multiplication and division. 

Social Sciences, National Council for the Social Studies
NSS-G.K-12.1 The World in Spatial Terms
NSS-G.K-12.2 Places and Regions
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VandenHeuvel, J. P.,  & West, S. G. (2011). Beef in an optimal lean diet study: effects on lipids,
lipoproteins, and apolipoproteins. American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, January 2012. doi:
10.3945/ajcn.111.016261. Retrieved from
http://ajcn.nutrition.org/content/early/2011/12/13/ajcn.111.016261.full.pdf+html
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T
here are about one million farmers,
ranchers, and dairymen across the
US raising beef today. More than
half of the beef cattle operations in
the US have been in the same family
for at least three generations.i That

means that if you are a beef rancher, you
might be ranching the same land your great-
grandfather or great-great grandmother
ranched! That’s pretty incredible! Beef cattle
are an important part of our nation’s history,
our culture, and our diet today. Explore this
Ag Mag and you’ll discover the power of
beef. You’ll also meet some of the amazing
men and women who care for their animals,
steward (or care for) the land, and provide
safe quality food for you and me. Let’s go!
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Beef
Breeds

A breed is a group of animals that come from common ancestors and
have similar traits, or characteristics. Just like there are different breeds
of horses and dogs, there are many different breeds of beef cattle. 

There are more than 70 recognized breeds of cattle in the US.i

Here are some common beef cattle breeds in the United States.ii

1. Angus - Origin: Scotland
2. Hereford - Origin: England
3. Simmental - Origin: Switzerland
4. Limousin - Origin: France
5. Brangus - Origin: United States
6. Charolais - Origin: France

Cattle Country

Check out these other great FREE resources on 
www.MyAmericanFarm.org
to learn more about beef!

The Steaks are High
In this online game, you’ll travel through
the beef production process!

Grocery Grab
In this online game, you’ll race to build meals
and grab groceries as you learn about beef 
nutrition.

Lesson Plans
• The Stage is Set For Beef 
• Beef Up Your Nutrition
• After School Resource Kit: Beef Education

Activity Sheets
• Built from Beef
• Pasture Cowculations

Other Great Resources
• Beef Heritage eComic
• The Big Race eComic
• Family Fun! Kid Friendly Beef Recipes

A CONTRACTOR TO THE BEEF CHECKOFF 

#1

]

]
1 2 3 4 5 6

2015 TOP 5There are 89.9 million cattle in the US 
(as of Jan 1, 2015)!

Top 5 states for cattle and calves (2015): 
1. Texas - 11.8 million
2. Nebraska - 6.30 million
3. Kansas - 6 million
4. California - 5.2 million
5. Oklahoma - 4.6 million 

Just for Parents
Researchers have proven that eating lean beef is healthy! It can help lower
cholesterol levels as part of a heart-healthy diet. Try a new lean beef meal with
your family this week.xi Visit www.beefitswhatsfordinner.com for great
ideas. Do you know your cuts of beef? Most beef cuts fall into four groups:

Ground Beef
• 70% lean
• 80%-85% lean
• 95% lean

Steaks
• T-Bone
• Tenderloin
• Sirloin Tip

Roasts & Ribs
• Brisket
• Back Ribs
• Tri-Tip

Prepared Cuts
• Kabobs
• Stew Meat
• Strips

NAME: Mike McCormick
CAREER: Owner, McCormick Farms
LOCATION: Union Church, Mississippi

Q: Tell us about your job! 
I own a commercial cow calf operation with my wife
Suezan in the southwest corner of Mississippi. I serve the
beef industry in many ways such as being Vice Chair of
the Mississippi Beef Council and a member of the Cattle-
men’s Beef Promotion and Research Board.

Q: How did you get started working with cattle?
My family moved to Mississippi in 1820 and started the farm I live

on today. There was never a time in my life
that cattle were not roaming the hills around our
home. From a very early age, I cared for our livestock and did chores
around the farm. After college, I bought a farm next to my father’s and
started my own cattle business.

Q: What do you love about your job?
There are many things I love about working with cattle. I get the
chance to wake up every day and go to work for myself, create jobs
for others, and do work that it is very rewarding. I love getting to live
on my farm. I have traveled to a lot of great places, but the place that I
always want to be is on my farm. I want to leave it in better condition
than I got it for the next generation of my family. Without my cattle, I
would not have been able to stay on my farm.

Q: What advice would you give others who are interested in your career?
My father gave me a great education on how to be a good farmer. He encouraged me to go to
college and get a degree in business. You must run a farm as a business. Math and science
classes were important to me in high school. If you truly love raising and caring for cattle, then
you should get involved. I hope it will make you as happy as it has made me!

NAME: Hilary Maricle
CAREER: Owner/Operator, Maricle Family Farms established 1871
LOCATION: Albion, Nebraska

Q: Tell us about your job!
Our family raises beef cattle. I help manage the ranch with my husband Brian and his dad,
Keith. We mostly have Black Angus cattle with some crossbreeding in our cows. We breed the
cows to Simmental/Angus bulls so that we have calves with a lot of muscle. All of our calves are
sold for beef. We raise about 300 cows. Half of them calve (birth their calves) in the spring and
half calve in the fall.  

Q: How did you get started in this career?
I grew up showing beef cattle with my family. My husband Brian’s family had a dairy. After
graduating from college, we returned to the farm. We still had a dairy, but I really wanted beef
cows. We bought 24 older cows and I hauled them home one weekend from graduate

school. After those cows, we continued to buy a
few more cows to grow our herd. After fifteen
years of hard work, we now have a beef herd
that we can be proud of.

Q: What helped you be successful in
your career?
4-H and FFA gave my husband and I great expe-
riences. In 4-H, I learned how to care for ani-
mals and how to be a leader. My husband Brian
was in FFA. He learned his animal management
and leadership skills by being active in his FFA
chapter. 

Q: What advice would you give young
people? 
If you want to be a farmer or rancher, take the
hardest math and science courses that are of-
fered at your school. Learn how to speak and
communicate with others. We work with a lot of
different kinds of people every day. Get involved
in 4-H and FFA. Even if you don’t have room for
a calf of your own, you can start to learn about
livestock and build relationships with people in
agriculture.

Activities to
Beef up Your Knowledge
Print a map of the US and color in the top five cattle states.
Color your home state a different color. 

With permission from an adult, research one of the cattle
breeds listed in the Beef Breeds section. Prepare a poster or
speech about the breed you selected. 

Take this Ag Mag to the grocery store with an adult. See
how many cuts of beef you can find in the meat section. 

On a large piece of paper, draw an outline of a beef 
animal like the one in “What’s in a Name?” on page two. 
Pick up a newspaper with grocery ads. Cut out beef items
and glue them on your paper. Match the cuts to their 
location on the animal. 

Go to a grocery store or pick up an
ad with beef products for sale. List
the beef products and their cost per
pound. Figure out how much it
would cost to purchase 2, 5, 7, 9,
or 10 pounds of each item. 

With adult permission, visit beefitswhatsfordinner.com
or vealmadeeasy.com. Find a fun recipe to cook with
your family. 

Create a chart showing the lifecycle of a beef animal. 

Select one of the stories about people in the beef industry
found in this Ag Mag. Read the story and share with your
classmates or family what you found most interesting.

CAREERSPOTLIGHT
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Amazing Science
ave you ever seen all the different apples at the grocery
store? Did you know that growing different varieties of
plants is all about science? Scientists called plant breeders
work every day to make sure we have much to pick from! 

A plant breeder is a person who makes new varieties of
plants. They do this by using pollen from one plant to 

pollinate another plant of the same species. This is the same thing
bees do in nature! The plant breeder then gets the seeds
from these plants and grows them. The plant breeder
picks the best seedling as a new variety.

Plant breeding is important. It gives us plants
with traits that we want, like better taste 
or a plant that can grow with less water.

What does a plant breeder do each day?
We asked University of Minnesota plant
breeder, Dr. Jim Luby to tell us more. “Almost
every day I meet with people, write reports, 
and come up with ideas for future 
research. One of the best things 
about plant breeding is that the job
changes depending on the season. 
The spring is planting and pollinating
season. In the summer and fall we 
are evaluating plants and fruits.” 

What does Dr. Luby’s think is the best part
about being a plant breeder? “Being outside
on a nice day in a field looking at plants and
fruits from our crosses. I get to see all of the
variation among the plants. I try to figure
out which ones will be most useful for
new varieties.” 

What is it like to be an apple
farmer? We spent some time with
apple farmer Jeff VanderWerff of
VanderWerff Orchards from Sparta,
Michigan. Check out this interview
to find out more.
What do you farm, Jeff? We farm
corn, wheat, soybeans, and apples. I farm
with my brother, father, and uncle. We take care of
2,500 acres of land, 150 of which is apples. 

Where do your apples go after you pick them?
70% of our apples are sold fresh. 30% are sold for
processed apples. If you get sliced apples at Subway,
they might have been from our farm!

How did you get started as an apple farmer? My
brother and I grew up farming with our dad and uncle. But in
2004, we got a wild idea to start farming something new. We found
a ten-acre orchard to rent and started farming apples. Now we have 150
acres of apples! 

What do you like most about your job? I love being able to work outdoors and
work with my family. I am very fortunate to be in a job where I can connect with the con-
sumer directly. 

What is the hardest part about your job? Weather is the biggest challenge. If it
freezes and I lose all of my apple crop, I still have to work hard to keep my trees healthy
all year, without bringing in any money! Labor is also a big challenge. Apples are all
picked by hand. On our farm, we’ll harvest nearly 10 million apples each season. We
need workers to be able to harvest all of these apples!

What advice would you give someone who wanted to start farming? Find
something that works where you are and run with it! You don’t need to have hundreds of
acres to be a successful farmer. Understand your market and what you want to do with it.
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The Lunchbox Caper Unscramble the bold words to solve the mystery!
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Activities
1. Apple Fractions: In front of the class, cut an apple to explain 
fractions like 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8.  

2. Taste and Graph: Have students sample multiple varieties of 
apples. Ask each to select their favorite. Create a class graph showing
favorites.

3. Apple Adjective Race: Have students race a partner or team
to brainstorm adjectives describing apples. The winner/winning team
gets the first choice of an apple slice snack.

4. Farmer’s Market Finder: With the class, visit
http://search.ams.usda.gov/farmersmarkets/. Type in your school’s

zip code to find a farmer’s market near you.

5. MyPlate: With the class, explore
http://www.choosemyplate.gov/. Have your students decide where an
apple would fit on MyPlate. Discover the recommended servings of fruit
per day. List how many apples it takes to make one serving of fruit. 

6. Apple Journal: Cut a large apple out of paper or draw an apple
on the board. Choose a writer to take notes for the class. Have students
share new things they learned and write them inside the apple. 

7. Pin the Apple on the Tree: Divide students into groups. Have
students play “Pin the Apple on the Tree” by drawing a paper tree and
apples. Hang the tree on the wall. Then, while blindfolded, try to tape
an apple on the tree.

8. Read The Apple Orchard Riddle by Margaret McNamara and 
G. Brian Karas

*
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CAREERSPOTLIGHT

It was 3. servtha season and the Martin family was busy picking their
apple crop for the fall. The sun had gone down so the family headed inside
for supper. They talked about how they remember planting their first 
1. dese many years ago. After supper, Annie began doing dishes and
slipped off her wedding ring. She set it in the small dish that Eric, her hus-
band, had given her a few years back. She finished cleaning up and tucked
her daughter, Marie, in bed. Annie headed to her room for a good, and
long-awaited, night’s rest. 

The next morning was busier than usual. Marie and Annie headed out the
door in a hurry. “Don’t forget your lunchbox!” Annie called to Marie. Annie
dropped Marie off at school. On the way home, she remembered she never
put her ring back on! Yet, when she got 6. ehmo it was missing. “Hmm,
that’s weird, maybe I didn’t put it in the dish like I usually do,” Annie thought.

She began to retrace her steps of everything she had done the day before.
First, she ran outside and looked around the 2. reset. Next, Annie drove to
the 4. lodc agestor building. It is like a really big refrigerator to keep ap-
ples cool after they have been picked. Annie drove to the 5. roset that sells
their apples after they are cooled. Finally, she returned home. Marie was just
getting off the bus.

When Annie opened Marie’s 7. clhbonxu she couldn’t believe her eyes.
There was the ring! Marie turned to her Mom and said, “I took your ring to
show-and-tell today.” Annie looked at her daughter, smiled, and with a deep
exhale said, “That explains everything.”

Write each unscrambled word below to see how an apple gets from a seed
to your lunchbox!

1._________________ 2._________________ 3._________________ 4._________________ 5._________________ 6._________________ 7._________________ 

Apple Dissection
• Find the five seed pockets.
• Number each seed pocket.
• Count the number of seeds in each seed pocket.
• Put seed pockets in order of which had the most 

seeds to which had the fewest.

Apple Stamps
• With the help of an adult, cut an apple in half.
• Dip half of the apple into red, yellow, and green 

colored paint. 
• Stamp paper with apples to create a collage.
• Draw on stems and leaves once your collage is dry.

leaves

stem

skin

flesh

core

seeds
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Let’s
Try It
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Lunchbox Caper Answer Key: 1. seed 2. trees 3. harvest 4. cold storage 5. store 6. home 7. lunchbox

H

Now That’s A Lot of Apples!iiiiii

Dr. Luby says that communication is the 
skill he needs most for his job. “Beyond
that, I use genetics, statistics, and plant 
biology almost every day.” If you want 
to dive into the science of agriculture, 
Dr. Luby encourages you to become a
good writer and learn to work with 
teams of people. 

Find out more about Dr. Luby and the 
delicious varieties of apples, like Honey-

crisp, that he and his team
have made at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota 
by visiting:

http://www.apples.umn.edu/. 

Build Your
Vocabulary!
Variety: In plants, a variety is a type 
of plant that can be distinguished from
others. Granny Smith and Honeycrisp
are two apple varieties. 
Traits: a quality that makes one 
person or thing different from another
Evaluating: determining the condi-
tion, worth or condition of something
by studying it

Apples Uncovered
What’s in an apple? Check out this picture to
learn about the important parts of an apple.
With the help of an adult, cut an apple in half
and see if you can name all of the parts!
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What is your job?
My training is as an agronomist and as
a plant PHYSIOLOGIST. I conduct
drought research for corn. I started
working with Corteva in 2001 in
Woodland, California. Then, I moved to
Iowa. I have been working on corn re-
search in Iowa for 15 years. I work on
other TRAITS for corn throughout the
world. I also manage other scientists.

When did you become interested in agriculture?
I grew up on a farm in Missouri which I am still connected to. I also have my own
field of corn that I grow in Iowa!

Explain some of your research.
In most of the Midwest where most of the corn is grown, drought is a challenge that
harms crops. We have developed a set of HYBRIDS selected out of natural native
genes. We use plant breeding techniques to develop corn that will grow better under
dry conditions. This has been on the market for about nine years. It has been a great
success. This drought tolerant corn is also used around the world including in Europe,
South America, China and Southeast Asia. 

What do you enjoy most about your job?
I enjoy working with scientists in my area as well as scientists outside of my area.
In a big company like Corteva, there is variety. I have learned to work with
my strengths and learn from other scientists. Many people have many differ-
ent skills and experiences that help me grow. 

What subjects in school helped you prepare for your job?
Science and math are very important. A career in science means a lifetime
of learning. Understanding business and economics is also important when
working for a company to advance science.

If a young person wanted to get involved in agriculture, what 
advice would you give them?
It might be overwhelming to look at agriculture and say, “What could I possibly do?
How do I fit in?” You can begin to make connections with farmers to understand the
process of producing food. It’s hard to connect to the miracle of nature if you haven’t
experienced it. Make that connection if you haven’t grown up around agriculture. 

What is one thing you wished more people knew about growing
corn?
Farming is a science. I wish more people knew how difficult it is. Most people think
it is pretty simple. It’s not just putting the seed in the ground.
You have to decide how much fertilizer to use. You have to
protect the crop from weeds, insects and diseases. The tim-
ing of everything you do is very important. There is a lot of
technology, but it is not an automatic process. Sometimes
people think food is cheap and always available. That
can’t happen without a lot of extra work from farmers.

How will technology impact the corn industry?
There’s opportunity for more technology to improve corn.
We can continue to improve the genetics. We now under-
stand DNA, the backbone of all organisms. Our under-
standing of genetics and interaction with nature has
improved. We can improve drought tolerance. We can im-
prove a crop’s ability to take up nitrogen. Nitrogen is the
main nutrient for corn. Maybe we can grow corn with less
nitrogen and less water so that we can maintain and sus-
tain our environment too. Technology will continue to im-
prove our crops and reduce our environmental impact. 

National Learning Standards for AFBFA Corn Ag Mag
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Have you noticed that when you order a drink it sometimes comes with a
paper straw? Some cities have even banned the use of plastic straws. Why
is this happening? One reason is because plastic straws are not biodegrad-
able. What does it mean when something is biodegradable? It means that
it is something that can be broken down naturally. These things break down
into tiny pieces. These pieces become part of the soil. This means less waste
in our landfills. 

Corn can be made into a special plastic that is biodegradable. We can even make
straws with corn plastic! Corn plastic is just one way the agriculture industry recycles
and cares for the environment. 

Think about how often you use or see plastic every day. There are a lot of products
made from plastic. Shopping bags, water bottles and trash bags are all plastic. Some
stores like Walmart have started to use biodegradable corn plastic.4

Now, it is more than plastic packaging and straws. We can even use corn plastic in
fashion! A shoe company, Reebok, released an eco-friendly shoe. The shoe is made
entirely from cotton with a corn-based sole. 

Turn to page 4 to learn how to make your own corn plastic!

Parts of a Seed 
Endosperm — The endosperm holds the energy and 
protein the new plant will use to begin to grow. This area is
full of starch. Starch is used the most in corn processing. 

Seed Coat — The seed coat is the outside cover of the
seed. It protects the inside of the seed from cold temperatures.
The seed coat also protects the inside of the seed from mois-
ture. Insects can also harm the seed inside. The seed coat
keeps the seed from harm until it is ready to germinate.

Embryo/Germ — The embryo is the only living part of the
seed. It will become the new plant. It has all of the genetics,
vitamins and minerals for a new plant to be created. There is
also oil inside of the germ. This is the most valuable part of
the corn kernel once it is processed. 

America Leads the World 

H
ow are we going to feed a
growing population with limited
resources? Agriculturalists, scien-
tists and politicians are working
to find a solution. There were

821 million people in the world who didn’t
have enough food in 2017. That is about one
out of every nine people in the world!1 Corn
growers, like all farmers, have worked hard to
produce more with less. This has led to more
bushels of corn produced. Corn farmers pro-
duce six times more corn now than in 1930!2

Now, less land is needed to produce more
corn. So, why can’t we feed the world? This is
a complicated problem. Most corn produced
in America is fed to animals to produce food
like eggs, milk and meat.3 So, the corn may not
be directly fed to humans but helps produce
other foods humans eat. With a world full of
humans, one of the problems is getting the food
where it needs to be. There may be challenges
with transportation. Access to money and po-
litical issues are also challenges. Global
hunger is still an issue today.

Plant to Plastic

CORN CONNECTIONS
With a parent or guardian’s permission, visit these websites to
connect what you’ve learned about the corn to fun games and
activities! 
• Visit https://www.ncga.com/topics/education/education-k-12

and watch a time-lapse video of a corn field from planting to
harvest! 

• Check out Iowa Corn for coloring sheets, activity books and
more! https://www.iowacorn.org/education/fun-for-kids/

• Visit www.myamericanfarm.com to play the “Amazing Grains”
game, and learn more about grain production in the U.S.!

• Log on to www.seedsurvivor.com to test your farming skills by
growing your own corn! 

Interview
with Jeff Schussler
C O R T E V A  A G R I S C I E N C E

GERMINATE:

This is when the
seed begins to
sprout or grow.

Use Corn to Make Your Own
Biodegradable Plastic

1. Place a tablespoon of cornstarch in a paper cup. 
2. Add two drops of corn oil to the cornstarch.
3. Add 11/2 tablespoons of water to the oil and cornstarch.
4. Stir the mixture. 
5. Add two drops of your favorite food coloring to the mixture 

and stir well.
6. Microwave your biodegradable plastic for 20-25 seconds on high. 

Scientific Observations:
1. What do you notice about your biodegradable plastic?
2. Is your biodegradable plastic the same as the other students?
3. What could you make with your biodegradable plastic if you 

let it harden?

Agricultural Application:
1. Why is biodegradable plastic important for the environment?

2. What are farmers doing to take care of the environment?

HYBRIDS:
Plant breeders inten-

tionally cross-pollinate
and breed two different 
varieties of a plant. This 

allows plant breeders to breed
for the best qualities from the

two different varieties. The
result: a hybrid plant that

has the best qualities
from the two 

different plants.

PHYSIOLOGIST:
A physiologist stud-
ies the function and
activities of living 
organisms (like 

tissues and cells!)

TRAITS: 
A trait is a charac-
teristic or quality

that a person, plant
or animal has. It is

caused by their
genetics. 

2017

1930

The Belt That Circles the World 
Iowa, Illinois, Nebraska and Minnesota produced over 1 billion
bushels of corn in 2016.5 Other major corn growing states are
Wisconsin, South Dakota, Michigan, Missouri, Kansas, Ohio
and Kentucky. These states are known as the Corn Belt. Long,
hot and humid summers make the Corn Belt perfect for growing
corn. The soil is ideal for growing corn as well. In 2019, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Nebraska and Minnesota planted more than
50% of the total acres of corn planted in the U.S.6

BUSHEL:
A bushel is a

measurement. A
bushel of shelled
corn weighs 56

pounds!.7CORN GROWN
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References, Standards, & Contact Information
National education standards referenced

Standards Addressed
The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional specific 
standards that fall within these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association
K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter 
(K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition 3.0
(3rd, 4th, 5th grade)

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas
3, 4, 5-LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes
5-LS2.1: Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics
3-ESS3: Earth and Human Activity
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Dairy Farmers Around the U.S.
There are dairy farmers in all 50 states — here are a few to share their stories!
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Alivestock, or large animal, veterinarian is like the vet your dog or
cat sees, but they work on farm animals not pets. Large animal

vets take care of dairy cows. They also work with dairy farmers.

Dr. Chris Mahlerbe is a large animal veterinarian in Colorado. He
loves to work with farmers. “Being out and about every day is really
the best part of my job,” says Mahlerbe. “Even in cold weather, I love
caring for these amazing creatures and helping ensure they are
healthy and living the best life possible.”vi

Large animal vets are a very important part of a dairy farm as they
help the farmers keep the cows healthy! 

A Vet’s Perspective of a Dairy Farm

DISCOVERING DAIRY’S BIG THREE

1

2

3

ANSWERS:California, Wisconsin, New York, Idaho, Pennsylvania, Texas, Minnesota, Michigan, New Mexico, Washingtoniii
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Did you know that you can find out
where your milk was processed?
With a teacher’s or parent’s okay
(and a milk jug!), go to
www.WhereIsMyMilkFrom.com.
Look for a code printed on the milk
jug that starts with two numbers
followed by a dash and then one
to five more numbers. For exam-
ple, it may look like 49-216. Enter
the code on the website to see the
plant where your milk was
processed! It even tells you what
kind of products are processed at
that same plant. How mooovelous! 

Tra
ck

 Your M
ilk

!

Dairy products come in many shapes. But,
they all start from milk. Most of the milk we
drink and dairy products we eat are pro-

duced by cows. There are dairy farms in all 50
states! Families own 98% of these farms.i

If you’re in one of the states highlighted on the map,
then you’re in one of the top 10 dairy producing
states in the United States! 

All dairy farms look different! How they look depends
on the number of cows that are milked, where the
farm is located, and even the breed of cow that is
milked. Cows are typically grouped by what they pro-

duce. Beef cattle are bred for meat pro-
duction and dairy cattle are better at
making large amounts of high quality
milk. There are six main breeds of dairy
cows: Holstein, Jersey, Ayrshire, Brown
Swiss, Guernsey, and Milking Shorthorn.ii

The Holstein breed is probably the most
well-known. It has large black and white
patches. 

Can you name the highlighted states and guess the
order of the top 10 dairy producing states? Check
out the bottom of the page to see if your answers are
correct! 

Dairies in the United States

Dairy Farmers Are Stewards of the Land: Like other kinds of
farmers and ranchers, dairy farmers know that the land is their best
resource. They work hard to save (and improve!) land, water, and 
energy sources. There are many science-based resources in dairy towns
across the U.S. Dairy farmers work with teachers at colleges and go to
special classes. Ask your teacher or parent to visit this site. Watch the
first video to see why the environment is so important to dairy farmers:
https://dairygood.org/content/2016/taking-care-of-the-land

Dairy Farmers Are All About Animal Care: Dairy farmers
know that happy and healthy cows produce the best milk. Young
calves to mature cows, all animals are given great care. Many 
dairy farms have extra items on their farms to help keep 
the animals happy and healthy. They use nice bedding,
vet checks, hoof cleaning, jackets for the calves, fans, 
sprinklers, and even back scratchers for the cows!v

Dairy Products Are Good for You: Did you know 
that dairy contains nine essential nutrients? Calcium, 
potassium, phosphorus, protein, riboflavin, niacin as 
well as vitamins A, D and B12 are in all types of milk.iv

These nutrients help your body in many ways. They help 
build strong bones and teeth. They keep your skin and 
eyes healthy. They even help to build muscle!  

Krista Stauffer: Washington
Hello there, I am Krista Stauffer of Stauffer Dairy
in Washington state. Our farm is a first-genera-
tion dairy established in 2009. We milk 200
cows. I love that my husband and I get to work
side by side and raise our kids on the farm. Every
day we head to the barn — even on holidays!
The cows’ needs are met before ours. We truly
devote our lives to caring for cows! – Krista

Katie Roth: Wisconsin
Hello, I am Katie Roth of Banner Ridge Farms
in Wisconsin. My husband, TJ, and I have a
dairy farm with another family. Life on the
farm has helped me understand the life cycle
better. I call our cows, “my girls.” I get to
work with them through the generations.
When a female calf turns two, that calf is ma-
ture and will begin milking. It feels great to
get to know these cow families. – Katie 

Ryan Bright: Tennessee 
Welcome to Tennessee! I’m Ryan
Bright. I am a fifth generation
farmer. Our farm is over 100 years
old! Milk goes from our farm to the
store in less than two days! Milk is
one of the freshest foods you can
purchase. Dairy farming is hard
work. The joy of knowing that my
family is helping make healthy food
for others is rewarding. – Ryan

Online Resources
There are some great websites to learn more about dairy. 
Ask a teacher or parent if you can visit these together!

Milk Life
https://milklife.com/

Undeniably Dairy
https://dairygood.org/undeniably-dairy

Dairy Good
https://dairygood.org/

Acres & Avenues Videos
https://dairygood.org/acres-and-avenues
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National Learning Standards for AFBFA Entomology Ag Mag

References, Standards, & Contact Information
National education standards referenced

Standards Addressed
The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional specific 
standards that fall within these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association
K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter 
(K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition
3.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th grade)
Language Standards: Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 4.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th grade)

Common Core State Standards for Mathematics
Mathematics Standards: Operations and Algebraic Thinking (OA, 3rd, 4th, 
5th grade)

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas
3-LS4-C: Adaptation
5-LS2-A: Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems

National Geography Standards
Essential Element IV. HUMAN SYSTEMS: Standard 11. The patterns and 
networks of economic interdependence on Earth’s surface.
Essential Element V. ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY: Standard 16. 
The changes that occur in the meaning, use, distribution, and importance of 
resources. 
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1 Entomological Society of America. (n.d.). Discover entomology: A Science, a 
career, a lifetime. Retrieved Jan. 20, 2020 from
https://entomology.unl.edu/scilit/discover.pdf
2 Gillett-Kaufman, J. (2014). What’s the difference between an insect and a bug?
University of Florida. Retrieved from
http://blogs.ifas.ufl.edu/entnemdept/2014/05/06/difference-between-insect-and-
a-bug/

Protein for Breakfast?

When you think of “eating some protein,” how
often do you think “insects?” Most likely, you
picture a burger, eggs, or peanut butter before
you picture insects as your source of protein. It

turns out insects are a source for not only protein but 
vitamins as well. Vitamins help your body grow and stay
strong. Because insects have things that are good for us,
like proteins and vitamins, insects are being used to create
food to feed to pets and even humans! In fact, crickets,
ants, and bees are all eaten in other countries. What do
you think? Would you eat insects for breakfast?

Plants and Insects: An Unlikely Duo

Earlier we discussed how some insects eat plants, causing problems. Other times,
plants can eat insects, like the famous Venus Flytrap. But, some plants and insects
have something called mutualism. That means that both the plant and the insect
help each other. One way we see this is when ants protect a plant against other

predators by eating them (which is biological control). Then the plant provides the ants with
a shelter. Insects can move seeds farther away from the plant so it can spread. In this case,
the insects are likely to eat the plant’s fruit. Insects and plants have advanced to allow both
species to flourish. One other type of mutualism is pollination, which we’ll cover next.

Pollinator Projects

Now we get to the sweet part of insects – honey! Plants use
pollen to reproduce. They need pollinators, something to
move pollen from flower to flower. Insects often play this
role. In the case of honey bees, as they collect pollen, they

also drink nectar from the flowers. That nectar is then made into
honey. Without bees, we wouldn’t have honey. Without pollinator
insects, we wouldn’t have many of our major crops. Think about the
fruits, veggies, and nuts you eat every day – most of those crops
need pollinators like insects! Bees aren’t the only pollinator insects.
Moths, beetles, ants, wasps, and flies can also be pollinators.

If you want to learn more about pollinators, check out the Bee Ag
Mag from American Farm Bureau Foundation for Agriculture! If you
would like to learn more and help in your town or city, check out
https://www.purpleplow.org/challenges/pollinator-challenge.

Let’s take a look at how insects develop! There are two types of 
insect life cycles we’ll explore. They have long names, but we’ll
break them down. 

Holometabolous Metamorphosis 
[hoe-low-meh-tab-oh-lous meta-morf-oh-sis]: 
Metamorphosis is when an insect starts as an egg and completely
changes into an adult insect that looks very different. “Holometabolous
Metamorphosis” just means “complete metamorphosis”. Butterflies and
mosquitoes are two insects that go through holometabolous metamorphosis.
(pictured above)

Hemimetabolous Metamorphosis 
[hem-i-meh-tab-oh-lous meta-morf-oh-sis]:
These insects only go through some of the stages of metamorphosis. They
have no pupal stage. Instead, they go from an egg stage to a nymph stage
(similar to larvae) to an adult stage.

We can use what we see in insects and nature for
new ideas. When we look at the adaptations 
insects have made, we can use it to create new
products that help people, too. 

One idea is the bright color of a butterfly’s wings and
smartwatch screens; wings are made of prism shapes
that bend the light that hits them, making them bright
with color. Screens can be built in the same way to save
power. 

Proteins are in more than just eggs, meats, and beans.
They are also found in all living things. The proteins in
flea’s knees are a model for the bounce in running shoes.
They can absorb a shock and then release it when the
pressure is lifted. Making a man-made version of this
could make better running shoes.  

Although spiders are not insects, their webs are changing
how we make glass windows. Spider webs reflect ultra-
violet light, a type of light that comes from the sun or
other man-made sources. By adding ultraviolet (UV) to
glass sheets, we can make the glass easier to “see” for
birds, so they don’t fly into windows. To humans, the
glass still looks clear.

These are just a few of the ways we can learn from 
insects to make our lives better!
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INSECT
Life Cycles

Insects lay
eggs, which
the offspring
hatch from.

When they hatch,
insects look like a
soft worm creature
and are called larva
(When we have
multiple, they are
called larvae).

Then, the insect
makes a hard shell
around itself and, 

inside the shell, 
becomes a pupa. 

The pupa stops 
moving or eating, 
but it is changing!

The insect leaves
the pupa as a

full-grown adult. 

Have you ever found a bug outside and wondered what it was?
Or maybe bugs are creepy crawlies that you don’t like! Some

people love working with bugs so much they make a career out of it. We call people who study insects, entomologists.
Entomology is the science of insects.

But how do bugs and insects differ? Insects have six legs, a body with three segments, and two antennae. Ants, bees,
and beetles are all types of insects. While many times we use “bug” to describe all creepy crawlies, the true meaning of
a bug is a type of insect that has a mouth shaped like a straw that they use to drink sap or juices from plants or eat other
insects and spiders. Some types of these are stink bugs, leafhoppers, aphids, water bugs, and bed bugs. All bugs are
insects, but not all insects are bugs! But how do bugs and insects differ? 

In this Ag Mag, we’ll learn more about entomology and why we should study insects! We’ll cover the good, the bad,
and the ugly of insects around the world. 

What is ENTOMOLOGY?

Insect Adaptations

Insects can look very different from
each other! This is because they have
adapted to their environment. An

adaptation is a change in insects so that
they can live better in their habitat.

In nature, insects adapt for safety. Some insects are green and look like a leaf,
blending into their habitat to hide from predators. This is called camouflage, and
predators are living things that prey on and eat other living things. Stink bugs make
smells to ward off predators. Grasshoppers have long legs that allow them to jump.
Do you ever hear a stridulation sound during the day? It’s coming from cicadas.
Stridulation is when an insect creates a sound by rubbing body parts together. 
Cicadas have ears right next to the organ that makes noise. They have adapted so
they can fold their ears closed when they start to make noise, so they don’t hurt
their eardrum. These are just some of the ways insects adapt, but there are many
more! What kind of adaptation do you think is the coolest?

Impactful Insects
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C otton is a top agriculture commodity, or product, in the U.S. It is a natural fiber. A natural fiber is a plant or animal prod-
uct that can be woven or knitted. Cotton is used often in the U.S. and across the globe. We depend on this crop for
clothing, couches, Band-Aids, and more! We are often dressed in cotton from head to toe. We even use by-products of
cotton in feed for livestock and food for people. From the field where cotton farmers are hard at work, to the store where
we buy the final cotton product, there is much to learn about the story of cotton. Let’s dive in!
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Shelley Butler Barlow
Cotton Farmer // Suffolk, Virginia

Did you know
that cotton is a
natural, renew-

able fiber? We can grow
more of it every year!
My name’s Shelley Butler
Barlow. I’m a farmer at
Cotton Plains Farm, Inc.
in Suffolk, Virginia. My
husband Joseph and our
son Joey also work on
the farm. We grow up-
land cotton on dry land.

This means the land is not irrigated. Our cotton is mostly used for
clothes like jeans, socks, and underwear. We farm about 1,000
acres. That’s a small farm for our area. Most years, cotton is about
half our crop acreage. We also grow field corn and soybeans.
We plant these crops in a rotation with the cotton to keep the soil
healthy. We own all the equipment we need to plant, fertilize,
spray, and harvest all our crops.  

I have a degree in Agriculture from Virginia Tech. I have worked
in and around agriculture all my adult life. Looking back, science
and math have helped me the most to get ready to be a farmer.

If you want to get into farming, try to find a way to get some 
experience. I worked at the swine center during college which
lead to my first job on a large hog operation. There are also
many, many careers in agriculture that support farming. 
– Shelley Butler Barlow

Jeremy Brown
Cotton Farmer // Lubbock, Texas

Hey there! I’m Jeremy
Brown. I am a farmer
at Broadview Agricul-

ture, Inc. My 3,000- acre family
farm is in western Texas in Lub-
bock. We grow a lot of different
crops. We mainly grow organic
and conventional cotton.

I love my job! I love taking care
of the land and working with my
hands and family. We get to
plant tiny seeds and watch them
grow into big crops–how cool is

that? Growing up on a farm taught me a lot. If you can find a
farm to get some experience, that would be very helpful. I studied
agriculture in college. It taught me how to keep open mind and
to try new things. I started our farm in 2010. Farming is chal-
lenging and you must work hard, so it’s important to love it.

I couldn’t do it alone. I have two full-time employees who help
me farm. My wife manages the business side of the farm. I’m a
fourth-generation farmer. I have always wanted to follow in my
family’s footsteps. Don’t forget to take a moment each day to be
thankful for farmers. They are hard-working men and women
who put a lot of blood, sweat, and tears into making our food. 
– Jeremy Brown
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National Learning Standards for AFBFA Cotton Ag Mag
Standards Addressed
The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional specific standards that fall within
these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association
K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter (K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition 3.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th grade)

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas
3, 4, 5-LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes
5-PS3.D: Energy in Chemical Processes and Everyday Life
3-ESS2.D: Weather and Climate
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Try these with an
adult or friend to
learn more about
cotton! 

Grab a friend and
a few different 
colors of yarn and
make friendship
bracelets.

Are you learning about the at-
mosphere? Use cotton balls, a
blue piece of paper, glue, and
some markers to show the ten
different types of clouds.

Sing and act out this
American folk song,
“Pick a Bale of Cotton”
for an audience. The song
can be found at http://www.bal-
ladofamerica.com/music/in-
dexes/songs/pickabaleofcotton/

Take a white cotton t-shirt and tie-
dye it with your favorite colors.
Ask your parents to help you!

Hit the library and find a
book about cotton. You
can begin by reading

this book found at
https://www.scholastic.com/tea
chers/books/from-cotton-to-t-shirt-
by-robin-nelson/.

Work with your parents or a
teacher to contact an agent at
your local Farm Bureau. Ask
them if there is a cotton farm
nearby that you and your
friends can visit. Farm Bureau
offices can be found at
www.fb.org.

Suggested
Activities

Myth: Cotton and wool are the same
type of natural fiber. 
FACT: Cotton and wool are both natural
fibers. But they come from different
places! Cotton is a plant fiber, while
wool is an animal fiber. Wool comes
from animals like sheep.

Myth: Cotton fabrics, or cloth, are the
only kind to shrink in the dryer.
FACT: Both cotton and wool clothing
will shrink when you dry them. This is
because when the fabric is made, there
is a lot of tension put on the threads.
When it is washed, the tension releases
and the fabric shrinks.xix

1 Cotton has been harvested and used to make 
fabrics for over 7,000 years.i

2 Cotton is America’s best-selling natural fiber.ii

A fiber is a plant or animal product that can be  
woven or knitted.iii

3 Cotton is grown in 17 states.iv

4 Cotton is used for much more than just clothing.v

- Its seeds are used to make good feed for cows. 
- Cotton seeds are pressed and made into 
cooking oil. 

- Cotton is also found in things such as baseballs  
and wallpaper. 

5 Cotton doesn’t need much water and can grow 
in areas that are hot.vi

Digital Connections
You’ll have a blast fueling your need for cotton 

facts on these websites. Go online today 
and check them out! 

Cotton Campus: Explore an 
animated school that is full of fun, 
brought to you by Cotton Incorporated.
www.cottoncampus.org/

Cotton’s Journey: Take a virtual field
trip with Cotton’s Journey at
www.cottonsjourney.com

Interviews

Hi there!
My name is Taylor,
and we grow cotton
on my family’s farm. 
I live in Texas which
produces the most

cotton in the U.S.! We need good 
rainfall, but we’ve had some pretty bad
droughts in the past that make it hard
to grow cotton. My neighbors grow
cotton too. When I go outside, I can see
cotton for miles. Did you know that
American paper currency is made of
75% cotton?xvii Cool! �–TTaayylloorr

Around the World with Cotton

FACTS ABOUT COTTON

Hello,
My name is Maahir and

I’m from India. We grow

a lot of cotton in my

country. We are one of

the top cotton produce
rs in the world!xviii My

entire family spends time working on our small

cotton farm. We use our hands instead
 of ma-

chines to harvest cotto
n. Most cotton farmers

in India don’t have harv
esters. When I grow up,

I plan to take over the
 farm and grow cotton

like my parents do.� –MMaaaahhiirr

Cotton vs. Wool

The History of Cotton
7000 – 
3000 B.C.

1492

1556

1730

1793

1794

1873

Early
1930s

Current

Signs of cotton use in Mexico, Pakistan, and Egypt. viii

Christopher Columbus finds cotton growing in the Bahamas.ix

First cotton seeds are planted by colonists in Florida.
Cotton is harvested by hand.x

Cotton is first spun by machinery in England.xi

The first American cotton mill is built by Samuel Slater.xii

Eli Whitney, from Massachusetts, patents the cotton gin. 
This is a machine that takes the cotton fiber out of the seed.xiii

Blue jeans are made by Levi Strauss as strong pants for miners.xiv

The Rust brothers of Mississippi invent the cotton picker. 
This is a machine that takes cotton out of an open boll, 
making farm work easier.xv

Cotton is planted, picked, and processed, or treated, by 
machinery on modern farms.xvi

Myth Busters:5
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Think about all the things you do throughout the day.
From school to activities, and everything in between,
there’s a lot you do! To keep moving, you need food
and sleep. These power your body. To power vehicles,
houses, agriculture, and more, we use energy. Energy
is defined as the ability to do worki. Think of work as
making things light up, heat up, move, grow, or making

machines run. Energy is an important part of agriculture.
Agriculture uses energy to power its work. We can even
use agriculture to create more energy! Energy can come
in forms like heat, electricity, or motion. We then use it
to power everything in our world. Read on to learn more
about the different types of energy.

The Power of

Energy

Digging into

Energy
We use many kinds of energy sources to keep the world runningiii.
You have probably used energy from many of these sources 
without even knowing it!

N
ew innovation and technology has
allowed for sustainable use of our
resources and creative ways to
produce and conserve energy.

An example of this is a train powered
entirely by solar panels in Australia.
The transportation industry is being
transformed by innovative energy! 

Algae, an aquatic organism, coverts
sunlight into energy and stores it in the
form of oil. This oil can be used as 
biofuel. Algae takes CO2 from the 
atmosphere to grow, which means it 
is good for our environment too! 
Scientists are testing different types of
algae to find the most efficient way to
use it for energy.xvi

Q: How did you get involved in the industry? 
What does Novel Energy Solutions do?
Our solar company was started by my son, Cliff, when
he came back from working on the east coast. He took
an internship with a renewable energy and solar com-
pany, and was inspired to come back and contribute to Minnesota. We started 8
years ago, with a team of 5. Now, we are a team of over 70 people in our office and
100 people working in construction. There are new, higher paying jobs in this new
industry that are good for the world. We have people doing installation, permitting
crews to get proper permits, engineers, and electricians. It’s good for the future and
it is making the world better. Novel Energy Solutions works with farms and 
businesses. We are also building larger scale community solar gardens. As a 
customer, you get to use some of that solar energy to make your energy bill cheaper. 

Q: What do you enjoy most?
I enjoy providing something new to our customers. It’s good for the world, and saves
money for the owners. It is an exciting sales presentation to make. We don’t have
to convince them to use something better, it’s a new venture. It’s an investment for
their company or business. It is like owning a house, versus renting an apartment
for life.

Q: What is one thing you wish people knew?
Fossil fuels have served us well in the past. We realized
we can’t keep doing it the same way. People are always
fearful of change! Much of it is misinformation, 
designed just to scare people. That is in every industry.
When we started, people weren’t sure if solar was the
future. Now, most people realize that it is. The cost and
payback needs to be reviewed to show it is a good
deal. Disposing of materials is often asked about by
clients. Most of it is reusable. Only a small fraction is
not recyclable; plus they can last over 40 years. 

Q: What advice would you give to students?
Do something you love and work 10% harder than
everybody else. If you work 10% harder, you’ll put
yourself ahead of the majority of people you are

competing against! If you do an average job, someone will
be working harder or smarter than you. It starts in school. For example, do your homework
well, rather than just doing your homework. It opens the door for more opportunity and sets
the stage for your future career. You have to put your head down and work hard. Just a little
bit more, and the world is yours!

Q: How has the industry changed?
More people realize we need to mitigate climate change. We need to start looking into the 
future to fix some of these problems. Energy and clean water are valuable resources. When I
graduated from high school, we didn’t talk about climate change or renewable energy. Now,
these are important issues to consider. Sustainable energy solutions are going to help solve
some of these problems. Most of us understand we need to address this now, not later.

New energy
technologies are

developing to
make our world
as efficient as

possible.ii

China refines
crude oil to use
for lighting and

heating. 

China begins
using natural

gas in salt
manufacturing. 

The first
windmills are
constructed
in Persia to

pump water. 

The word
electricity is

coined.

Baltimore, Maryland
is the first city to
light streetlamps
with gas made

from coal. 

The first natural gas
well in the United
States is drilled.

The first electric 
generator was created.
It worked by rotating a
magnet around an iron

to generate power.

France developed
the first solar power
generating station. 

The first geothermal
power plant was 

built in Italy. It still
powers over 1 million

households today!

Solar panels are
installed on the

International
Space Station.

Wind power makes
up 5% of the 

renewable energy
used in the

United States. 

The first commercial
cellulosic ethanol plant

is built in Wyoming.
This plant makes 

biofuel out of wood.

Ralph Kaehler - Novel Energy Solutions, Minnesota AG
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Biofuels: Biofuels are
energy sources created
from plants. You can
find biofuels in the gas
you fill up your car
with. We’ll learn more
about a specific bio-
fuel, ethanol, in the
next section.

Coal: Coal is
formed over
millions of
years. It is a
black rock that
is burned to
create energy.

Hydroelectric:
As water flows, 
it spins a blade
connected to a
generator to 
produce electricity. 

Natural Gas: 
Natural gas is made
from fossils of
plants and animals
from millions of
years ago. Over
time, these fossils
were changed into
gas. Natural gas is
collected by drilling
wells or by fracking.
Fracking releases
natural gas from
rocks. 

Oil: Crude oil is
formed from plants
and animals from
millions of years
ago. Over a long
time, their fossils
are converted to
oil that is found
underground. In
order to produce
oil, we drill down
into the Earth.

Solar: Solar energy
comes from the most
common energy 
resource on the planet,
the sun. Solar Photo-
voltaic (PV) technology,
converts the sun’s 
energy into electricity.
This happens through
semiconductors. 
A semiconductor is a 
material that in some
cases will conduct
electricity but not in
others.iv

Wind: We can 
collect energy from
air as it moves. Wind
turbines have blades
which can be turned
by the wind. As they
turn, they produce
electricity.

Suggested Activities

Purple Plow Challenge: Growing Green Challenge
Agriculture consumes large amounts of energy in the production
of our food. In this challenge, students will learn about energy
and they will design, build and share a solution that diversifies
energy consumption.

https://www.purpleplow.org/challenges/growing-green

My American Farm: Power Up Game
Are you ready to dive into the
powerful world of energy? In this
game you will help a country in
need discover how to power up
different regions of their land.
Sound easy? You might be sur-
prised at the challenges that will
come your way. Get ready for an
adventure are we Power Up!

http://www.myamericanfarm.org/classroom/games/power_up/

Innovative Energy

1-800-443-8456 • Agfoundation.org
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References, Standards, & Contact Information
National education standards referenced

Standards Addressed
The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional
specific standards that fall within these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association
K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject
Matter (K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word
Recognition 3.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th grade)
Language Standards: Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 4.0 (3rd, 4th, 
5th grade)

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas
PS3.A: Definitions of Energy
PS3-5: Energy and Matter
PS3.D: Energy in Chemical Processes and Everyday Life
ESS3.A: Natural Resources

ENERGY: Yesterday and Today

The first windmill
that creates 

electricity is built
in Ohio. These
are now called
wind turbines.

The first electric
battery is 
invented.

The United
States begins
commercially
mining coal
in Virginia. 

The first 
hydroelectric 
station was
started in 

Wisconsin. 
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200
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500-
900AD 1600 1748
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1800
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1888
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Farming practices are the many methods farmers can use to produce food. We
will cover the major farming practice methods in this Ag Mag. Farmers can adjust
these methods to their farm; they know their land best. They can consult with 
experts to find the best ways for them. Also, some crops need special farming

practices, such as how a cherry harvest from trees differs from a carrot harvest from the
ground. No matter the crop, farmers work to produce safe products

for us to enjoy!

Have you ever seen any of these words used to talk about
your food? These relate to the farming practices farmers
use to produce your food. 

Organic is a type of farming practice. Organic can also refer
to food. Produce can be called organic if it’s certified to have

grown on soil that had no prohibited substances applied for
three years before harvest. We label foods with the “USDA

Organic Seal” if they have at least 95% organic ingredients. 

GMO, or genetically modified organism, refers to
crops that we give genes from other plants to help
them grow better. 

These genes can help them use water better, grow
faster, resist insect damage, and more. The word

natural does not have many rules when we use
it on food products. It is a broad section

of food products. This happens when
the labels on foods do not align
with exact farming practices. As a
result, it is vital to think about
the methods farmers use. Let’s
read on to learn more about
the distinct practices farmers
use.

AG
MAG

What are Farming Practices?
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Just like we need food and water to get
energy, so do plants! Plants don’t eat food like
us, though. Instead, they use their roots to get
nutrients, a substance that helps plants grow,

from the soil. Farmers have many ways to give their
crops the energy and support they need. 

These are called agricultural inputs. Farmers make
sure not to waste inputs. This means they only use
what they need to help their crops. 

Fertilizer gives the soil nutrients. Nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium are all nutrients – called
NPK for short – that come in fertilizer. Before using
fertilizer, farmers learn about what nutrients are in

their soil and what nutrients their crops need. This
way, they only use the fertilizer they need.

Seeds are also inputs. Farmers can choose what
seed variety to plant. Varieties are distinct types of
the same crop (like soybean varieties). Each variety
has special features, like being able to withstand
drought, or a lack of rain, having a shorter growing
season, or having a higher yield. While all varieties
will grow into a soybean plant, the plant will have
slightly diverse features. Some varieties also have
multiple unique features.

Pesticides control pests like weeds, insects, and
fungi. It is vital to limit weeds. They compete for the

nutrients and water that crops need. Insects and
fungi can damage crops bad enough that farmers
can’t sell them. To ensure safety, farmers should only
use approved pesticides.

Farmers use irrigation to give exact amounts of
water to their crops. There are many ways to
irrigate. Farmers choose the system that works best
for their crop and the region they live in. This is
extra crucial in places that do not have a lot of
rainfall.  

Below are some photos of agricultural inputs.
Unscramble the letters to find out which input is
pictured.

AG INPUTS

Have you ever heard of an heirloom seed? Heirloom seeds are
older seed varieties, whereas plants that grow from regular
seeds are “true to type.” True to type means they will be the
same as their parent plant. In the second part of the 1900s,

many farmers started using hybrid seeds. Heirloom seeds are older than
the newer hybrid seeds. Hybrid seeds combine diverse parent plants
and take the best parts of each parent. This means that plants from 
hybrid seeds have some traits that heirloom plants do not, such as 
hybrid seeds are less likely to become diseased. However, heirloom
plants also have some neat traits! They can have more color, come in a
few shapes, and can produce more flavor. Many people like to grow
heirloom seeds in their gardens because of their unique traits. Heirloom
seeds also have unique, unchanged gene information. This means that
we can look at these seeds to see if they have helpful genes. Heirloom
seeds could have genes that we can use in a hybrid variety.

Heirloom
Seeds

] ]

Picture This... you’re able to see what your town or city looked like one hundred years ago. But your
school isn’t there! Instead, where your school is now was once farmland. One hundred years ago, much of America was farmland – 
including many places that are now a part of cities. This happened because cities started growing. More and more people needed
more space, so we built houses, offices, and stores on farmland. Decreased farmland means that farmers have to grow more per
acre of land. This challenge has caused farmers to think of creative ways to grow more food.

Many farms are in rural areas. However, we can also find farms
in urban areas. An uurrbbaann  aarreeaa means there are at least 50,000
people living there. With the right farming practices, urban
farmers are able to be successful too. Complete the challenge
to discover more about growing agriculture in cities!

You and your friends are traveling through the city to learn more
about the best farming practices for places with less available
farmland. Travel from START to FINISH by answering each
question correctly.

Agriculture
in Cities

Organic
GMO
Natural
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References, Standards, & Contact Information
National education standards referenced

Standards Addressed
The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional specific
standards that fall within these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association
K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter 
(K-6th grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition
3.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th grade)
Language Standards: Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 4.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th grade)

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas
3, 5-LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes
3-LS3: Heredity: Inheritance and Variation of Traits
5-ESS3: Earth and Human Activity

You did it! The average meal travels
4,200 miles just to get to your table.
With urban farming practices, you
can purchase food grown within
your community. Well, there you
have it! Congratulations on making
it to the finish. We hope you enjoyed
learning about agriculture in cities!

Answers: a. irrigation b. fertilizer c. pesticide d. seeds
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Standards Addressed
The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional, specific
standards that fall within these areas may also be addressed. 
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K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter 
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5-LS2.1: Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics

3-ESS3: Earth and Human Activity 
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The American football game has four quarters. Now imagine if
the four quarters of the game represented all the food that you
have in your house for one month. Americans throw away an
estimated 25% — or one whole quarter — of the food they bring
home every month! If you put all the food thrown away together,
that is enough to fill a college football stadium like the Rose
Bowl, a 90,000-seat stadium, every day!i That’s a lot of food
that never gets eaten! 

Food thrown away or wasted at home is just one part of the pic-
ture. There are other places in the food chain where food goes
uneaten. (Check out Page 2 for a detailed food journey!) No
matter where the food is wasted, it means that money, time, and
a lot of other resources are also being wasted. Let’s dig in to this
growing problem to see what can be done!

AG
MAG

The United States Department of Agriculture estimates that approximately 40% of all food grown
and produced in the U.S. is never eaten.ii This includes food lost at the farm, food spoiled at the
grocery store, leftover food on plates at restaurants, and food thrown out in the trash at your

home and school. A small portion of food is wasted because of natural causes. For example, if a
tomato plant gets too much rain, the tomatoes will rot on the plant. However, the majority of the waste
happens because of us — humans!

One out of every eight people in the U.S. is food insecure
which means they don’t know where their next meal will come
from. They’re hungry! When you think about the amount of
food wasted in the U.S. and think about all the people that are
hungry, it might make you scratch your head in confusion. 

Hunger happens in every city in the U.S. With your teacher’s or parents’ permission, check out
map.feedingamerica.org to see what hunger looks like where you live.

Help at Home
Big things come from small starts. That small start can be you and your family 
reducing food waste! Add your own suggestions to the list below.

p Only take as much food as you can eat. Start with small portions and ask for 
more, if you’re still hungry!

p Make a pledge to eat fresh fruits and vegetables before they spoil.
p Ask your parents if you can donate food or volunteer at the local food bank.
p ______________________________________________________________________
p ______________________________________________________________________

Set the Stage At School
Schools are a great place to reduce, recover, and recycle food
waste! How can you reduce food waste? Your teachers are a good
place to start with this question! With their help, go to your school
cafeteria staff and custodians. Ask them where they see food being
wasted. Ask them what ideas they have to have less waste. Here
are some suggestions as you get started at your school.

Do a food waste test in your cafeteria. This will help you better understand what types
of food and drink are wasted. This will also help you understand how much is wasted.

Recover whole foods (things like fruits or individually packaged foods) from school meals.
Add these foods to a class or school snack bin.

Design bins for recycling. Design other bins for food to be donated. Another bin could be
for compost. Another bin could be for trash. Label the bins with photos. This will help stu-
dents sort their waste.

Save fruit and vegetable food scraps from the cafeteria. You can turn it into compost! Add
it to your school garden. You could also sell it as a school fundraiser to local gardeners.

Remember, your school food waste reduction plan will be as unique as your school. Make a
custom plan that works well. It should also be sustainable for the future. Be sure to encourage
all students and staff to participate!

Focused
Farmers

Five Marys Farms,
CALIFORNIA
Brian and Mary
Heffernan
We raise cattle, sheep,
and hogs and sell our
meats direct to con-
sumers by shipping
from our ranch to cus-
tomers all over the
country.  We also have
a restaurant and bar in
town to serve our meats
to our community. We also host guests on the ranch during the summer 
season to learn more about how we raise our animals. 

We collect the appropriate food scraps (mostly vegetable scraps) from our
restaurant and events and feed them to our chickens! We are happy to
have it go to good use feeding happy chickens who return it to us with 
delicious eggs!

Banner Ridge Farms, 
WISCONSIN
Katie and T.J. Roth
We milk around 420 Holstein
cows in southwest Wisconsin.
We grow our own feed includ-
ing corn, soybeans, alfalfa,
wheat, and rye on 1,100 rented
and owned acres. On our farm
we use whey, a by-product from
cheese making, as part of the
feed ration (recipe) for our cows.
Whey has become a staple in
our cows’ diets because it is very economical, adds flavor, and binds our
different feed ingredients together. We work closely with our dairy 
nutritionist to achieve the best diet for our ladies — the cows!

Arbogast Farms,
VIRGINIA
The Arbogast Family
We raise beef cattle, chickens,
and crops on our farm in the
Shenandoah Valley of Virginia.
We use food waste — or food
by-products — in a variety of
ways on the farm. We purchase
the thin red skin of peanuts from
a local candy factory in large
800 pound boxes to add in
small amounts to our cattle feed.
We also use the hulls, or shells,
of peanuts as bedding for our
chickens. 

Farmers are pros when it comes to recycling and getting the most out of
each resource! Across your state and nation, farmers and ranchers take

food waste or food by-products and recycle them on their farms in 
different ways. Check out these farmers that are real-life examples of real-
time food recycling!

How Can
We Help
Reduce

Feeding a Hungry Country***
*

Enough Food for

FOOTBALL
Facts About Food Waste 
in the United States

RECYCLING DONATIONS COMPOST TRASH

The Science of Food: All
Calories Aren’t the Same

A
ll food starts as a raw product. Some food stays this   
way, while other food gets processed. This means it 
gets turned into different foods. Think about apples.

You can buy and eat a raw apple that was grown in an or-
chard, or you can buy and eat applesauce or an apple-fla-
vored cereal. The applesauce and cereal both use apples, but
the apples had to be processed to get a final product. Raw
foods are excellent for our health and have a lot of nutrients.
Processing food is a great way to make foods last longer and
to add flavors and textures. This gives us a lot of variety! But,
processing foods often adds calories and takes away nutri-
ents. How do you know if a food has been processed? Look
for a Nutrition Facts label on the packaging — that usually
means the food has been through some sort of process.

In the U.S. today, many processed foods are less expensive
compared to raw foods. If people with limited resources are
shopping for food, they may choose more processed foods.
Over time, a diet high in processed food can lead to many
different health issues.iii

Draw a line to match up these raw foods listed
with their processed food pals! >>>>>>>>>>>>>> Answers: Milk/Ice Cream; Wheat/Bread; Tomatoes/Ketchup; Eggs/Mayonnaise; Soybeans/Tofu

Milk

Tomatoes

Soybeans

Wheat

Eggs

of all food
grown and
produced in
the U.S. is
never eaten!

40%
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THERE’S AN APP FOR THAT!
Natural Resources and Technology

D
id you know there’s a connection between technology and
natural resources? Many technologies today are created to
help conserve natural resources. This technology can be
used at your home. Or it can be used around the world!
Look at the technology connections below. See if you can

add at least one idea to each category. 

Personal
• Track weather with an app on your personal device or phone.
• Use timers to control how much water you use.
• _____________________________________________________

Family & Community
• Install energy saver devices on home 

heating and cooling systems.
• Use energy-efficient vehicles. 
• Build solar-powered houses and 

businesses. 
• _____________________________________________________

Country & Global
• Use real-time field data for sustainable 

planting, fertilizing, and harvesting. 
• Research alternative fuels. 
• ________________________________

________________________________

Earth is an amazing place to live! We are
surrounded by natural resources that we use
every day. But what are natural resources?

They are raw materials that are on planet Earth
that humans can use. Natural resources help us
get to work or school, keep our bodies healthy,
and can even be used as gifts! Because Earth has
so many natural resources, it is different from the
rest of the planets in our solar system. Natural 
resources are an important part of everyday life. 

What Are
Natural

Resources

?

F
armers and ranchers take care of almost 1 billion acres in the United States.vii An acre is
about the size of a football field. They might use the acres as pasture for their animals or
space to grow crops. But however they use the acres, they are always thinking about natural
resources.

Earth and its natural resources are what farmers and ranchers depend on to do their job! It’s im-
portant for them to take care of natural resources. Flip back to the first page and look at the list
of natural resources. Farmers use all of these! Each farm is different in its size and what is pro-
duced, but they all use resources. Below are some examples of how farmers and ranchers in the
United States can conserve natural resources. 

SOIL CONSERVATION: Ecosystems and the soil are extremely
important for farmland. Healthy soil produces healthy plants. Plants
feed animals and humans. 

Cover crops: When a crop field is not being used for a season,
a farmer can plant cover crops. These crops are usually grasses or
legumes that can be harvested for animal feed. The plants’ roots
keep the soil from being eroded. They also help keep valuable
water and nutrients in the soil.

WATER CONSERVATION: Water is another valuable resource
for farmland. Plants, animals, and humans all need water to survive. 

Irrigation/Water sensors: Too much or too little water can ruin
a crop. Farmers can use technology to monitor water. Large irriga-
tion systems water plants with just the right amount of water. Water
sensors in the soil connect to computers in the irrigation system to
tell it when to turn off. Or the sensors can alert the farmer on their
phone! 
Fencing/Buffer zones: Farmers and ranchers can use fencing to keep animals like cattle
out of waterways. This helps keep the water supply clean. Often farmers and ranchers will
plant native trees and grasses along the waterway, too. This is called a buffer zone. The plants
help filter water going to the waterway. 

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY: Farms use energy just like homes and
businesses do. Farms and ranches have more land than an average
home. They can use this land for alternative energy production. Farms
in the United States today convert sun and wind poop into energy!

Solar: Farms can use land or large buildings to support solar pan-
els. They use the electricity for their farm. Sometimes, farms can sell
extra electricity that they make back to their local electric company.
The electric company can use it for other customers.
Wind: Farmers and ranchers have used wind power for a long time. They use it to pull water
out of the ground with a windmill. Today, some farms and ranches use their land for wind tur-
bines. These turbines produce electricity for many people.

Minerals
Earth is full of minerals on

top of the soil and in the layers
below the ground! Some minerals like
salt can be found in water. Others, like
iron ore and diamonds, hide below the 

surface. These minerals are taken out by a
process called mining. Many metals used in 
the world today begin as minerals brought 

out of the earth. 

Minerals like calcium, phosphorus, and 
magnesium are in the soil. These minerals 
are important for plant growth. Farmers 
and ranchers check their soil to make 

sure it has the right amount of minerals
to grow crops and other plants. 

Energy
People have found many ways

to use natural resources for energy. 
Tall windmills and turbines change wind to
energy. Rivers have dams to convert water

power to energy. Natural resources like oil and 
natural gas are used for energy. People change

the energy from these natural resources into electricity,
fuel, and heat. 

Energy comes from both renewable and nonrenewable
sources. Solar panels and wind turbines are an example 
of renewable energy sources. Sun and wind are natural 

resources that are always available on Earth. Other 
energy sources such as coal, oil, and natural gas 

are taken from the earth. 

All people can use renewable energy. You can put
solar panels on a house or building to change the

sun’s rays to electricity. Windmills are used 
on farms to bring water out of wells for 

animals to drink. How do you use
renewable energy?

Plants
Most of the trees and

plants on Earth grow without
help from humans. They provide

food and shelter for animals. Farmers
grow different kinds of plants to feed 
humans and animals. People also use 
plants and trees to make other things 

like wood items and medicine! Plants are 
a renewable resource. 

Plants and trees create oxygen through
photosynthesis and also store other gases

like carbon. Plants work together with
other natural resources to help

Earth – and humans!

Ecosystems
The soil beneath your feet is

an amazing natural resource!
Soil is a mixture of broken rocks,

minerals, and decaying plants. Just
think about it — soil is the base layer of
Earth’s grasslands and forests, its farm

fields and city streets! Without soil, plants
cannot grow. Ecosystems are what grows
from the soil in a specific place. This in-
cludes grasses, forests, wetlands, etc.
Ecosystems support life for humans

and animals in the world.

Atmosphere
The atmosphere is the air

surrounding the planet. It’s made
up of several different layers. Each

layer has a different density, or thick-
ness. This natural resource also helps pro-
tect us from the powerful rays of the sun.ii

Earth is the only planet in our solar system
that has living things. It’s pretty amazing
that Earth’s atmosphere has the perfect
recipe for the gases that humans and
animals need to breathe. Every time

you take a breath, you’re using
a natural resource!

Water
What fills up our

drinking glasses and comes
down from the sky? Water! This

natural resource covers more than
70% of Earth’s surface.i Humans,
plants, and animals have to have

water to live. Water is very important
for farmers and ranchers. They use
water for their animals and to grow

crops. Without water, we would
not have any food!

Animals
Scientists estimate there are

1.2 million known species of ani-
mals on Earth. They also think that there
are millions more animals that have not
been found yet!iii Animals can provide 

humans and other animals with food, fiber,
and materials. Farmers and ranchers take care

of animals to help provide these resources.
Other animals connect different things in 
the environment. Some examples of these 
are insects and pollinators.iv People also

like to have animals as pets. Animals 
are a unique natural resource!

RESOURCE STEWARDS: Farmers and Ranchers

National Learning Standards for AFBFA Natural Resources Ag Mag
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Career Connection
There’s no way to list all the amazing careers that work with natural resources!
Here are a few of our favorite ones below. With your teacher’s or guardian’s
permission, go online to explore these awesome careers in natural resources!

Geoscientist: finds minerals and plans for their safe removal from the earth 
Environmental Engineer: designs ways to prevent and control pollution
Zoologist and Wildlife Biologist: study characteristics and habitats of
animals
Forest and Conservation Technician: measures how forests are doing
and helps improve them
Agricultural Engineer: solves problems with how food is grown,
processed, and shipped
Equipment Manufacturer: builds parts for equipment such as wind 
turbines or solar devices

Natural Resources
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When it comes to growing food, fiber, and fuel, 
farmers face many challenges. They have to 
think about the risks of insects, drought, disease, 
and weeds when growing a successful crop. 
Farmers use tools to meet those challenges. The 
tools farmers use to solve these challenges could 
be mechanical like better sensors and irrigation 
systems. The tools could also be biological like 
genetically engineered seeds. Or a tool could be 
chemical like a fungicide. Depending on the job at 
hand, farmers use a variety of these tools to help 
grow the best plants and animals for you and me.

Different challenges need different tools! Let’s 
say you need to take the wheel off your bike. 
A wrench would be a much better tool than a 
hammer. And not only do you need a wrench, 

you would need the right sized wrench! That is 
what farming is like—choosing the perfect tool 
for each challenge. One of the tools in a farmer’s 
toolbox is picking just the right seed for their  
land, climate, and budget—that’s where plant 
breeding comes in. Plant breeders select the  
best plants and continue to plant those the next 
year to produce better crops year after year.

Selective breeding is one of the tools farmers can 
use to get desired traits in the seeds they plant. 
For example, a variety of corn that has the genes 
to produce large ears of corn but is not very tall 
can be bred with a variety that has the genes 
to be tall. Some of the seeds produced by these 
two parents will contain the genes to be tall and 
produce large ears of corn. A plant breeder 

would select seeds 
from the corn plants 
that are tall and have 
big ears to breed 
again and continue 
to select the tall-big 
ear corn until all the seeds  
produced contain those genes. But what if the trait 
you wanted did not exist in the plant at all? That’s 
where genetic engineering comes in!

Genetic engineering helps plant breeders, which in 
turn helps farmers pick the right traits by looking at 
genetic code, or DNA. DNA is too small for us to 
see with just our eyes. DNA tells living things how 
to look and act! Farmers and scientists can use 
genetic engineering. That’s using science for life!

The Farmer’s Toolbox Solves Challenges

Norman grew up on a small 

farm in Iowa in 1914. Life was 

not always easy. Norman lived 

during the Great Depression 

of the 1930s. This time was 

very hard, but it showed him 

his purpose in life. He saw 

that families needed help 
from scientists. So, he 
dedicated his life to science. 

He was interested in the 
science of food production. 

Norman could not forget all  

of the hungry people without 

jobs who lived through the 
Great Depression. He had 
never seen this in the rural 
area where he grew up. He 

knew that he could change 
food so people would 
never be hungry again. 
And that’s exactly what he did. 

After working for a seed 
company, Norman was 
hired as a research scientist. 

His job was to study how 

to make wheat grow better. 

From 1944 to 1960, Norman 

experimented with new ways 

to help farmers in Mexico. 

The farmers struggled because 

their wheat crops did not make 

much food. Their wheat crop 

could be killed by disease or 

weather. Thousands of people 

needed the wheat to eat.  
But, plants were dying. 

He experimented on different 

types of wheat in Mexico for 

years. Then, he did it! Norman 

Borlaug had made a type  

of wheat that was disease-
resistant and could live 
in a harsh climate. He 

accomplished this through cross 

breeding plants to get the traits 

needed. The world called this 

the “Green Revolution.” 

This was a time when agriculture 

grew quickly. Developing 
countries tried new technologies 

to help feed their people. 

People say that Norman 
Borlaug saved more lives 
than any other person 
that lived. Who would  

have thought that new ideas in 

agricultural technology could 

change so many lives? We 

need scientists in our world. 

You can make a difference 

in the lives of others through 

agriculture and science!1

Meet Norman Borlaug

Norman Borlaug
A scientist. An innovator. A hero.

Seed technology is the science of 
protecting food, fiber, and oil crop 
seeds. Scientists’ goal is to use 
seed technology to improve the 
quality of the seeds that farmers 
plant. Better seeds mean better 
plants that people and livestock 
eat, wear, or use for fuel. 

When you hold a seed in your hand,  
no matter how small it is, you are holding 
a future plant! The plant is waiting for 
water and soil to begin growing. We  
can also eat some seeds. Seed crops 
make up over 70% of the food that people 
eat.2 The wheat in bread and the oats in 
cereal come from seeds. Corn, rice, and 
beans come from seeds. Seeds nourish us. 
Explore how seeds and technology  
help our environment, health,  
and wasted amounts of food.

What is seed technology?

Health: Nutrients 
added to crops

Food Waste: Food can 
stay good to eat longer

SEED TECHNOLOGY

Environment:  
Less pesticide use

“   Food is the moral 

right of all who are 

born into this world.”

ave you ever taken a walk in the woods, or maybe gone to a park?
These might be some of the first places we think of that relate to
forestry, but there’s a whole lot more! Forestry is when we learn about
and manage resources that are a part of forest lands, like lumber,
water, wildlife, soil, and plants. We can also manage forests for the

harvest of forest products, like lumber. We also use many forest areas for fun or to
explore. In this Ag Mag, we’ll dive into how useful forests are, some forestry careers,
and how forestry affects your life!

We can make forest products from almost all parts of a tree.
One of the most common forest products is wood. Wood
that has been made into boards is called lumber. We use
lumber for building, construction, and other woodworking

projects. We also sell sawdust – the dust that comes from sawing lumber
– and the logs that we do not make into lumber for firewood. However,
trees can also produce things that we eat! We tap maple trees to collect
sap, which we turn into the maple syrup you put on your pancakes. We
also use trees to make paper, which we use in many other products. Think
of all the times you use paper in just one day! Forest products have many
uses in our lives.

Categorizing Forest Land
There are a few types of forests, and we use each type for different things. 

Reserved Forest – We do not harvest
timber in these forests. We do this to
maintain the native life in the forest.
This life may not exist in other forests. 

Timber Land – These are lands where
we do harvest timber. Did you know
that forty percent of timber in the U.S.
comes from the South? Which is why

many people call the South the “wood basket” of the U.S.

Urban Associated Forest – These are forests in urban places, like
cities, that have trees. These forests have public or private owners.
It is common for the Federal Government to own public forests. It is
also common for a business or people to own private forests. 

Agroforestry – This is when we grow trees in a place where we
grow crops. To do this, we place rows of crops between rows of
trees. You can see what this looks in the photo above. We can also
grow crops that need shade under forest cover. There is one more
way we can practice Agroforestry. This is by having trees on the
same pastures as livestock, like cows, sheep, and pigs. Also, farmers
can use riparian forest buffers. These are places on their farmland
near water. We can plant trees, shrubs, or grasses there instead of
crops. These buffers can help filter any runoff from the farm.

How does the lumber we talked about in Forest Products
differ from the timber we talk about in this section? Timber is
raw, like trees and logs. We can make lumber from timber and
use it to build things and create wood products.
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Sawmill

At the sawmill, we first remove the
bark from every log. Then, we cut
the log into boards, which is what
we call lumber. Then we make the
leftover wood into wood chips or

sell it as firewood. 

A Hard Distinction

We can group trees as “hardwoods” or “softwoods.” These two types of wood
are each ideal for distinct forest products. They can come from trees that differ
from each other. Learn about how they differ below: 

Hardwoods
Trees with broader
leaves. Most of them
are deciduous (meaning
they lose their leaves in
the winter). Maples,
oak, and ash trees are
all types of hardwoods.

Softwoods
These trees are
conifers, which means
many have needles
that they keep during
winter. Pine, cedar, and
cypress trees are all
softwoods.

Discuss as a class or with an adult. Which type do you have
more of where you live: Hardwoods or Softwoods?

You

We then transport the
paper products to

classrooms, businesses,
and stores. These are
the places where you

can use and buy it. 

Recycled Paper

We can make recycled 
papers into pulp. To do this,
we wash it in soapy water.
This removes any writing or
print. Then, we mix in new
fibers. The old fibers get
shorter each time we recycle
them. This means they 
cannot attach to each 
other as well. Then, the 
pulp mixture goes through
the same paper-making 
machine and drying process.

Paper Products

We put the pulp into a paper-making
machine. The machine spreads it over
a screen. The screen then removes
the water. This allows the fibers to
connect to make paper. Then, it’s put
through rollers that press and dry it.
Next, we can cut the paper into the
many sizes we see at the store. 

Paper Mill

A paper mill is a factory that
makes paper from trees and other
fibers. The mill uses wood, from
softwood trees like conifers and
some hardwoods like birch trees.
These trees go through a process
of shredding or grinding with
water or chemicals. This process
creates a thick, sloppy mixture we
call pulp. Wood pulp is the most
common matter in making paper.

Logging

When the trees are ready, we harvest
them. Then, we transport them out of
the forest using a special trail. Logging
is the process of moving logs from
where they are cut to the sawmill. 
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Do you know how
the forest products you

use make it from the forest
to you? Follow along with

the journey of paper to
find out! 

5

The Journey Paper Takes 

Forest
Products

] ]What is Forestry?

Furniture

Flooring

Doors

Paper
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The next time you dig into a pizza and take a tasty bite out of your 
favorite slice, think about all of the farmers it took to grow your pizza.
There are over 3 million farmers in the U.S., and farmers produce, or
make, the ingredients that make up a pizza.i That’s a lot of farmers!
Farmers across the country produce one of our favorite meals! The
love of this yummy food has been shared around the world for several
centuries. Read more to see what people in other countries enjoy on
their slices of pizza. Dive into this Ag Mag to learn about some of the
great men and women who grow your favorite tasty toppings, care
for the land, and provide safe quality food for you and me. Let’s go! 

Spencer Hartman, Owner
Hartman Hydroponic Tomatoes
CHAMPION, NE
My name is Spencer Hartman and I own Hartman Hydro-
ponic Tomatoes in Champion, Nebraska. When I was nine
years old my grandfather loaned me money to purchase
my first 4-H calf. A few years later I purchased a couple of
breeding heifers with the help of my parents and started my
own cow herd. By the time I was in high school, I had
earned enough money to start a business. I bought a small
greenhouse where I grew 85 tomato plants. Today we have
three large greenhouses and grow about 800 tomato
plants.

Hydroponics is a way to grow plants using something other than soil. Instead of soil we
use vermiculite (a mineral) and a coconut-based growing medium. Each year between
Christmas and New Years we plant tomato seeds. The seeds grow inside for six weeks.
In February we put the seedlings in 3-inch pots. We cover them with vermiculite and the
coconut-based growing medium. Two weeks later, we transplant each seedling into a 
5-gallon poly grow bag filled with the coconut-based medium. We place the bags in a
row with a drip line in the bag. The drip lines give the plant nutrients and water. As the
plants start to bloom, we bring in bees to pollinate the flowers. By early May we have
fresh vine-ripened tomatoes for sale. We sell all of our produce at local farmer’s markets
and family owned grocery stores within 45 miles our farm.
I love seeing things grow. Whether it’s a baby calf or planting tomato seeds, the mira-
cle of growth is fascinating to me. My family, and other farming families, are hard
working people. Each of us are living our own version of the American Dream.

Patrick and Nicole Hackley,
Owner/Operators
Hackley Land & Livestock
RICHLAND COUNTY, MONTANA
I am Patrick. My wife Nicole and I are farm-
ers. We grow many different grains such as
wheat, oats and peas. We also raise cows
and calves. We have 50 head of commer-
cial and registered red angus beef cattle. 
I have been involved in farming my entire
life, but began farming full time in 2010. 
I bought cattle, a couple pieces of machinery
and then slowly started growing our farm. 

Farming is interesting. Every day gives us new challenges and opportunities to learn. It
can be challenging managing the costs of farming. On the farm we have to be careful
with our money and the decisions we make. My computer science, economics and 
accounting classes were helpful. They taught me organization and risk management
skills. It is also hard getting land. In our area, you have to diversify and be creative.
The key to this business is building relationships with people who want to succeed with
you. Always remember to have confidence in yourself too. 
I wish more people knew the large amount of time, money and emotion that goes into
growing crops and raising livestock. Agriculture education played a large role in our
love for agriculture. I was blessed with a great agriculture teacher that believed in all
of us and pushed us to be great. 
Today my family farms so that your family can have affordable food. From the end of
March through mid October, I eat very few meals at the dinner table with my family.
This is a “do what needs to be done” type of lifestyle. It’s a good thing I enjoy being
outdoors and working the land! Remember, every day, three times a day, you need a
farmer to survive.

Tim Franklin, Farmer
Franklin Farms
GOODLAND, KANSAS
My name is Tim Franklin. I have a farm in Goodland,
Kansas. I was raised on the farm and I’m now the third
generation to farm it. I grow wheat and corn on my
farm. Wheat is an important crop that can be used in
everything. It is in cakes, cereals and feed for animals.
The crops are grown on irrigated and dry land. 
Being a farmer is challenging. Running a farm is run-
ning a business. I am a decision-maker, a manager and
an accountant, just to name a few. You will wear many
different hats! Going to school will teach you how to be

a better farmer. Science and math are important when working with fertilizers and
chemicals on the farm. I have a Milling Science degree. I worked for a flour milling
company for six years before returning to the farm. My science degree allowed me to
see more of the supply chain for wheat. I also learned how our wheat grown on the
farm ends up on your table. 
If you want to farm, find a farmer and talk with them. Learn all that you can and find
out if it is something you want to pursue. My favorite part of my job is that at the end
of every day I can see the fruits of my labor.

Dominic Bruno, Farm Manager
Bypass Farms
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA
My name is Dominic Bruno and I am a farm manager at 
Bypass Farms in West Sacramento, California. I grow many
different types of crops on my farm. There are field crops
like corn, milo and alfalfa. There are also row crops like
tomatoes, winter squash and bell peppers. Sunflowers and
onions are grown for their seeds. We grow pistachio and
walnut trees as well. We use conventional and organic farm-
ing methods to
grow our crops

and care for our land.
I went to college and worked to help 
restore the environment. That’s why I
started farming! I was lucky enough to
work for a company that was restoring
habitat in California and running a farm.
Both parts of my job had a lot in com-
mon. I love my job because every day is
different. There are many factors in farm-
ing, yet few that we can actually control.
It’s also hard finding a balance between
my work and personal life. I stay very
busy!
If you are interested in farming there are
many resources and people out there that
can help. School is a great tool to get
into farming. My biology and agriculture
classes helped prepare me for my job.
Look for career technical education
classes at your local community college.
The welding class at mine was awesome! 
Don’t forget, sometimes it is hard for peo-
ple who aren’t farmers to see everything
that goes into producing our food. I en-
courage you to visit a farm or talk to a
grower at your farmer’s market to learn
more about agriculture!
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W hat makes pizza dough and other breads rise? It’s yeast!
Yeast are single-celled fungi. Yeast are related to other fungi,
like mushrooms, but they have a very important job in pizza.

When warm water is added to yeast, it turns on the enzymes in the
dough that changes starch into sugar. Carbon dioxide gas is created
and the gas bubbles make the dough rise. The gas bubbles stay in the
bread and give it a light, airy texture.vi, vii

Try this experiment to see yeast in action: 
1. Mix a teaspoon of sugar and half teaspoon of yeast in a two-liter pop

bottle. Add two or three inches of warm water and shake the mixture.
2. Stretch a balloon over the top of the bottle.

What happened? What might happen to the balloon in the next 30 
minutes? Would the yeast work faster if you used hot water, cool 
water, or more sugar?

vi American Farm Bureau Foundation for Agriculture. (n.d.). Pizza Ag Mag (1st ed.). Washington DC: 
American Farm Bureau Foundation for Agriculture.
vii LYC/RSYC. (n.d.). What is Yeast? Retrieved April 7, 2016, from http://redstaryeast.com/science-
yeast/what-is-yeast/
viii Celiac Disease Foundation. (n.d.). What is Gluten? Retrieved April 7, 2016, from
https://celiac.org/live-gluten-free/glutenfreediet/what-is-gluten/
ix U.S. Food and Drug Administration. (2015, August 30). ‘Gluten-Free’ Now Means What It Says. 
Retrieved from http://www.fda.gov/ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates/ucm363069.htm
x U.S. Department of Agriculture, Census of Agriculture. (2014, May). 2012 Census Highlights: Hog and
Pig Farming. (Publication No. ACH12-4). Retrieved from
http://www.agcensus.usda.gov/Publications/2012/Online_Resources/Highlights/Hog_and_Pig_Farming/
xi Correll, S., & Thornsbury, S. (2013, March 29). Commodity Highlight: Bell Peppers (VGS-353-SA1). 
Retrieved from the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service website:
http://www.ers.usda.gov/media/1225176/vgs353sa1.pdf
xii, xiv U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service. (2016, February 3). Vegetables & Pulses:
Tomatoes. Retrieved from http://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/crops/vegetables-pulses/tomatoes.aspx
xiii United States Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Statistics Service. (2015, January). Crop
Production: 2014 Summary (ISSN: 1057-7823). Retrieved from http://www.usda.gov/nass/PUBS/TO-
DAYRPT/cropan15.pdf
xv National Onion Association. (n.d.). U.S. Production and availability. Retrieved April 7, 2016, from
https://www.onions-usa.org/retail/us-production-and-availability
xvi National Onion Association. (n.d.). How & Where Onions are Grown. Retrieved April 7, 2016, from
https://www.onions-usa.org/all-about-onions/where-how-onions-are-grown
xvii National Onion Association. (n.d.). Trivia & Other Fun Stuff. Retrieved April 7, 2016, from
https://www.onions-usa.org/all-about-onions/trivia-and-other-fun-stuff
xviii Mushroom Council (n.d.). Commercially Grown Mushroom Varieties. Retrieved April 7, 2016, from
http://www.mushroomcouncil.org/commercially-grown-mushroom-varieties
xix U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Economics, Statistics and Market Informa-
tion System. (2011, August 31). Mushroom Industry Report (94003). [Data set]. Retrieved from
http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/MannUsda/viewDocumentInfo.do?documentID=1395
xx U.S. Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Statistics Service. (2015, April). Dairy Products:
2014 Summary (ISSN: 1057-784X). Retrieved from http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/usda/current/Dair-
ProdSu/DairProdSu-04-29-2015.pdf
xxi Note. Adapted recipe. Adapted from Grands!® Mini Pizzas, by General Mills. 2016. Retrieved April 7,
2016, from http://www.pillsbury.com/recipes/grands-mini-pizzas/b1b517eb-1178-4662-80e4-
b157c97c4752
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Standards Supported
The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional, specific standards that fall within
these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association
K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter (K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition 3.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th Grade)

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas
3, 4, 5-LS1 From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes
5-PS3.D: Energy in Chemical Processes and Everyday Life

Social Sciences, National Council for the Social Studies
NSS-G.K-12.1 The World in Spatial Terms
NSS-G.K-12.2 Places and Regions

References
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Farmers by Gender, Age, Race, Ethnicity, and More (Publication No. ACH12-3). Retrieved from
http://www.agcensus.usda.gov/Publications/2012/Online_Resources/Highlights/Farm_Demographics/
ii Agriculture Council of America. (2016). Fun Facts: About the Food We Eat. Retrieved from
http://www.agday.org/education/fun_facts.php
iii Adler, M. E., Clemens, J. C., LaComb, R. P., Moshfegh, A. J., & Rhodes, D. G. (2014, February). 
Consumption of Pizza: What We Eat in America (FSRG Dietary Data Brief No. 11). Retrieved from U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service website: http://www.ars.usda.gov/SP2User-
Files/Place/80400530/pdf/DBrief/11_consumption_of_pizza_0710.pdf
iv Nebraska Department of Education. (n.d.). Mission APA: Agricultural Pizza Adventure. Retrieved from
http://www.education.ne.gov/nce/c4c/PDFs/LessonPlans/05-MissionAPA.pdf
v Round Table Pizza. (2014, February 28). How The Rest Of The World Tops Their Pizza (INFO-
GRAPHIC). The Huffington Post. Retrieved from http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/28/pizza-top-
pings-world_n_4866337.html

Dear Cousin Luis,

Did you know our great-grandfather started the first pizzeria in our
town? I thought this was really exciting! I decided to do some more 
research on the history of pizza and spices. I know you love pizza too,
so I wanted to share this with you.

Let’s go back to the start. The first signs of pizza were in A.D. 79 in
Pompeii, Italy. Some Italians used mozzarella cheese made from the
milk of a water buffalo. Did you know Naples, Italy is still known as 
the Pizza Capital of the World? It sounds like a great place to visit. 

In 1522, people started putting tomatoes on pizza. Can you imagine
pizza without tomato sauce? In 1889, the King of Italy and his wife,
Queen Margherita, visited Naples to have pizza. The pizza was made
by the famous pizza maker, Raffaele Esposito. Esposito topped the
pizza with mozzarella, basil and tomatoes. He wanted the pizza to
look like the Italian flag (red, green, and white). The queen loved this
pizza! Chef Esposito named it “Pizza Margherita,” after the queen.
We still use this name today. I would love to try that pizza!

In the 19th century, Italian immigrants brought pizza to America. People
walked up and down the streets with metal washtubs full of pizza for
sale. At that time, pizza cost 2 cents per chew. This is how pizza was
sold in Naples. 

In 1905, Gennaro Lombardi opened the first pizzeria in the United
States. He opened the store in Manhattan, New York. Lombardi’s 
Pizzeria is still open today. 

Pizza became very popular after World War II. Many American 
soldiers were stationed in Italy during the war. They fell in love with
pizza. When they came home, they wanted pizza! So people like our
great-grandfather opened more restaurants. 

It is interesting that people from around the world have loved pizza for
so long. Just writing this has made me hungry for pizza. Maybe my
mom will let us have pizza tonight for dinner! I’ll let you know in my
next letter. 

– Sarah

A Slice of History

Pizza for Life

Fun Fact: Gluten
Do you ever wonder what helps
your food keep its shape? It’s
gluten! Gluten is a natural mixture
of proteins found in wheat, rye,
and barley. It helps hold foods 
together. You can find gluten in 
pizza crust. It may also be found 
in some of your favorite foods such
as cereal and pasta. Some other
common foods with gluten include
pancakes, cookies, pretzels,
donuts, and salad dressings.viii,ix

Overall, men
eat more
PIZZA
than women.

Each day
1in 8
Americans
eat pizza. 

WHO’SEating Pizza

Each year 3
billion pizzas
are sold. That’s
3 billion pizza
boxes!ii,iii

Americans eat 23 pounds of pizza a year.
That is equal to 46 slices. Do you think you eat
46 slices of your favorite pizza a year?

There are more than
61,000 pizzerias
in the United States. 

Pizza is the world’s most popular food! That
is why so many people love to chow down
on this tasty dish. 

Today, Americans eat about 
350 slices of pizza per second. 
As a nation, that means we eat 
around 100 acres of pizza each 
day. An acre is the size of a 
football field. That is a lot of pizza! 

Get a Rise Out of
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References, Standards, & Contact Information
National education standards referenced

Standards Addressed
The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional specific 
standards that fall within these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association
K–6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter 
(K–6th grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K–5), Phonics and Word Recognition
3.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th grade)
Language Standards: Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 4.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th grade)

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas
3, 4, 5-LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes

4, 5-ESS3: Earth and Human Activity 

Berkshire:
This breed of pig is black with white
tips on their feet, nose, and tail.
They also have ears that stand up. 

Chester White:
These pigs are white with small
floppy ears. 

Duroc:
Duroc pigs are solid red with ears
that droop forward. 

Hampshire:
These pigs are black with a white
belt across their shoulders and 
front legs. 

Landrace:
Landrace pigs are white 
with floppy ears. Their ears 
are much larger than the 
Chester White’s. 

Spotted:
This breed of pig has large, black-
and-white spots. 

Yorkshire:
The most common breed in North
America is the Yorkshire. They are
white with ears that stand up.ix

Poland China:
Like the Berkshire, Poland China
pigs are black with white tips on
their feet, noses, and tails. The 
difference is that Poland China 
pigs have floppy ears.

Pork gives you the energy you need to keep
going all day! Make a list of the activities

you do each day on the lines below. 

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

Great! Now, let’s check out some activities that
use the same amount of energy that one serv-
ing of pork gives you.x,xi When you eat one
serving of pork, you’ll gain the energy you
need to do these activities: 

30 minutes of hiking
30-minute epic dance party
30 minutes of riding your bike
20-minute basketball game
20 minutes of swimming

Looking back at the list you made of
activities you do, circle the ones you
think can be fueled by pork!

IN THE UNITED STATES, THERE ARE…

22 billion pounds
pork per year

These numbers were pulled from the Pork Checkoff website in 2019

55,000 PIG FARMS
That’s over double the
amount of potato farms
there are in Idaho.

consumed animal
protein worldwide.vii

#1

Pork Producer’s To-do List

T
hink about all the things you have to do after school every
day! Homework, chores, and sports may take up a lot of
space on your to-do list. Pig farmers have a long to-do list,

too! Let’s check out some of the things on their list.  

o Wake up early

o Head to the farm to check on the pigs

o Feed and water all the pigs

o Check to make sure no pigs look sick

o Maybe meet with the vet to have them check in on animals

o Go into the fields

o Check the growth of crops, like corn, that I’ll use as feed for
our animals

o Help fix any problems on tractors and other tools

o Head inside

o Pay any bills

o Check email

o Work with the local school to bring kids out to see the farm

o Order any medicine or supplies the pigs need

o Go into town for an extension meeting to learn more about
how I can improve as a farmer

o Check in on the pigs one more time before bed

There’s even more that might need to get done. Every day as a
pork producer looks a little different. That’s what makes it fun! Pork
producers care a lot about their pigs and do many things each day
to keep them healthy. They also take time to go to meetings and
events to improve what they do. They want to use the best farming
practices that are good for people, pigs, and the planet.

More than Pink
Meet the Common Pig Breeds

Photos Courtesy of the National Pork Board, Des Moines, Iowa

Have you had bacon for breakfast or ham sandwiches for lunch? There are
many items that we get from pigs besides bacon and ham!iii Circle the items
you think have ingredients in them from pigs.

AT WORK: WHY PIGS ARE SECRETLY SUPER CLEAN

I
magine showering so much at work that you never showered when you got home! That’s
what it is like working at some pig farms. Workers keep a separate set of clothes at work that
don’t leave the farm. They shower before entering and after leaving the buildings with ani-
mals. Why all the showers? Biosecurity. Biosecurity keeps out new germs from the farm.

Germs include anything that doesn’t belong that could make a pig sick. When we keep out
germs, pigs stay healthier. Farms use fewer medicines and pigs grow better. There are many
ways to do this.ii Farmers make sure one pig farm is not close to another. They clean everything
often. They limit the number of visitors. Pigs who are the same age are in a group for their
entire life. This helps farms limit costs, use less medicine, and have healthier pigs! 

That weighs the same as 5.5 million cars!vi

BY THE NUMBERS:
PORK IN THE U.S.

pork is
also the
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Pork Products: medicine, cement, crayons, putty, meat, Jell-O, marshmallows/Not Pork Products: corn, butter, plywood, pillows

Breaking it Down: How Pigs Help Us

Energy to Fuel Your Day

While you may picture your standard pig as pink, pigs are found in a
variety of colors! Different breeds of pigs have different colors and mark-
ings. In fact, pigs that we often call “pink” are actually “white” pigs.
Their skin is pink and shows through. But they are grouped by their
white hair. Meet some pigs from the most common breeds below! 

There are many words used just in the pork industry. 
Dig into what these pork industry terms mean below! 
Boar: Male pig used for breeding. 

Barrow: Neutered male pigs that cannot be used for
breeding. 

Gilt: Young female pig that has not had piglets. 

Sow: Female pig that has had piglets. 

Piglet: Baby pigs that are up to weaning age. 

Litter: The group of piglets born to a sow at one time. 

Herd: A group of pigs. 

Farrowing: The process of a sow giving birth to piglets.iIN
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Photo Courtesy of the National Pork Board, Des Moines, Iowa

800,000 jobs nationwide in
the pork industry

That’s enough to give everyone who lives in the state of North Dakota a job!
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Sheep Ag Mag
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Snacks Ag Mag
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What is Poultry?
Chances are, you come in contact with a poultry product almost every day!
But what exactly is poultry? Poultry is the term used to describe birds that
are domestic, not wild, that are raised for their products, such as meat,
eggs, or feathers. Chickens, ducks, and turkeys are common examples of
poultry in the United States. 

Poultry are raised on farms and in backyards around the United States so that you and I can choose to enjoy
food like chicken nuggets, chicken salad, and turkey on Thanksgiving! Did you know that the average person
consumes almost 100 pounds of poultry meat in a year?i That’s a lot of chicken nuggets!

Poultry, especially chickens, are also important for another product they produce – eggs. Eggs are an essential
ingredient to a lot of breakfast items and other recipes. The average American eats over 250 eggs a year, so
it’s a good thing that an average laying hen on a farm can produce over 280 eggs per year!ii

Poultry are an important part of our economy and daily life in the United States. So the next time you enjoy a
chicken nugget or a scrambled egg, thank a poultry farmer! Turkeys & Chickens

W
hat has two legs, feathers, and a beak? 
If you answered chicken or turkey, you’re
correct! Although they share similar char-

acteristics with birds, the domesticated chickens
and turkeys are quite unlike a wild bird you see
outside your window. Even though they are feath-
ered, they are not skilled at flying long distances,
and they commonly rely on their farmer friends
for shelter, food, and protection. 

The two main types of poultry raised in the
United States for meat production are chickens
and turkeys. Don’t get them confused, because
they’re quite different! A turkey is larger, with a
longer neck and bigger body. A chicken is
smaller than a turkey, with a shorter neck and
more compact body. Both birds are covered in
feathers, except for their hard pointy beak, and
scaly legs. There are many different breeds of
chickens and turkeys, and their feathers and fea-

tures can vary in color! 

There’s not just one
way to raise chick-
ens and turkeys.
Some people
have poultry in
their backyard,
while others raise
large amounts of
chickens or turkeys
on their poultry

farm. 

Meet John Burkel and his family. They raised the turkey pre-
sented to and pardoned by President Obama for Thanksgiving in
2013! Let’s get to know a little more about John and his turkeys!

JB: My wife Joni and I have been on our farm in Badger, Minnesota since
1990. I am a fourth generation turkey farmer. We grow about 100,000
turkeys every year, mainly for the holiday markets during Thanksgiving and
Christmas. The baby turkeys we get, called poults, come to our farm at one
day old and we grow them for about 13 weeks before they are processed, and then marketed at your grocery store.
Most of the turkeys we grow on our farm are female turkeys, hens, and once in a while we will grow a flock of toms,
which are the male turkeys.

Wow! That is a lot of turkeys! What do you like most about being a turkey farmer?
JB: I like to take care of animals, and it’s fun to watch them grow from day old poults.  I also appreciate the fact that
my whole family can be out in the barns with me to take care of our turkeys. There are all kinds of jobs that even my
youngest kids can help with, and I think learning how to work is one of the most important skills kids can learn.
We are able to be together as a family working every day...it’s one of the best things about life on the farm.

How were you and your family chosen to raise a bird for the President? That’s quite an honor!
JB: I have been an executive committee member of the National Turkey Federation (NTF) since 2007 and was elected
chairman last year. One of the chairman’s duties is to grow and present the turkey the week of Thanksgiving.  

We started 80 tom (male) turkeys on our farm on July 8th of 2013. At ten weeks of age, we picked ten of the best
turkeys, and we spent a lot of time training those turkeys. We also played a lot
of music and flashed cameras at them so they would be used to all of the
media present during the White House event. Eventually we decided on the
two top turkeys to take to the White House, named Caramel and Popcorn. After
they met and were pardoned by President Obama, Popcorn and Caramel were
moved to a former governor’s farm in Virginia, where they are today.  

Growing the National Thanksgiving Turkey was a great honor for my family
and I, and it was definitely unforgettable!

T U R K E Y  F U N  F A C T
If it were up to Benjamin Franklin,
he would have chosen the turkey
over the eagle as a symbol for our
country! He called the American
native a “respectable bird…”iv
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Rambouillet
is a dual purpose sheep, producing 
a desirable meat product and 
good fine wool.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Dorset
sheep are best known for their 
ability to produce lambs any time 
during the year and for their very 
white down wool.

Suffolk
sheep are large, heavy meat 
animals. They have down wool 
and are the most recognized 
breed in the world.

are a large breed, with black faces 
and down wool. Their fast growth rate 

and superior meat product make them  
a popular choice to sire crossbred lambs.  

Hampshires

1 23 4
Sheep come in many different sizes, shapes and 
colors. Farmers classify sheep into different breeds 
based on their similarities. There are more than  
1,000 different breeds of sheep in the world.1   
That’s more than any other kind of livestock!  
In the United States we raise about 40 breeds  
of sheep, but some of the most popular ones  
are pictured to the right. 2 

Since there are so many breeds of sheep 
worldwide, farmers also classify them by what 
they’re used for. For example, there are meat  
breeds that are grown for their tasty American 
lamb and wool breeds that are grown for  
their wool fibers.

Fine wool is soft enough to be worn next to 
the skin. Fine wool fleeces are very refined. 
Fibers throughout the whole fleece should  
be consistent.   
Down type wool has a shorter staple length, 
medium diameter and usually a matte 
appearance. It is characterized by a well 
developed spiral crimp, giving exceptional 
resilience and elasticity.  

Counting Sheep

SHEEP GRAZE  on brush and weeds in 
forests, which helps prevent forest fires.3 
They also graze on weeds in vineyards 
and other farmland acting as a 
natural weed controller so farmers 
can use less herbicides.

FARMERS  work hard to make sure 
their sheep protect the environment. 

They do this by carefully grazing with 
their sheep to protect water and avoid 

overgrazing.

2/3 OF WOOL  is used to make clothing, the 
rest of it has some other interesting uses!4

WOOL IS USED  to make blankets, insulation 
for home construction and even absorbent 
pads for cleaning up oil spills.

Wool is an EXCELLENT SPONGE  for petroleum 
products. Just like you can soak up water on 
the counter with a sponge, wool can soak up 
oil from an oil spill. It can soak up over 12 times 
its weight in oil! 

   Keeping our ENVIRONMENT healthy!

Sheep also provide humans with lanolin or wool wax.5  
In nature it protects a sheep’s wool and skin from the 

elements. Humans use it in products to protect our  
skin as well! Almost all cosmetics, lotions,  

shampoos and hair conditioners contain lanolin.
lanolin
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People of all ages, animals, and machines use products made  
from soybeans. The people of all ages includes you! If you eat  
school lunches, you eat food with soybeans. The U.S. National  
School Lunch Program serves soy-fortified pasta. Babies can have soy, too.  
Some infant formula is made from soybeans. Your parents may cook with 
vegetable oil which comes from soybeans. Animals eat soy, too. Your pets and 
farm animals have soybean meal mixed in their food. Soybeans feed you and 
me, animals, and it helps machines go. The oil removed from the soybean makes 
biodiesel. Biodiesel powers the school buses and mail trucks. Other machines 
use biodiesel, too. The best part is soybeans are a renewable resource. It is a 
resource farmers plant to help feed us and make many different products.1,2

DID YOU
KNOW? Have you planted a seed before? Did 

you watch it grow? When a seed is 
planted, it goes through many stages 
of growth. Soybeans go through 
different stages of growth, too. 
Each stage of growth is important. 
Something new happens during 
each stage. Check out what happens 
during each stage of plant life.

Get growing!

4. Mature Plant— 
The beans 
will grow  
and ripen in  
their pods.4

1. Seed—The seed is planted  
by a farmer in April or early  
May depending on where  
        in the United States 
          the farmer lives.

3. Flowering 
Plant—The soybean 
plant will flower,  
and pods will  
begin to form.  
The pods hold  
the beans.

2. Seedling—The seed 
has germinated. This 

means it develops  
roots and a stem.  

  The stem grows  
leaves, which 
helps gather 
energy from 
the sun.

Do you like to eat cookies or pancakes or crackers? How about drinking lemonade or hot chocolate? Have you colored with crayons? 
Do you have a dog or a cat that you feed every day? Do you ride a school bus? All of these questions have something in common.  
All of these goods have soy or use soy! Soy comes from soybeans. Soybeans are grown in fields across America. The soybeans  
are processed and used in many products we eat and use every day. We are going to discover where soybeans come  
from! We are going to discover how soybeans grow! We are going to discover who grows soybeans!  
We are going to discover how a little bean is so important to you and me!

A Small Bean, A Big Impact

Soybeans grow in many states across America. 

Some states grow millions of acres of soybeans. 

Some states grow thousands of acres of 

soybeans. The map shows how many acres of soybeans are harvested  

in each state. Find your state. Does your state grow soybeans?

Acres of Soybeans Harvested in 20173

8,000,000– 
10,000,000
Illinois
Iowa
Minnesota

5,000,000–7,000,000

Indiana North Dakota

Kansas Ohio

Missouri South Dakota

Nebraska

2,000,000– 
4,000,000
Arkansas 
Michigan 
Mississippi
Wisconsin

800,000–1,000,000

Kentucky
Louisiana
North Carolina

Tennessee

500,000–700,000

Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Virginia

200,000–400,000

Alabama
Maryland
New York
South Carolina

Less than 200,000

All other states

Where in America?
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W
onder Woman is a superhero known for her
durability and strength. Just like all other super-
heroes, Wonder Woman works hard to ensure
that people are safe. In a way, farmers are just
like superheroes. They work hard to save the

world by growing safe food for us to eat. Next time you see a
farmer, tell them, “Thank you for all you do! Without farming, we
would not be able to enjoy the food we love to eat.” Wheat 
farmers truly fit into the superhero category. Wheat is one of the most
important crops for our country and the world! It is recommended
that half of the grains we eat come from whole grains. Farmers care
about providing safe and healthy wheat for us to enjoy.

National Learning Standards for AFBFA Wheat Ag Mag
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Won-
Wheat Farmer
PHILIP KAUFMAN
Wheat Farmer 
Phiessen Ranch in Lewiston, Idaho 

Q: What classes of wheat do you grow? 
We grow Soft White, Hard Red and Dark Northern
spring wheat. We also plant rotational crops like
canola and lentils. 

Q: How did you get involved in farming?
We are a fifth-generation farming family in Idaho. My

brothers and I wanted to farm together. We worked
hard, saved our money and were able to work with
family and neighbors to take over the farm when they
retired. 

Q: What do you enjoy most about being a
farmer?

I enjoy working with family, friends, and nature to 
produce good food for people all over the world. I also

enjoy running big equipment and working outside.

Q: What subjects in school prepared you for 
your job?

Science and math helped prepare me. As I got older,
soil science classes and welding classes were also
helpful.

Q: What is one thing you wish people
knew about growing wheat?
There is more wheat planted in the world than any
other crop. Wheat is an important source of food
even for the poorest people in the world. There are

no GMO wheat varieties today. The nutritional value
of wheat is the same today as it has been for 

thousands of years. When someone says that all wheat
is unhealthy, it is best to find truthful information by asking

a farmer. 

Wheat ON THE WEB 
With a teacher, parent or guardian’s permission,
check out these places online to learn more about
wheat!

• Visit www.myamericanfarm.com and play 
“Amazing Grains” to discover fun facts about
grains grown in the U.S. 

• Visit www.americasheartland.org and view the
episodes that relate to wheat production in the 
U.S. You can visit farms across the U.S. from 
right where you are!

• Search your local library database for the book 
“The Thing About Luck” by Cynthia Kadohata. 

Montana
Minnesota
North Dakota
South Dakota
Wyoming
Colorado
Kansas
Nebraska
Oklahoma
Texas
Alabama 

Arkansas
Delaware
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Missouri
Mississippi
Michigan

New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Arizona

California
Idaho
Oregon
Washington
Utah
New Mexico
Alaska
Florida
Hawaii

Kansas grows the most wheat out of
the 42 states. Did you know Kansas
produces enough wheat to bake 36
billion loaves of bread? That’s
enough wheat to feed everyone in the
world for two weeks! We could feed
9,000 people in one day!

Color in the states that grow wheat on the map above:

Wheat is an important food
source for our country.
Wheat is grown in 42 out
of the 50 states!i Three-
quarters of all U.S. grain
products, like bread, pasta
and tortillas, are made
using wheat flour.

Wheat farmers are smart! Let’s learn about some of the terms they
use every day.

Gluten: Gluten is a protein found in grain products. It helps 
bread rise and expand while baking. Gluten acts as “glue” to 
hold food together.

Whole Grain: Whole grain foods are made with the entire 
grain kernel. The bran, germ and endosperm are all included!iv

Yeast: Baker’s yeast is used in baking. It causes the bread to 
rise by converting sugars into carbon dioxide and ethanol. 

Mill: A mill is a machine used for crushing grain into flour. 

Winter Wheat: Winter wheat grows in the winter months. 
It can withstand freezing weather. It is a good way for farmers 
to use fields that normally would not be able to be planted in 
the cold winter months!v

Vernalization: A process that all winter wheat varieties go
through. The plant must be exposed to cooler temperatures before 
it flowers. The ideal temperature for this process is 40-50 degrees.

Combine: A machine that takes the wheat seeds out of the plant. 

Elevator: An elevator is a building to store grains.

Bushel: A unit of measurement. Wheat is harvested and sold using
bushel/acre measurements.

Wheat Vocabulary

Researcher
ADRIENNE BLAKEY
Plant and Soil Science, 
Agricultural Communications 
Student at Oklahoma State 
University
From Stillwater, Oklahoma

Q: What is your wheat 
research project?
I am doing research to see if anything has changed with gluten. I am comparing
new varieties of wheat to old varieties of wheat. Scientists can use plant breeding
to improve the wheat we grow. The goal is to have high quality gluten. I am 
researching to figure out if there is any sort of connection between improving wheat
varieties and the gluten in it. 

Q: What do you love about your research project?
My favorite part is thinking about the big picture that it is contributing to. It can be
easy to get caught up in the repetitive tasks in the lab. When I go to a conference
or discuss my research with others, I get to hear about an issue that plant scientists
are working to solve. The research I am doing can help answer questions that people
have about wheat and gluten which is very rewarding. 

Q: How and why do farmers care for the environment and the wheat
they grow?
I did not grow up on a farming operation. Everything I have learned about farmers
is from experiences I have had. These experiences have shown me that farmers
work incredibly hard to take care of the land that they use to produce crops. Wheat
is popular in Oklahoma and Kansas which is where I am from. Farmers take time
to create soil nutrient management plans to ensure land is cared for. We live in a
really windy, dry part of the country. It is hard to maintain an environment that is
full of growth and biodiversity. Farmers have to take care of their crops in a way
that welcomes biodiversity. Wheat farmers care for more than just the crop. They
also care for the environment and soil.

Q: What do wheat farmers do to provide
a safe and abundant food supply?
Wheat is an important crop because it can create
many different types of food products that repre-
sent different cultures. Wheat is important for our
diets and a good source of carbohydrates. Before
the food is on our plates, there is a lot of work
that happens before. Before wheat can be milled,
processed and packaged for food, the quality of
product must be great. This depends on the hard
work of farmer. If a crop is low quality, the end
product is low quality. Our farmers work hard to
produce high quality wheat. 

WHERE’S THE Wheat?

ROTATIONAL
CROPS: Each year farmers
plant crops in their fields. 

Rotational crops are ones that are
different from the year before. For
example, one year a farmer may
plant wheat. The next year they

may plant canola. This helps
to put different nutrients

in the soil.

SP    TLIGHT

GMO: GMO stands
for genetically modified 

organism. Genes are what make
plants different. Some plants can
use less water because of special
genes. In GMOs, scientists take a

gene from one kind of plant and put it
in another. So, if one plant can use
less water, scientists can take that

gene from that plant and put it
another plant. Now, that
new plant will also use

less water. THE HISTORY
OF Wheat
Thousands of years ago, humans
gathered the seeds of plants for food.
The berry of the wheat plant could be
ground, mixed with water and baked

to make bread or cakes. This bread was unleavened. Unleavened bread
does not rise when baked. The Egyptians were the first to discover 
leavened bread which is bread that rises.

Growing wheat began in the “cradle of civilization” which is close to
Iraq. The way we grow and eat wheat has changed. One person who
is very important in the history of wheat production is Norman Borlaug.
He helped to solve many problems people had with growing wheat.ii
After many years, it is a staple crop to our nutritional needs.
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Just like we live in different houses,
plants grow in different kinds of

gardens. You can build gardens in
many ways. Check out these types
of gardens. No matter where you
live, you can be a gardener! 
In-ground gardens
In-ground gardens are good for big
backyards. Growing plants in the
ground often begins in the spring.
In-ground gardens can be as big or
small as you want! When planting

an in-ground garden, think about
pests that might like to eat your gar-
den items and how you will protect
your plants.
Box gardens
Most plants grow well in soil. Some-
times there is not enough soil or
space to grow plants in a specific
area. We can fix this by buying soil
to put in frames called boxes. Most
box gardens work best outside in
the spring and summer. 

Container gardens
Container gardens are plants that
grow in a container. Depending on
the plant and your climate, you can
plant container gardens outside or
inside! If you plant inside, put con-
tainers by the window. Your deck or
front/back steps are good places to
put containers outside. 

Vertical gardens
A vertical garden is a type of 
container garden where pots are
arranged vertically (up and down).
This means that more plants can be
grown in less space. You can buy
materials for a vertical garden, or
you can build your own with recy-
cled material. Smaller plants that do
not need large areas to spread out,
like strawberries or peas, are good
options for vertical gardens.

Just like we live in different houses,
plants grow in different kinds of

gardens. You can build gardens in
many ways. Check out these types
of gardens. No matter where you
live, you can be a gardener! 
In-ground gardens
In-ground gardens are good for big
backyards. Growing plants in the
ground often begins in the spring.
In-ground gardens can be as big or
small as you want! When planting

an in-ground garden, think about
pests that might like to eat your gar-
den items and how you will protect
your plants.
Box gardens
Most plants grow well in soil. Some-
times there is not enough soil or
space to grow plants in a specific
area. We can fix this by buying soil
to put in frames called boxes. Most
box gardens work best outside in
the spring and summer. 

Container gardens
Container gardens are plants that
grow in a container. Depending on
the plant and your climate, you can
plant container gardens outside or
inside! If you plant inside, put con-
tainers by the window. Your deck or
front/back steps are good places to
put containers outside. 

Vertical gardens
A vertical garden is a type of 
container garden where pots are
arranged vertically (up and down).
This means that more plants can be
grown in less space. You can buy
materials for a vertical garden, or
you can build your own with recy-
cled material. Smaller plants that do
not need large areas to spread out,
like strawberries or peas, are good
options for vertical gardens.

Harner Brothers CSA – Northfield, Minnesota 

We are the Harner family, and we are farmers
from Northfield, Minnesota. My name is
Kristin, my husband is Steve, and our sons are
Keith and Sam. There are many people in our

community who want fresh fruits and vegetables. Not
everyone has land for big gardens. We have land, so we
grow food for them. We grow over 100 different vegeta-
bles, fruits, flowers and herbs. We harvest the food from
the garden, and people from our community drive out to
our farm to pick up a box of garden produce each week.
This is called “Community Supported Agriculture” or

CSA. We share the leftover food with our local food shelf and with elderly people.

My husband and I both loved growing up on farms. We wanted our sons to have that same
experience. We love watching plants grow! Our favorite crops to harvest are pumpkins,
gourds and corn. We are planning to raise and sell pink pumpkins with the money raised
going for breast cancer research! 

Sometimes farming is challenging. It can be difficult to work with the weather. We don’t
know if we will get rain when we need it. We try to prepare for this by adding water to our
garden when it needs it. Adding water to a large number of plants at one time is
called irrigation.

We are glad we were a part of different agricultural groups as kids. These
groups helped us learn about farming outside of the classroom. 4-H and FFA
are two organizations that my husband and I were both members of as
kids. Our sons are now old enough to be in 4-H! My husband and I both
have college degrees from South Dakota State University. We think it’s a
good idea for everyone to go through more learning after high school.

I wish people knew how much farmers love growing food for other people! Yes, it
is our job; it also is what we enjoy! We are proud to do it. Our CSA garden lets
us share our passion with our community. 

Learn more at www.harnerbrotherscsa.com. 

Billy Mitchell Elementary School – Lawndale, California

I’m Ms. Lauritson, and I am a garden educator. I work at
Billy Mitchell Elementary in Lawndale, California. Lawn-
dale is in Los Angeles County. We have an amazing gar-
den at our school, but it hasn’t always been there!

Before our garden grew, there was an empty piece of land,
about one quarter of an acre, between the school and an
apartment complex. It was a small space used for storage. As
a master gardener, I learned many things about gardening,
and I saw this as a great place for a garden to grow and
children to learn.

I worked with the administrators, teachers and maintenance
team at the school to develop a plan. We looked for grants to
help fund the garden. Next, the students and I teamed up to
decide what to plant. Students would come by at lunch to
help out in the garden. Then, before I knew it, everyone

wanted to help! There are now over 600 students who come through our garden every year.

There are now many sections to our garden. We have raised beds with labeled plants. There
are perennial plants that bloom multiple times in a year. There are annual plants that bloom
only once every year. We also have fruit trees and plants that are native to our state. We use
our garden to help students learn and to care for our community. We have a 4x4-foot gar-
den bed devoted to the Lawndale Community Food Bank. Everything harvested in that bed is
donated. Last year, we donated close to 200 pounds of food! We
also have a reading circle where classes can listen and learn out-
side.

You can start a garden at your school too! Find volunteers and
start small. Have a plan, and make sure your plants always have
access to water. This will keep your garden growing, even when
things get busy. A garden is a wonderful place to learn!

A note for parents and teachers: If you are looking to start a
school garden, Ms. Lauritson suggests these great books: 

• “The Growing Classroom” by Roberta Jaffee and Gary Appel

• “How to Grow a School Garden: A Complete Guide for Parents
and Teachers” by Arden Bucklin-Sporer and Rachel Pringle

AG
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Windsor Woods Elementary School
– Virginia Beach, Virginia

I’m Ms. Quinn, and I am the assistant
principal at Windsor Woods Elementary
in Virginia Beach, Virginia. At my
school, we have a very special school

garden. It is named the C. Drummond Ball
Children’s Garden after our past principal.
Our garden is a historical garden. We cele-
brate the history of our state by growing

crops that early settlers grew. This helps our students connect with our history.

Each spring, our students plant new crops in the garden. In the past, we have
grown field corn, cotton, peanuts and sweet potatoes. We harvest in the fall. I
love watching students harvest their crops. It is like finding buried treasure in
the ground when they pull up a sweet potato! Our sweet potatoes are some of
the best I have ever had. 

How do we know so much about gardening? We work with our local expert
Roy Flanagan. He is an agricultural extension agent. He teaches the students

how to help plants grow. He also helps students see how chal-
lenging it can be to be a farmer. Sometimes Roy brings over

antique farm equipment, like a corn sheller. The corn sheller
takes the corn kernels off the cob. 

One of the most important things about our garden is
that we always connect the garden to what students
learn in class. As plants grow, students learn about the

lifecycle and history of the crops. After harvest, the stu-
dents make observations and record information.

Many of the teachers incorporate math, like count-
ing the number of peanuts on a plant. Some
teachers even use the cotton during wintertime to
make wreaths. 

Our garden helps students learn! They appreciate
they joys and challenges farmers face every day.

Agricorps – Ghana, Africa

I’m John Romo, and I work for Agricorps. Agricorps is an organization
that helps students in developing countries learn more about farming. Vol-
unteers help students learn about how plants grow, how to help the soil
and how to be better leaders. They also spend a lot of

their time outside working in the gardens.

When I was a volunteer for Agricorps, I lived southern
Ghana. The soil there is very rich in nutrients. The air
is humid most of the year. My students planted over
1,000 cocoa seedlings and 200 palm tree
seedlings. They loved dancing and singing songs in
the gardens about things they were learning. Stu-
dents in Ghana do not have as many garden tools as
we might have. The students used a small hoe to plow
the ground. They used a large knife called a cutlass to
harvest their food. Animals would often come and eat
plants because there was no fencing. 

Some of the common crops in southern Ghana
are palm trees, carrots, cabbage, peanuts, corn,
cassava and cocoyam. School gardens may be
different in southern Ghana compared to the
United States, but the students are very similar.
No matter where you live, students always seem
to love learning about nature and food.

Learn more at www.agricorps.org. 
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Regional Gardening

How well a plant thrives depends on many things.
The season and climate where the plant grows is

very important. Knowing your climate zone will help
you predict typical weather conditions and choose
the best plants for your area during growing seasons.

What’s the difference between weather and
climate?
Weather is what forecasters on the morning news
predict. It includes things like rainfall, temperature,
humidity and the wind that might be expected to
occur over the next few days. Climate is the range

of an area’s typical weather conditions over many
years. Like weather, climate varies depending on
where you live.ii

What is a growing season?
A growing season is the time period in which the
weather allows plants to grow. In fact, the largest
cabbage ever recorded was possible because of
where it was planted. It weighed 126 pounds! It was
a product of Alaska’s short but sunny growing sea-
son. Their growing season is only 105 days long, but
because of the season’s 24-hour sunlight, plants can
grow outrageously large!iii

KNOW
BEFORE YOU SOW
Let’s get started! Grab a paper and pencil, because 

the first step in growing a school garden is designing
it. You’ll draw a map to make sure you have the right 

features and plants for your site. Here are some things 
to consider when drawing your garden:
Size: Measure your space and think about where you
want the plants to be. 
Existing Features: Include any trees and nearby
buildings.
Drainage: Observe how water moves through your
garden space during a rainstorm to find out where the
water naturally drains. 
Traffic Patterns: Decide if there will be walkways for
people to use or benches where people can sit.i

Types of Plants: Use a variety of shapes and colors to
create your garden! Use consistent shapes for the same
plants.
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References, Standards, & Contact Information
National education standards referenced

Standards Addressed
The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional specific stan-
dards that fall within these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association
K-6 3.0: Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter (K-6th
Grade)

Common Core State Standards for Math
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.3.MD.B.3: Represent and interpret data.

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition 3.0
(3rd, 4th, 5th grade)

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas
3, 4, 5-LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes
5-LS2.1: Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics
3-ESS3: Earth and Human Activity

References
1 Snacks: Sales by category U.S. 2017 | Statistic. (n.d.). Retrieved from
https://www.statista.com/statistics/257994/snack-dollar-sales-in-the-us-by-category/
2 Advameg. (n.d.). Popcorn. Retrieved July 3, 2018 from http://www.madehow.com/Volume-
5/Popcorn.html
3 Enchanted Learning. (n.d.). George Crum: Inventor of potato chips. Retrieved July 3, 2018 from
http://www.zoomschool.com/inventors/page/p/potatochip.shtml
4 Famous Black Inventors. (n.d.). Retrieved July 3, 2018 from http://www.black-
inventor.com/George-Crum.asp
5 U.S. Department of Agriculture. (2018). Choose myplate. Retrieved from https://www.choosemy-
plate.gov/MyPlate
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Manager of Herr Angus
Farm, Dennis Byrne and
his wife Dottie.

“Party mix” made
up of potato chips,
popcorn, pretzels
and corn chips.

Herr Angus
Farm started
in 1985.

Happy cows
eating their
“party mix”.

Recycled water that
is used to grow hay.

Snacks do amazing things for our bodies! They help us to grow. They help keep
us energized. Snacks keep us healthy. Some of the snacks we buy in a grocery
store are already packaged. Others we make ourselves with different ingredients.
There are so many amazing snacks. Have you ever wondered how those snacks
get to your lunch box? Think about orange slices, popcorn, or string cheese. Farm-
ers work every day to make sure that we have healthy snacks. Let’s munch on how
farmers help us get snacks from their farms to our snack packs! 

ORANGE SLICES
Growing – Farmers take care of the orange trees. They
water the trees. This helps fruit grow. 
Harvesting – Farm workers pick oranges from the
trees. Sometimes this is done by hand. Sometimes they
use machines.  
Transporting – Oranges are put in boxes. They are
taken to grocery stores.
Selling – You can buy oranges at grocery stores. You

can also buy them at local markets.
Eating – Oranges are cut into slices and enjoyed by you and me as a snack!

POPCORN
Growing – Popcorn is a special variety of corn. It is
planted in rows of soil.  
Harvesting – When the ears are ripe, the corn is har-
vested. Farmers can use a picker. This removes the
ears. It leaves the stalks on the ground. Farmers could
also use a combine. A combine crushes the corn stalks.
It removes the ears and husks the corn.2

Transporting – Ears of corn are taken to a corn crib. A
corn crib is where the corn is dried. Then, it is taken to a plant to process and pop
the corn.
Selling – The popped corn is sold at local markets. It is also sold at grocery stores.
Eating – Put butter and salt on popcorn and you have the best movie snack to
enjoy!

STRING CHEESE
Milking – The first step to making string cheese is milk-
ing the cow on a farm or ranch. Did you know that one
cow can provide seven gallons of milk per day?
Pasteurizing – Milk is filtered through stainless steel
pipes. Then, it is heated up. That kills any bacteria that
might be in the milk. This process helps to keep us all
safe!
Transporting – The milk is taken to a cheese making

plant. There, it is made into mozzarella cheese. Then, it is formed into stick shapes.
Just like that, string cheese is made. Yum!
Selling – Do you want to buy string cheese? Check out your grocery store or local
market!
Eating – String cheese has a lot of protein and calcium. It is a great snack!

Snacks

This is someone who
sells snacks. We can buy
snacks in many places.
They may sell snacks to

grocery stores. They
could also sell snacks 

to gas stations.

Have you seen 
commercials for snacks
on TV? Food marketers
create those ads. They
want us to buy snacks.

This job is very 
important! These people
make sure our snacks
are safe to eat. They 
test the food before 

it gets sold.

What do you do in your job?
I work in a children’s hospital. I help children who
have problems eating. At my job, I work a lot with
babies. These babies need special milk. I also work
with kids that cannot eat enough food by mouth. You
have to eat fruits, vegetables, grains, dairy, and pro-
tein to be healthy. I make sure these kids get every-
thing they need to be healthy, too!

What do you love about your job?
I love being able to help kids! I like helping them to
grow big and strong. This happens when they eat
healthy foods. Sometimes babies and kids have stom-
ach troubles. This makes their stomach hurt. I help
them by making their stomach feel better. I love work-
ing with other dieticians. I also work with doctors and

nurses. I love learning from these people. Every day
I learn something new about food and how our body
works. 

What would you tell someone who is first
learning about your job? 
No two dietitian jobs are the same! You can be a di-
etitian that does cooking shows. Or you can work in
a hospital like I do. There are also dietitians that give
talks on healthy eating. Some give tours at grocery
stores. Others work with restaurants. Some work with
the companies that make food like your breakfast ce-
real. Dietitians learn a lot about food and how the
body works. We do it so we can help everyone we
work with fill their bodies with good food. We want
them to feel great!

There are many careers that work with snack foods.
What job do you think you might like?

Herr Angus &&
Potato Chips

In 1985, Jim Herr and Dennis Byrne started a cattle operation. It is still active
today. It is called Herr Angus Farm. Today, Herr Angus has over 150 cows. It
also has over 600 steers. Steers are cattle that will be harvested for meat when
they are big enough. Today, Herr Angus graze their cattle on over 1,000 acres.
Not only do they produce great beef, but they do it sustainably! Sustainability

means helping the environment while still making money. The Herr family is sus-
tainable by feeding their steers “party mix.” They use by-products from the Herr’s
Potato Chip plant to make a steer feed. There are potato chips, popcorn, pretzels,
and corn chips in the party mix. Party mix makes up a part of a balanced nutrition
plan. Dennis, shared, “We are proud of how we keep our cattle healthy, while
also helping the environment.” Dennis and his wife, Dottie, are always thinking
about what can be done to help the cows and the land. Dennis said, “We have
sustainable food for the cows and we recycle water that is used on our hay fields.
We are all about sustainability!” Herr Angus Farms are improving their manage-
ment practices every day to make sure that they have happy cows and a happy
environment.

In 1985, Jim Herr and Dennis Byrne started a cattle operation. It is still active
today. It is called Herr Angus Farm. Today, Herr Angus has over 150 cows. It
also has over 600 steers. Steers are cattle that will be harvested for meat when
they are big enough. Today, Herr Angus graze their cattle on over 1,000 acres.
Not only do they produce great beef, but they do it sustainably! Sustainability

means helping the environment while still making money. The Herr family is sus-
tainable by feeding their steers “party mix.” They use by-products from the Herr’s
Potato Chip plant to make a steer feed. There are potato chips, popcorn, pretzels,
and corn chips in the party mix. Party mix makes up a part of a balanced nutrition
plan. Dennis, shared, “We are proud of how we keep our cattle healthy, while
also helping the environment.” Dennis and his wife, Dottie, are always thinking
about what can be done to help the cows and the land. Dennis said, “We have
sustainable food for the cows and we recycle water that is used on our hay fields.
We are all about sustainability!” Herr Angus Farms are improving their manage-
ment practices every day to make sure that they have happy cows and a happy
environment.
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Safe Snacker Quiz:
1. What kinds of places should you clean that food might touch?
2. What should you do before you touch food?
3. What temperature does perishable food need to be stored?
4. What temperature should your freezer be? 

Right this very minute, farmers are working hard. They make sure the snacks
we eat are safe. We have to make sure that we store our snacks correctly.
This keeps them safe for us to eat. We need to check the temperature of
our refrigerator. We should read food safety steps. We want our snacks to
last a long time. There are many easy ways to keep our food safe. Let’s un-

cover the steps to become a certified safe snacker together!

Food Safety — Food safety deals with handling,
preparing, and storing food. This all needs to be done
in a safe way. We do not want people to get sick from
food.  Food safety is a global concern. This means the
whole world is working to keep food safe. Keeping our
food safe is easy if you follow the steps below!

1. Think about the places we put food. It touches our counters. It touches cutting
boards. We need to make sure these places are clean. 

2. Are you helping to prepare food? Don’t forget to wash your hands with soap
and warm water! This helps keeps you healthy. This also helps others stay
healthy when you touch their food. 

3. We store food in different places. We can store food in a pantry. We can also
store food in a refrigerator. Each of these places has different temperatures.
Some foods need different temperatures. We need to store food at the right tem-
perature to keep the food safe. How do you learn what temperature food should
be stored at? Read the food label! Does the food say, “perishable” on the label?
If so, keep it at 40 degrees Fahrenheit or below. 

Refrigeration — Do you know the safe temperature for your refrigerator? It
should stay at or below 40°F.  The freezer temperature should be at 0°F. Check
the temperature of your refrigerator. Is it at or below 40°F? How about your
freezer? Is it at 0°F? Checking these temperatures is important for food safety.

Are you ready to check what you learned? Grab a friend or adult.
Have them ask you the questions below.

SAFE SNACKING

The Snacks
We Love1

A snack is a food we eat between meals. Americans love
their snacks! They spent 93 billion dollars on snacks in
2017. What do you think is the most popular snack in the
U.S.? Check out the graph to the left to learn the answer!

ANSWERS:1. Counters, cutting boards, etc. / 2. Wash your hands with soap
and warm water / 3. 40°F / 4. 0°F

�

Careers in
SNACKING

Dietician

Kristen Reiman
Registered Dietician
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

FROM Farm TO Snack Pack
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Zach and Anna Hunnicutt 
Farmers, Hunnicutt Farms
Giltner, Nebraska

Are you ready for popcorn and a
movie? The next time you dig into a
bowl of popcorn, it just might be
from Hunnicutt Farms in Nebraska.
Popcorn is a specialty crop. It is dif-
ferent from the sweet corn we eat on
the cob. Zach and Anna, along with
their kids Everett, Adeline, Houston,
and a new baby on the way, farm
popcorn, seed corn, yellow corn,
and soybeans. They farm with Zach’s
dad and brother. Anna also works
with Classical Conversations and
Pampered Chef.

Zach and Anna grew up on farms. 
They worked with their dads on the
farm. Zach studied at the University
of Nebraska. He has a degree in
Agricultural Economics.

Today they both love farming. Zach
loves the independence. Anna loves the chance to

have her family involved. Zach and Anna love
connecting people to farms and farmers.
“There is a surprising number of people that
don’t know that popcorn is different from

yellow corn. Or they think we do some-
thing to make it pop,” explains Zach.
When in reality, popcorn pops because it
is a special plant!

Why don’t we grow popcorn everywhere?
Each specialty crop needs a specific climate
and soil to grow. Hunnicutt Farms happens
to be a great place for popcorn! Do you
want to farm like the Hunnicutts? “Learn a
lot about how agriculture works, but think
outside the box,” says Zach. “Don’t get
stuck in what has always been done.”

iv U.S. Department of Agriculture, National Agriculture Statistics Service. (2012).  Quick stats: Raspberries.
Retrieved from https://quickstats.nass.usda.gov/results/2A8E8883-D434-3ADA-856B-008D9FF03388. 
v California Walnuts. (2016). Walnut history & cultivation. Folsom, California: California Walnut Commis-
sion. Retrieved from http://www.walnuts.org/about-walnuts/walnut-history/
vi California Walnuts. (2016). How walnuts are grown. Folsom, California: California Walnut Commission.
Retrieved from http://www.walnuts.org/about-walnuts/how-walnuts-are-grown/
vii Harvard T. H. Chan, School of Public Health. (2016). Omega-3 fatty acids: An essential contribution.
The Nutrition Source. Boston, MA: The President and Fellows of Harvard College. Retrieved from
https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/omega-3-fats/
viii USA Dry Pea & Lentil Council. (n.d.). USA dry pea, lentil & chickpea production. Retrieved from
http://agresearch.montana.edu/wtarc/producerinfo/agronomy-nutrient-management/Pulses/USADryPea-
Council%20FactSheet.pdf. 
ix Zeratsky, K. (2014, July 3). I know lentils are supposed to be good for me. But how do I prepare them?
Rochester, MN: Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research. Retrieved from http://www.may-
oclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/nutrition-and-healthy-eating/expert-answers/lentils/faq-20058072. 
x American Pulse Council & USA Dry Pea & Lentil Council. (2016) USA pulses. Retrieved from
http://www.cookingwithpulses.com/about-pulses/health-nutrition/
xi U.S. Department of Agriculture, National Agriculture Statistics Service. (2012).  Quick stats: Mint. 
Retrieved from https://quickstats.nass.usda.gov/results/CC134BF9-13DC-3FC0-8303-4D7ECA73EA9C
xii Idaho Mint Commission. (2014). History of mint growing in Idaho. Retrieved from
http://idahomint.org/index.html
xiii Bates, R. M., Harper, J. K, Kime, L. F., Kuhns, L. J., Parsons, B., Slaybaugh, S. A., & Slaybaugh, D. A.
(2013). Christmas tree production. (Publication No. EE0062). State College, Pennsylvania: Penn State 
College of Agricultural Sciences. Retrieved from http://extension.psu.edu/business/ag-
alternatives/forestry/christmas-tree-production
xiv Teleflora. (2015, April 1). 10 weird facts about tulips. Retrieved from
http://www.teleflora.com/blog/10-weird-facts-about-tulips/
xv University of Maryland: Maryland Cooperative Extension. (Production of tulips as cut flowers. (n.d.). 
Production of tulips as cut flowers (Fact Sheet 837). Retrieved from https://extension.umd.edu/sites/de-
fault/files/_docs/programs/ipmnet/FS837TulipsAsCutFlowers-Commercial.pdf
xvi Eating Well Test Kitchen. (2005, August) Watermelon salsa. New York, NY: Meredith Corporation. 
Retrieved from  http://www.eatingwell.com/recipe/249004/watermelon-salsa
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Standards Supported
The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional, specific standards that fall within
these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association
K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter (K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition 3.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th Grade)
CSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring 
explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.
CSS.ELA-Literacy.W3.3: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences.

Common Core State Standards for Mathematics
Grade 3, Critical area (2): developing understanding of fractions
Grade 4, Critical Area (2) developing an understanding of fraction equivalence.
CSS.MATH.CONTENT.3.MD.B.3 Draw a scaled picture graph and a scaled bar graph 
to represent a data set. 

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas
3-LS1 From molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes. 

Social Sciences, National Council for the Social Studies
NSS-G.K-12.2 Places and Regions

References
i U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing Service. (n.d.) What is a specialty crop? 
Retrieved from https://www.ams.usda.gov/services/grants/scbgp/specialty-crop. 
ii Kelley, K. M., Kime, L. F., Harper, J. K. (2013). Community supported agriculture. (Publication No.
EE0061). State College, Pennsylvania: Penn State College of Agricultural Sciences. Retrieved from
http://extension.psu.edu/business/ag-alternatives/marketing/community-supported-agriculture-csa.  
iii Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Statistics Division. (2015). FAOSTAT. 
Retrieved from http://faostat3.fao.org/browse/Q/QC/E

Popcorn!

Find a recipe for cooking a 
specialty crop. Convert the 
fractions to equivalent fractions
(e.g., 1/2 = 2/4). Have a part-
ner reduce the fractions back 
to the recipe. 

Draw your own farm of spe-
cialty crops! Use fractions to
show parts of the whole where
you will grow each crop.

Grab an ad from your grocery
store. Cut out pictures of food
and sort them into the specialty
crop groups from page one.

Poll classmates or family mem-
bers to discover their favorite
specialty crop. Graph their 
answers. 

Write a short story that includes
at least two specialty crops. 

Make an alphabet book with
one specialty crop for every 
letter.

Start a specialty crop cutting!
Place the base of a head of 
lettuce or a bunch of celery in 
a shallow dish of water. Tip!
Make a fresh cut on the bottom
of the head/bunch to help the
roots to grow.

Check out the National Garden-
ing Association’s USDA Hardi-
ness Zone Finder at
http://garden.org/nga/zip-
zone/. Enter your zip code.
Check out the planting
calendar and plants
database!

Pick a specialty crop
and label the parts of the
plant. Create a poster or com-
puter image to teach others.
Create a recipe that uses a 

specialty crop. Put the recipe in
a class or family cookbook.

Use a blank U.S. map to plot
the farms mentioned in this Ag
Mag. Extension: Calculate the
distance (miles) between each
farm and plan the shortest
route.

Students
in Action

The Sky is the Limit
Daniel Bays 
Farmer, Bays Ranch
Westley, California

“Every day is different. Sometimes I’m a mechanic. Sometimes I’m a pilot. Some-
times I’m working with plants. And sometimes, like today, I’m a truck driver.”
Daniel Bays has a college degree in engineering, but he plays a lot of roles as a
farmer in California. That’s what he loves most about his job.

Daniel farms with his dad and grandpa. They grow almonds, apricots, process-
ing tomatoes, lima beans, cantaloupe, and walnuts. During the spring and sum-
mer, Daniel spends a lot of time walking the fields to make sure his plants are
healthy. He carries a toolbox in his truck to fix things along the way. A few times
a month he gets in his plane and flies over the fields. This gives him a better look
at his crops. Being a farmer and a pilot is a great combination!

When it is harvest time, Daniel harvests his own fields. He also does custom har-
vesting for other farmers. This means that he harvests almonds and walnuts for
farmers who may not have the right equipment. In the winter, Daniel prunes his
trees. He grinds the wood that was cut into mulch. This mulch stays on the or-
chard floor to keep the soil healthy. It also helps prevent weeds!

Do you want to be a farmer? “Get a broad education,” says Daniel. Math and
science are very important. You also need to know how to work with people. “It
is such a diverse industry that you need a little bit of everything!”

Suggested Activities

Fruits
raspberry, avocado,
cranberry, strawberry,
and grape

Tree Nuts
almond, pecan,
pistachio, walnut,
and hazelnut

Tree and Shrubs
pine, magnolia, oak, 
hydrangea, and hibiscus

Horticulture and
Floriculture
honey, maple syrup,
carnation, orchid,
and lily

Let’s meet some young people who know a lot about spe-
cialty crops! Each year the National FFA Organization

(ffa.org) celebrates young people who are interested in
agriculture. These stars were named as national finalists for
their work with specialty crops. 

Heather Gentner
Minden City, Michigan
“I live for the joy that comes
with each day,” says
Heather Gentner. Heather is
a farmer. She grows sugar
beets and dry beans on her
family farm. These are spe-
cialty crops! The family also
grows wheat, corn, and
raises cattle. Heather grew
up on the farm working
with her dad and grandfa-

ther. She always enjoyed being around different crops.
Heather just finished a degree in agricultural management
at Saginaw Valley State University in Michigan. “My fa-
vorite part of farm life is that each day is different,” says
Heather. “I love my farming career and cannot wait for the
years to come.”

Bryce Umbarger
King City, California
Have you seen a beautiful wreath
at a home or store? It may have
been grown by Bryce Umbarger.
Bryce is a farmer in California. He
works for his family business called
Creekside Farms. They grow herbs
like lavender, marjoram, and sage.
The herbs are used to hand-make
wreaths. The wreaths are sold to

companies like Williams Sonoma, Harry & David, and Pot-
tery Barn. “After the herbs are cut and bunched by hand I
gather them and hang them to dry,” says Bryce. The herbs
must be dry so they do not mold. Bryce carefully packs the
herbs for shipping. Bryce is now attending University of Cal-
ifornia, Davis and plans to become a veterinarian. Bryce is
glad he got involved in FFA. “Wherever I end up, I plan to
promote FFA. It gave me many leadership opportunities!”

What Makes Specialty Crops so Special?

Aspecialty crop can be a fruit, vegetable,
tree nut, dried fruit, horticulture, or 
nursery crop. To be a specialty crop, it

must be used by people for food, medicine, or         
to make something look pleasing.i We’ve 

grouped specialty crops into 
six groups. Check out the 

examples in each group, 
but remember, there  

are many more! 

Vegetables
artichoke, asparagus,
broccoli, and spinach Herbs and Spices

basil, nutmeg, pepper,
licorice, and lavender

From Farm to Office!
Jeff and Nicolina Alves 
Farmers with Terra Bella Ranch, Owners “Farm to Office”
Fallbrook, California
www.farmtooffice.com

Do you love good food? If so, you would love hanging out with Jeff and Nicolina
Alves and their two kids, Domenic and Giana. There is always a dish full of local
treats at their house. Jeff grew up in a Portuguese family. Nicolina grew up in an
Italian family. They love the land and meeting new people. Good food is now not
only in their families, but also their job.

Jeff farms with Nicolina’s family at Terra Bella Ranch in southern California. They
grow many different kinds of food like: avocados, grapefruits, tangerines, lemons, limes, figs, persimmons,
dragon fruit, guavas, pomegranates, and an odd fruit named sapote. “Sapote is delicious. It tastes like custard,
but you have to eat it right after it is picked,” explains Jeff. 

Jeff and Nicolina sell their produce at six farmers markets every week. Most of the markets are in cities. This
lets Jeff and Nicolina talk with people who want to know where their food comes from. They even sell to local
restaurants. They have a business called “Farm to Office.” This is like a CSA, but for the office (Read more
about CSA’s above)! “We have a network with other cool local farmers, and we get to help people have
healthy snacks at work. It is a win-win!” says Jeff. 

Sound like fun? “Have patience!” says Jeff. “It is very possible to make a livelihood growing specialty crops,
even in urban areas.”

CSA Brings the 
Farm to You!
David Sours
Owner, Public House Produce
Luray, VA

David Sours has always loved to dig in the dirt! David grew up around cattle
and hogs. “We always had a large garden,” shares David. He loves the out-
doors and plants. He studied horticulture in school. “Horticulture” is the study of
plants. David started his farm to offer fresh produce to his community. He does
this through a farmers market and CSA.

“CSA” stands for Community Supported Agriculture. It is a way to bring farmers and people together. People
pay the farmer a subscription fee. The farmer uses the money to buy seeds and things. This is just like a sub-
scription your parents might pay for magazine. But instead of a magazine, CSA members get a box of produce
and other farm foods throughout the season.ii

David’s farm is named “Public House Produce.” Public House Produce partners with D.C. Central Kitchen
(DCCK) to bring fresh produce to schools. David grows specialty crops, including tomatoes, butternut squash,
broccoli, and sweet corn on about 10 acres for DCCK. 

David says that patience and hard work are important for success. “It’s a very rewarding lifestyle, but it takes
time.” He likes to connect people to their food.
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T
here are about one million farmers,
ranchers, and dairymen across the
US raising beef today. More than
half of the beef cattle operations in
the US have been in the same family
for at least three generations.i That

means that if you are a beef rancher, you
might be ranching the same land your great-

grandfather or great-great grandmother
ranched! That’s pretty incredible! Beef cattle

are an important part of our nation’s history,

our culture, and our diet today. Explore this

Ag Mag and you’ll discover the power of
beef. You’ll also meet some of the amazing
men and women who care for their animals,

steward (or care for) the land, and provide
safe quality food for you and me. Let’s go!
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BeefBreeds

A breed is a group of animals that come from common ancestors and

have similar traits, or characteristics. Just like there are different breeds

of horses and dogs, there are many different breeds of beef cattle. 

There are more than 70 recognized breeds of cattle in the US.i

Here are some common beef cattle breeds in the United States.ii

1. Angus - Origin: Scotland2. Hereford - Origin: England3. Simmental - Origin: Switzerland
4. Limousin - Origin: France5. Brangus - Origin: United States

6. Charolais - Origin: France

Cattle CountryCheck out these other great FREE resources on 

www.MyAmericanFarm.org
to learn more about beef!

The Steaks are HighIn this online game, you’ll travel through
the beef production process!Grocery GrabIn this online game, you’ll race to build meals

and grab groceries as you learn about beef 

nutrition.
Lesson Plans• The Stage is Set For Beef 

• Beef Up Your Nutrition• After School Resource Kit: Beef Education
Activity Sheets• Built from Beef• Pasture CowculationsOther Great Resources• Beef Heritage eComic• The Big Race eComic• Family Fun! Kid Friendly Beef Recipes

A CONTRACTOR TO THE BEEF CHECKOFF 
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2015 TOP 5
There are 89.9 million cattle in the US 

(as of Jan 1, 2015)!Top 5 states for cattle and calves (2015): 

1. Texas - 11.8 million2. Nebraska - 6.30 million
3. Kansas - 6 million4. California - 5.2 million

5. Oklahoma - 4.6 million 

Just for ParentsResearchers have proven that eating lean beef is healthy! It can help lower

cholesterol levels as part of a heart-healthy diet. Try a new lean beef meal with

your family this week.xi Visit www.beefitswhatsfordinner.com for great

ideas. Do you know your cuts of beef? Most beef cuts fall into four groups:
Ground Beef• 70% lean• 80%-85% lean• 95% lean

Steaks
• T-Bone
• Tenderloin• Sirloin Tip

Roasts & Ribs• Brisket• Back Ribs• Tri-Tip

Prepared Cuts• Kabobs• Stew Meat• Strips

NAME: Mike McCormick
CAREER: Owner, McCormick Farms
LOCATION: Union Church, Mississippi

Q: Tell us about your job! 
I own a commercial cow calf operation with my wife

Suezan in the southwest corner of Mississippi. I serve the

beef industry in many ways such as being Vice Chair of

the Mississippi Beef Council and a member of the Cattle-

men’s Beef Promotion and Research Board.
Q: How did you get started working with cattle?

My family moved to Mississippi in 1820 and started the farm I live
on today. There was never a time in my life

that cattle were not roaming the hills around our

home. From a very early age, I cared for our livestock and did chores

around the farm. After college, I bought a farm next to my father’s and

started my own cattle business.Q: What do you love about your job?

There are many things I love about working with cattle. I get the

chance to wake up every day and go to work for myself, create jobs

for others, and do work that it is very rewarding. I love getting to live

on my farm. I have traveled to a lot of great places, but the place that I

always want to be is on my farm. I want to leave it in better condition

than I got it for the next generation of my family. Without my cattle, I

would not have been able to stay on my farm.

Q: What advice would you give others who are interested in your career?

My father gave me a great education on how to be a good farmer. He encouraged me to go to

college and get a degree in business. You must run a farm as a business. Math and science

classes were important to me in high school. If you truly love raising and caring for cattle, then

you should get involved. I hope it will make you as happy as it has made me!

NAME: Hilary MaricleCAREER: Owner/Operator, Maricle Family Farms established 1871

LOCATION: Albion, NebraskaQ: Tell us about your job!
Our family raises beef cattle. I help manage the ranch with my husband Brian and his dad,

Keith. We mostly have Black Angus cattle with some crossbreeding in our cows. We breed the

cows to Simmental/Angus bulls so that we have calves with a lot of muscle. All of our calves are

sold for beef. We raise about 300 cows. Half of them calve (birth their calves) in the spring and

half calve in the fall.  
Q: How did you get started in this career?

I grew up showing beef cattle with my family. My husband Brian’s family had a dairy. After

graduating from college, we returned to the farm. We still had a dairy, but I really wanted beef

cows. We bought 24 older cows and I hauled them home one weekend from graduate
school. After those cows, we continued to buy a

few more cows to grow our herd. After fifteen

years of hard work, we now have a beef herd

that we can be proud of.Q: What helped you be successful in

your career?4-H and FFA gave my husband and I great expe-

riences. In 4-H, I learned how to care for ani-

mals and how to be a leader. My husband Brian

was in FFA. He learned his animal management

and leadership skills by being active in his FFA

chapter. 
Q: What advice would you give young

people? If you want to be a farmer or rancher, take the

hardest math and science courses that are of-

fered at your school. Learn how to speak and

communicate with others. We work with a lot of

different kinds of people every day. Get involved

in 4-H and FFA. Even if you don’t have room for

a calf of your own, you can start to learn about

livestock and build relationships with people in

agriculture.

Activities toBeef up Your Knowledge
Print a map of the US and color in the top five cattle states.

Color your home state a different color. 
With permission from an adult, research one of the cattle

breeds listed in the Beef Breeds section. Prepare a poster or

speech about the breed you selected. Take this Ag Mag to the grocery store with an adult. See

how many cuts of beef you can find in the meat section. 

On a large piece of paper, draw an outline of a beef 

animal like the one in “What’s in a Name?” on page two. 

Pick up a newspaper with grocery ads. Cut out beef items

and glue them on your paper. Match the cuts to their 

location on the animal. 

Go to a grocery store or pick up an
ad with beef products for sale. List
the beef products and their cost per
pound. Figure out how much it
would cost to purchase 2, 5, 7, 9,
or 10 pounds of each item. 

With adult permission, visit beefitswhatsfordinner.com

or vealmadeeasy.com. Find a fun recipe to cook with

your family. 
Create a chart showing the lifecycle of a beef animal. 

Select one of the stories about people in the beef industry

found in this Ag Mag. Read the story and share with your

classmates or family what you found most interesting.

CAREER
SPOTLIGHT
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Amazing Science

ave you ever seen all the different apples at the grocery

store? Did you know that growing different varieties of

plants is all about science? Scientists called plant breeders

work every day to make sure we have much to pick from! 

A plant breeder is a person who makes new varieties of

plants. They do this by using pollen from one plant to 

pollinate another plant of the same species. This is the same thing

bees do in nature! The plant breeder then gets the seeds

from these plants and grows them. The plant breeder

picks the best seedling as a new variety.

Plant breeding is important. It gives us plants

with traits that we want, like better taste 

or a plant that can grow with less water.

What does a plant breeder do each day?

We asked University of Minnesota plant

breeder, Dr. Jim Luby to tell us more. “Almost

every day I meet with people, write reports, 

and come up with ideas for future 

research. One of the best things 

about plant breeding is that the job

changes depending on the season. 

The spring is planting and pollinating

season. In the summer and fall we 

are evaluating plants and fruits.” 

What does Dr. Luby’s think is the best part

about being a plant breeder? “Being outside

on a nice day in a field looking at plants and

fruits from our crosses. I get to see all of the

variation among the plants. I try to figure

out which ones will be most useful for

new varieties.” 

What is it like to be an apple

farmer? We spent some time with

apple farmer Jeff VanderWerff of

VanderWerff Orchards from Sparta,

Michigan. Check out this interview

to find out more.

What do you farm, Jeff? We farm

corn, wheat, soybeans, and apples. I farm

with my brother, father, and uncle. We take care of

2,500 acres of land, 150 of which is apples. 

Where do your apples go after you pick them?

70% of our apples are sold fresh. 30% are sold for

processed apples. If you get sliced apples at Subway,

they might have been from our farm!

How did you get started as an apple farmer? My

brother and I grew up farming with our dad and uncle. But in

2004, we got a wild idea to start farming something new. We found

a ten-acre orchard to rent and started farming apples. Now we have 150

acres of apples! 

What do you like most about your job? I love being able to work outdoors and

work with my family. I am very fortunate to be in a job where I can connect with the con-

sumer directly. 

What is the hardest part about your job? Weather is the biggest challenge. If it

freezes and I lose all of my apple crop, I still have to work hard to keep my trees healthy

all year, without bringing in any money! Labor is also a big challenge. Apples are all

picked by hand. On our farm, we’ll harvest nearly 10 million apples each season. We

need workers to be able to harvest all of these apples!

What advice would you give someone who wanted to start farming? Find

something that works where you are and run with it! You don’t need to have hundreds of

acres to be a successful farmer. Understand your market and what you want to do with it.

National Learning Standards for AFBFA Apples Ag Mag
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The Lunchbox Caper Unscramble the bold words to solve the mystery!
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Activitie
s

1. Apple Fractions: In front of the class, cut an apple to explain 

fractions like 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8.  

2. Taste and Graph: Have students sample multiple varieties of 

apples. Ask each to select their favorite. Create a class graph showing

favorites.

3. Apple Adjective Race: Have students race a partner or team

to brainstorm adjectives describing apples. The winner/winning team

gets the first choice of an apple slice snack.

4. Farmer’s Market Finder: With the class, visit

http://search.ams.usda.gov/farmersmarkets/. Type in your school’s

zip code to find a farmer’s market near you.

5. MyPlate: With the class, explore

http://www.choosemyplate.gov/. Have your students decide where an

apple would fit on MyPlate. Discover the recommended servings of fruit

per day. List how many apples it takes to make one serving of fruit. 

6. Apple Journal: Cut a large apple out of paper or draw an apple

on the board. Choose a writer to take notes for the class. Have students

share new things they learned and write them inside the apple. 

7. Pin the Apple on the Tree: Divide students into groups. Have

students play “Pin the Apple on the Tree” by drawing a paper tree and

apples. Hang the tree on the wall. Then, while blindfolded, try to tape

an apple on the tree.

8. Read The Apple Orchard Riddle by Margaret McNamara and 

G. Brian Karas

*
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CAREER
SPOTLIGHT

It was 3. servtha season and the Martin family was busy picking their

apple crop for the fall. The sun had gone down so the family headed inside

for supper. They talked about how they remember planting their first 

1. dese many years ago. After supper, Annie began doing dishes and

slipped off her wedding ring. She set it in the small dish that Eric, her hus-

band, had given her a few years back. She finished cleaning up and tucked

her daughter, Marie, in bed. Annie headed to her room for a good, and

long-awaited, night’s rest. 

The next morning was busier than usual. Marie and Annie headed out the

door in a hurry. “Don’t forget your lunchbox!” Annie called to Marie. Annie

dropped Marie off at school. On the way home, she remembered she never

put her ring back on! Yet, when she got 6. ehmo it was missing. “Hmm,

that’s weird, maybe I didn’t put it in the dish like I usually do,” Annie thought.

She began to retrace her steps of everything she had done the day before.

First, she ran outside and looked around the 2. reset. Next, Annie drove to

the 4. lodc agestor building. It is like a really big refrigerator to keep ap-

ples cool after they have been picked. Annie drove to the 5. roset that sells

their apples after they are cooled. Finally, she returned home. Marie was just

getting off the bus.

When Annie opened Marie’s 7. clhbonxu she couldn’t believe her eyes.

There was the ring! Marie turned to her Mom and said, “I took your ring to

show-and-tell today.” Annie looked at her daughter, smiled, and with a deep

exhale said, “That explains everything.”

Write each unscrambled word below to see how an apple gets from a seed

to your lunchbox!

1.________
_________

 2.________
_________

 3.________
_________

 4.________
_________

 5.________
_________

 6.________
_________

 7.________
_________

 

Apple Dissection

• Find the five seed pockets.

• Number each seed pocket.

• Count the number of seeds in each seed pocket.

• Put seed pockets in order of which had the most 

seeds to which had the fewest.

Apple Stamps

• With the help of an adult, cut an apple in half.

• Dip half of the apple into red, yellow, and green 

colored paint. 

• Stamp paper with apples to create a collage.

• Draw on stems and leaves once your collage is dry.

leaves

stem

skin

flesh

core

seeds
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Let’s
Try It

] ]
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Lunchbox Caper Answer Key: 1. seed 2. trees 3. harvest 4. cold storage 5. store 6. home 7. lunchbox

H
Now That’s A Lot of Apples!iiiiii

Dr. Luby says that communication is the 

skill he needs most for his job. “Beyond

that, I use genetics, statistics, and plant 

biology almost every day.” If you want 

to dive into the science of agriculture, 

Dr. Luby encourages you to become a

good writer and learn to work with 

teams of people. 

Find out more about Dr. Luby and the 

delicious varieties of apples, like Honey-

crisp, that he and his team

have made at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota 

by visiting:

http://www.apples.umn.edu/. 

Build Your

Vocabulary!
Variety: In plants, a variety is a type 

of plant that can be distinguished from

others. Granny Smith and Honeycrisp

are two apple varieties. 

Traits: a quality that makes one 

person or thing different from another

Evaluating: determining the condi-

tion, worth or condition of something

by studying it

Apples Uncovered

What’s in an apple? Check out this picture to

learn about the important parts of an apple.

With the help of an adult, cut an apple in half

and see if you can name all of the parts!
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ave you ever taken a walk in the woods, or maybe gone to a park?

These might be some of the first places we think of that relate to

forestry, but there’s a whole lot more! Forestry is when we learn about

and manage resources that are a part of forest lands, like lumber,

water, wildlife, soil, and plants. We can also manage forests for the

harvest of forest products, like lumber. We also use many forest areas for fun or to

explore. In this Ag Mag, we’ll dive into how useful forests are, some forestry careers,

and how forestry affects your life!

W e can make forest products from almost all parts of a tree.

One of the most common forest products is wood. Wood

that has been made into boards is called lumber. We use

lumber for building, construction, and other woodworking

projects. We also sell sawdust – the dust that comes from sawing lumber

– and the logs that we do not make into lumber for firewood. However,

trees can also produce things that we eat! We tap maple trees to collect

sap, which we turn into the maple syrup you put on your pancakes. We

also use trees to make paper, which we use in many other products. Think

of all the times you use paper in just one day! Forest products have many

uses in our lives.

Categorizing Forest Land
There are a few types of forests, and we use each type for different things. Reserved Forest – We do not harvest

timber in these forests. We do this to
maintain the native life in the forest.
This life may not exist in other forests. 
Timber Land – These are lands where
we do harvest timber. Did you know
that forty percent of timber in the U.S.
comes from the South? Which is why

many people call the South the “wood basket” of the U.S.

Urban Associated Forest – These are forests in urban places, like

cities, that have trees. These forests have public or private owners.

It is common for the Federal Government to own public forests. It is

also common for a business or people to own private forests. 

Agroforestry – This is when we grow trees in a place where we

grow crops. To do this, we place rows of crops between rows of

trees. You can see what this looks in the photo above. We can also

grow crops that need shade under forest cover. There is one more

way we can practice Agroforestry. This is by having trees on the

same pastures as livestock, like cows, sheep, and pigs. Also, farmers

can use riparian forest buffers. These are places on their farmland

near water. We can plant trees, shrubs, or grasses there instead of

crops. These buffers can help filter any runoff from the farm.
How does the lumber we talked about in Forest Products

differ from the timber we talk about in this section? Timber is

raw, like trees and logs. We can make lumber from timber and

use it to build things and create wood products.

AG
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SawmillAt the sawmill, we first remove the
bark from every log. Then, we cut
the log into boards, which is what

we call lumber. Then we make the
leftover wood into wood chips orsell it as firewood. 

A Hard DistinctionW e can group trees as “hardwoods” or “softwoods.” These two types of wood

are each ideal for distinct forest products. They can come from trees that differ

from each other. Learn about how they differ below: 

HardwoodsTrees with broaderleaves. Most of themare deciduous (meaningthey lose their leaves inthe winter). Maples,oak, and ash trees areall types of hardwoods.

SoftwoodsThese trees areconifers, which meansmany have needlesthat they keep duringwinter. Pine, cedar, andcypress trees are allsoftwoods.

Discuss as a class or with an adult. Which type do you have

more of where you live: Hardwoods or Softwoods?

YouWe then transport thepaper products toclassrooms, businesses,and stores. These arethe places where youcan use and buy it. 

Recycled PaperWe can make recycled papers into pulp. To do this,
we wash it in soapy water.
This removes any writing or
print. Then, we mix in new
fibers. The old fibers getshorter each time we recycle

them. This means they cannot attach to each other as well. Then, the pulp mixture goes through
the same paper-making machine and drying process.

Paper ProductsWe put the pulp into a paper-making
machine. The machine spreads it over
a screen. The screen then removes
the water. This allows the fibers to
connect to make paper. Then, it’s put
through rollers that press and dry it.
Next, we can cut the paper into the
many sizes we see at the store. 

Paper Mill
A paper mill is a factory that
makes paper from trees and other
fibers. The mill uses wood, from
softwood trees like conifers and
some hardwoods like birch trees.
These trees go through a process
of shredding or grinding with
water or chemicals. This process
creates a thick, sloppy mixture we
call pulp. Wood pulp is the most
common matter in making paper.

Logging
When the trees are ready, we harvest
them. Then, we transport them out of
the forest using a special trail. Logging
is the process of moving logs from
where they are cut to the sawmill. 
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Do you know howthe forest products youuse make it from the forestto you? Follow along withthe journey of paper tofind out! 

5

The Journey Paper Takes 

ForestProducts

] ]
What is Forestry?

Furniture

Flooring

Doors

Paper
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Protein for Breakfast?

W
hen you think of “eating some protein,” how

often do you think “insects?” Most likely, you

picture a burger, eggs, or peanut butter before

you picture insects as your source of protein. It

turns out insects are a source for not only protein but 

vitamins as well. Vitamins help your body grow and stay

strong. Because insects have things that are good for us,

like proteins and vitamins, insects are being used to create

food to feed to pets and even humans! In fact, crickets,

ants, and bees are all eaten in other countries. What do

you think? Would you eat insects for breakfast?

Plants and Insects: An Unlikely Duo

Earlier we discussed how some insects eat plants, causing problems. Other times,

plants can eat insects, like the famous Venus Flytrap. But, some plants and insects

have something called mutualism. That means that both the plant and the insect

help each other. One way we see this is when ants protect a plant against other

predators by eating them (which is biological control). Then the plant provides the ants with

a shelter. Insects can move seeds farther away from the plant so it can spread. In this case,

the insects are likely to eat the plant’s fruit. Insects and plants have advanced to allow both

species to flourish. One other type of mutualism is pollination, which we’ll cover next.

Pollinator Projects

N
ow we get to the sweet part of insects – honey! Plants use

pollen to reproduce. They need pollinators, something to

move pollen from flower to flower. Insects often play this

role. In the case of honey bees, as they collect pollen, they

also drink nectar from the flowers. That nectar is then made into

honey. Without bees, we wouldn’t have honey. Without pollinator

insects, we wouldn’t have many of our major crops. Think about the

fruits, veggies, and nuts you eat every day – most of those crops

need pollinators like insects! Bees aren’t the only pollinator insects.

Moths, beetles, ants, wasps, and flies can also be pollinators.

If you want to learn more about pollinators, check out the Bee Ag

Mag from American Farm Bureau Foundation for Agriculture! If you

would like to learn more and help in your town or city, check out

https://www.purpleplow.org/challenges/pollinator-challenge.

Let’s take a look at how insects develop! There are two types of 

insect life cycles we’ll explore. They have long names, but we’ll

break them down. 

Holometabolous Metamorphosis 

[hoe-low-meh-tab-oh-lous meta-morf-oh-sis]: 

Metamorphosis is when an insect starts as an egg and completely

changes into an adult insect that looks very different. “Holometabolous

Metamorphosis” just means “complete metamorphosis”. Butterflies and

mosquitoes are two insects that go through holometabolous metamorphosis.

(pictured above)

Hemimetabolous Metamorphosis 

[hem-i-meh-tab-oh-lous meta-morf-oh-sis]:

These insects only go through some of the stages of metamorphosis. They

have no pupal stage. Instead, they go from an egg stage to a nymph stage

(similar to larvae) to an adult stage.

W
e can use what we see in insects and nature for

new ideas. When we look at the adaptations 

insects have made, we can use it to create new

products that help people, too. 

One idea is the bright color of a butterfly’s wings and

smartwatch screens; wings are made of prism shapes

that bend the light that hits them, making them bright

with color. Screens can be built in the same way to save

power. 

Proteins are in more than just eggs, meats, and beans.

They are also found in all living things. The proteins in

flea’s knees are a model for the bounce in running shoes.

They can absorb a shock and then release it when the

pressure is lifted. Making a man-made version of this

could make better running shoes.  

Although spiders are not insects, their webs are changing

how we make glass windows. Spider webs reflect ultra-

violet light, a type of light that comes from the sun or

other man-made sources. By adding ultraviolet (UV) to

glass sheets, we can make the glass easier to “see” for

birds, so they don’t fly into windows. To humans, the

glass still looks clear.

These are just a few of the ways we can learn from 

insects to make our lives better!
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INSECT
Life Cycles

Insects lay

eggs, which

the offspring

hatch from.

When they hatch,

insects look like a

soft worm creature

and are called larva

(When we have

multiple, they are

called larvae).

Then, the insect

makes a hard shell

around itself and, 

inside the shell, 

becomes a pupa. 

The pupa stops 

moving or eating, 

but it is changing!

The insect leaves

the pupa as a

full-grown adult. 

Have you ever found a bug outside and wondered what it was?

Or maybe bugs are creepy crawlies that you don’t like! Some

people love working with bugs so much they make a career out of it. We call people who study insects, entomologists.

Entomology is the science of insects.

But how do bugs and insects differ? Insects have six legs, a body with three segments, and two antennae. Ants, bees,

and beetles are all types of insects. While many times we use “bug” to describe all creepy crawlies, the true meaning of

a bug is a type of insect that has a mouth shaped like a straw that they use to drink sap or juices from plants or eat other

insects and spiders. Some types of these are stink bugs, leafhoppers, aphids, water bugs, and bed bugs. All bugs are

insects, but not all insects are bugs! But how do bugs and insects differ? 

In this Ag Mag, we’ll learn more about entomology and why we should study insects! We’ll cover the good, the bad,

and the ugly of insects around the world. 

What is ENTOMOLOGY?

Insect Adaptations

Insects can look very different from

each other! This is because they have

adapted to their environment. An

adaptation is a change in insects so that

they can live better in their habitat.

In nature, insects adapt for safety. Some insects are green and look like a leaf,

blending into their habitat to hide from predators. This is called camouflage, and

predators are living things that prey on and eat other living things. Stink bugs make

smells to ward off predators. Grasshoppers have long legs that allow them to jump.

Do you ever hear a stridulation sound during the day? It’s coming from cicadas.

Stridulation is when an insect creates a sound by rubbing body parts together. 

Cicadas have ears right next to the organ that makes noise. They have adapted so

they can fold their ears closed when they start to make noise, so they don’t hurt

their eardrum. These are just some of the ways insects adapt, but there are many

more! What kind of adaptation do you think is the coolest?

Impactful Insects
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Manager of Herr AngusFarm, Dennis Byrne andhis wife Dottie.

“Party mix” madeup of potato chips,popcorn, pretzelsand corn chips.

Herr AngusFarm startedin 1985.

Happy cowseating their“party mix”.

Recycled water thatis used to grow hay.

Snacks do amazing things for our bodies! They help us to grow. They help keep

us energized. Snacks keep us healthy. Some of the snacks we buy in a grocery

store are already packaged. Others we make ourselves with different ingredients.

There are so many amazing snacks. Have you ever wondered how those snacks

get to your lunch box? Think about orange slices, popcorn, or string cheese. Farm-

ers work every day to make sure that we have healthy snacks. Let’s munch on how

farmers help us get snacks from their farms to our snack packs! ORANGE SLICESGrowing – Farmers take care of the orange trees. They

water the trees. This helps fruit grow. 
Harvesting – Farm workers pick oranges from the

trees. Sometimes this is done by hand. Sometimes they

use machines.  Transporting – Oranges are put in boxes. They are

taken to grocery stores.Selling – You can buy oranges at grocery stores. You

can also buy them at local markets.
Eating – Oranges are cut into slices and enjoyed by you and me as a snack!

POPCORNGrowing – Popcorn is a special variety of corn. It is

planted in rows of soil.  Harvesting – When the ears are ripe, the corn is har-

vested. Farmers can use a picker. This removes the

ears. It leaves the stalks on the ground. Farmers could

also use a combine. A combine crushes the corn stalks.

It removes the ears and husks the corn.2
Transporting – Ears of corn are taken to a corn crib. A

corn crib is where the corn is dried. Then, it is taken to a plant to process and pop

the corn.
Selling – The popped corn is sold at local markets. It is also sold at grocery stores.

Eating – Put butter and salt on popcorn and you have the best movie snack to

enjoy!

STRING CHEESEMilking – The first step to making string cheese is milk-

ing the cow on a farm or ranch. Did you know that one

cow can provide seven gallons of milk per day?

Pasteurizing – Milk is filtered through stainless steel

pipes. Then, it is heated up. That kills any bacteria that

might be in the milk. This process helps to keep us all

safe!
Transporting – The milk is taken to a cheese making

plant. There, it is made into mozzarella cheese. Then, it is formed into stick shapes.

Just like that, string cheese is made. Yum!
Selling – Do you want to buy string cheese? Check out your grocery store or local

market!
Eating – String cheese has a lot of protein and calcium. It is a great snack!

Snacks
This is someone whosells snacks. We can buysnacks in many places.They may sell snacks togrocery stores. Theycould also sell snacks to gas stations.

Have you seen commercials for snackson TV? Food marketerscreate those ads. Theywant us to buy snacks.

This job is very important! These peoplemake sure our snacksare safe to eat. They test the food before it gets sold.
What do you do in your job?
I work in a children’s hospital. I help children who

have problems eating. At my job, I work a lot with

babies. These babies need special milk. I also work

with kids that cannot eat enough food by mouth. You

have to eat fruits, vegetables, grains, dairy, and pro-

tein to be healthy. I make sure these kids get every-

thing they need to be healthy, too!What do you love about your job?
I love being able to help kids! I like helping them to

grow big and strong. This happens when they eat

healthy foods. Sometimes babies and kids have stom-

ach troubles. This makes their stomach hurt. I help

them by making their stomach feel better. I love work-

ing with other dieticians. I also work with doctors and

nurses. I love learning from these people. Every day

I learn something new about food and how our body

works. 

What would you tell someone who is first

learning about your job? 
No two dietitian jobs are the same! You can be a di-

etitian that does cooking shows. Or you can work in

a hospital like I do. There are also dietitians that give

talks on healthy eating. Some give tours at grocery

stores. Others work with restaurants. Some work with

the companies that make food like your breakfast ce-

real. Dietitians learn a lot about food and how the

body works. We do it so we can help everyone we

work with fill their bodies with good food. We want

them to feel great!

There are many careers that work with snack foods.

What job do you think you might like?

Herr Angus &&Potato Chips

I n 1985, Jim Herr and Dennis Byrne started a cattle operation. It is still active

today. It is called Herr Angus Farm. Today, Herr Angus has over 150 cows. It

also has over 600 steers. Steers are cattle that will be harvested for meat when

they are big enough. Today, Herr Angus graze their cattle on over 1,000 acres.

Not only do they produce great beef, but they do it sustainably! Sustainability

means helping the environment while still making money. The Herr family is sus-

tainable by feeding their steers “party mix.” They use by-products from the Herr’s

Potato Chip plant to make a steer feed. There are potato chips, popcorn, pretzels,

and corn chips in the party mix. Party mix makes up a part of a balanced nutrition

plan. Dennis, shared, “We are proud of how we keep our cattle healthy, while

also helping the environment.” Dennis and his wife, Dottie, are always thinking

about what can be done to help the cows and the land. Dennis said, “We have

sustainable food for the cows and we recycle water that is used on our hay fields.

We are all about sustainability!” Herr Angus Farms are improving their manage-

ment practices every day to make sure that they have happy cows and a happy

environment.

I n 1985, Jim Herr and Dennis Byrne started a cattle operation. It is still active

today. It is called Herr Angus Farm. Today, Herr Angus has over 150 cows. It

also has over 600 steers. Steers are cattle that will be harvested for meat when

they are big enough. Today, Herr Angus graze their cattle on over 1,000 acres.

Not only do they produce great beef, but they do it sustainably! Sustainability

means helping the environment while still making money. The Herr family is sus-

tainable by feeding their steers “party mix.” They use by-products from the Herr’s

Potato Chip plant to make a steer feed. There are potato chips, popcorn, pretzels,

and corn chips in the party mix. Party mix makes up a part of a balanced nutrition

plan. Dennis, shared, “We are proud of how we keep our cattle healthy, while

also helping the environment.” Dennis and his wife, Dottie, are always thinking

about what can be done to help the cows and the land. Dennis said, “We have

sustainable food for the cows and we recycle water that is used on our hay fields.

We are all about sustainability!” Herr Angus Farms are improving their manage-

ment practices every day to make sure that they have happy cows and a happy

environment.
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Safe Snacker Quiz:1. What kinds of places should you clean that food might touch?

2. What should you do before you touch food?

3. What temperature does perishable food need to be stored?

4. What temperature should your freezer be? 

R ight this very minute, farmers are working hard. They make sure the snacks

we eat are safe. We have to make sure that we store our snacks correctly.

This keeps them safe for us to eat. We need to check the temperature of

our refrigerator. We should read food safety steps. We want our snacks to

last a long time. There are many easy ways to keep our food safe. Let’s un-

cover the steps to become a certified safe snacker together!

Food Safety — Food safety deals with handling,

preparing, and storing food. This all needs to be done

in a safe way. We do not want people to get sick from

food.  Food safety is a global concern. This means the

whole world is working to keep food safe. Keeping our

food safe is easy if you follow the steps below!
1. Think about the places we put food. It touches our counters. It touches cutting

boards. We need to make sure these places are clean. 

2. Are you helping to prepare food? Don’t forget to wash your hands with soap

and warm water! This helps keeps you healthy. This also helps others stay

healthy when you touch their food. 
3. We store food in different places. We can store food in a pantry. We can also

store food in a refrigerator. Each of these places has different temperatures.

Some foods need different temperatures. We need to store food at the right tem-

perature to keep the food safe. How do you learn what temperature food should

be stored at? Read the food label! Does the food say, “perishable” on the label?

If so, keep it at 40 degrees Fahrenheit or below. 
Refrigeration — Do you know the safe temperature for your refrigerator? It

should stay at or below 40°F.  The freezer temperature should be at 0°F. Check

the temperature of your refrigerator. Is it at or below 40°F? How about your

freezer? Is it at 0°F? Checking these temperatures is important for food safety.

Are you ready to check what you learned? Grab a friend or adult.

Have them ask you the questions below.

SAFE SNACKING

The SnacksWe Love1

A snack is a food we eat between meals. Americans love

their snacks! They spent 93 billion dollars on snacks in

2017. What do you think is the most popular snack in the

U.S.? Check out the graph to the left to learn the answer!

ANSWERS:1. Counters, cutting boards, etc. / 2. Wash your hands with soap

and warm water / 3. 40°F / 4. 0°F

�
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Zach and Anna Hunnicutt 
Farmers, Hunnicutt Farms
Giltner, Nebraska

Are you ready for popcorn and a
movie? The next time you dig into a
bowl of popcorn, it just might be
from Hunnicutt Farms in Nebraska.
Popcorn is a specialty crop. It is dif-
ferent from the sweet corn we eat on
the cob. Zach and Anna, along with
their kids Everett, Adeline, Houston,
and a new baby on the way, farm
popcorn, seed corn, yellow corn,
and soybeans. They farm with Zach’s
dad and brother. Anna also works
with Classical Conversations and
Pampered Chef.

Zach and Anna grew up on farms. 
They worked with their dads on the
farm. Zach studied at the University
of Nebraska. He has a degree in
Agricultural Economics.Today they both love farming. Zach

loves the independence. Anna loves the chance to

have her family involved. Zach and Anna love

connecting people to farms and farmers.
“There is a surprising number of people that

don’t know that popcorn is different from
yellow corn. Or they think we do some-
thing to make it pop,” explains Zach.
When in reality, popcorn pops because it

is a special plant!
Why don’t we grow popcorn everywhere?

Each specialty crop needs a specific climate

and soil to grow. Hunnicutt Farms happens

to be a great place for popcorn! Do you
want to farm like the Hunnicutts? “Learn a
lot about how agriculture works, but think
outside the box,” says Zach. “Don’t get
stuck in what has always been done.”
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Standards SupportedThe following standards identify general standard areas. Additional, specific standards that fall within

these areas may also be addressed. Career Development, National Career Development Association

K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter (K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts

Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition 3.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th Grade)

CSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring 

explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.

CSS.ELA-Literacy.W3.3: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 

effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences.

Common Core State Standards for Mathematics

Grade 3, Critical area (2): developing understanding of fractions

Grade 4, Critical Area (2) developing an understanding of fraction equivalence.

CSS.MATH.CONTENT.3.MD.B.3 Draw a scaled picture graph and a scaled bar graph 

to represent a data set. Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas

3-LS1 From molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes. 

Social Sciences, National Council for the Social Studies

NSS-G.K-12.2 Places and RegionsReferencesi U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing Service. (n.d.) What is a specialty crop? 

Retrieved from https://www.ams.usda.gov/services/grants/scbgp/specialty-crop. 

ii Kelley, K. M., Kime, L. F., Harper, J. K. (2013). Community supported agriculture. (Publication No.

EE0061). State College, Pennsylvania: Penn State College of Agricultural Sciences. Retrieved from

http://extension.psu.edu/business/ag-alternatives/marketing/community-supported-agriculture-csa.  

iii Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Statistics Division. (2015). FAOSTAT. 

Retrieved from http://faostat3.fao.org/browse/Q/QC/E

Popcorn!

Find a recipe for cooking a 
specialty crop. Convert the 
fractions to equivalent fractions
(e.g., 1/2 = 2/4). Have a part-
ner reduce the fractions back 
to the recipe. 

Draw your own farm of spe-
cialty crops! Use fractions to
show parts of the whole where
you will grow each crop.

Grab an ad from your grocery
store. Cut out pictures of food
and sort them into the specialty
crop groups from page one.Poll classmates or family mem-

bers to discover their favorite
specialty crop. Graph their 
answers. 

Write a short story that includes
at least two specialty crops. 

Make an alphabet book with
one specialty crop for every 
letter.

Start a specialty crop cutting!
Place the base of a head of 
lettuce or a bunch of celery in 
a shallow dish of water. Tip!
Make a fresh cut on the bottom
of the head/bunch to help the
roots to grow.

Check out the National Garden-
ing Association’s USDA Hardi-
ness Zone Finder athttp://garden.org/nga/zip-

zone/. Enter your zip code.
Check out the plantingcalendar and plantsdatabase!

Pick a specialty cropand label the parts of theplant. Create a poster or com-
puter image to teach others.
Create a recipe that uses a 

specialty crop. Put the recipe in
a class or family cookbook.Use a blank U.S. map to plot

the farms mentioned in this Ag
Mag. Extension: Calculate the
distance (miles) between each
farm and plan the shortestroute.

Studentsin Action

The Sky is the Limit
Daniel Bays Farmer, Bays RanchWestley, California

“Every day is different. Sometimes I’m a mechanic. Sometimes I’m a pilot. Some-

times I’m working with plants. And sometimes, like today, I’m a truck driver.”

Daniel Bays has a college degree in engineering, but he plays a lot of roles as a

farmer in California. That’s what he loves most about his job.

Daniel farms with his dad and grandpa. They grow almonds, apricots, process-

ing tomatoes, lima beans, cantaloupe, and walnuts. During the spring and sum-

mer, Daniel spends a lot of time walking the fields to make sure his plants are

healthy. He carries a toolbox in his truck to fix things along the way. A few times

a month he gets in his plane and flies over the fields. This gives him a better look

at his crops. Being a farmer and a pilot is a great combination!

When it is harvest time, Daniel harvests his own fields. He also does custom har-

vesting for other farmers. This means that he harvests almonds and walnuts for

farmers who may not have the right equipment. In the winter, Daniel prunes his

trees. He grinds the wood that was cut into mulch. This mulch stays on the or-

chard floor to keep the soil healthy. It also helps prevent weeds!

Do you want to be a farmer? “Get a broad education,” says Daniel. Math and

science are very important. You also need to know how to work with people. “It

is such a diverse industry that you need a little bit of everything!”

Suggested Activities

Fruits
raspberry, avocado,cranberry, strawberry,and grape

Tree Nutsalmond, pecan,pistachio, walnut,and hazelnut

Tree and Shrubspine, magnolia, oak, hydrangea, and hibiscus

Horticulture andFloriculturehoney, maple syrup,carnation, orchid,and lily

L et’s meet some young people who know a lot about spe-

cialty crops! Each year the National FFA Organization

(ffa.org) celebrates young people who are interested in

agriculture. These stars were named as national finalists for

their work with specialty crops. 

Heather GentnerMinden City, Michigan“I live for the joy that comes
with each day,” saysHeather Gentner. Heather is

a farmer. She grows sugarbeets and dry beans on her
family farm. These are spe-cialty crops! The family alsogrows wheat, corn, andraises cattle. Heather grewup on the farm workingwith her dad and grandfa-

ther. She always enjoyed being around different crops.

Heather just finished a degree in agricultural management

at Saginaw Valley State University in Michigan. “My fa-

vorite part of farm life is that each day is different,” says

Heather. “I love my farming career and cannot wait for the

years to come.”

Bryce UmbargerKing City, CaliforniaHave you seen a beautiful wreath
at a home or store? It may have
been grown by Bryce Umbarger.
Bryce is a farmer in California. He
works for his family business called
Creekside Farms. They grow herbs
like lavender, marjoram, and sage.
The herbs are used to hand-make
wreaths. The wreaths are sold to

companies like Williams Sonoma, Harry & David, and Pot-

tery Barn. “After the herbs are cut and bunched by hand I

gather them and hang them to dry,” says Bryce. The herbs

must be dry so they do not mold. Bryce carefully packs the

herbs for shipping. Bryce is now attending University of Cal-

ifornia, Davis and plans to become a veterinarian. Bryce is

glad he got involved in FFA. “Wherever I end up, I plan to

promote FFA. It gave me many leadership opportunities!”

What Makes Specialty Crops so Special?Aspecialty crop can be a fruit, vegetable,
tree nut, dried fruit, horticulture, or 
nursery crop. To be a specialty crop, it

must be used by people for food, medicine, or         

to make something look pleasing.i We’ve 
grouped specialty crops into six groups. Check out the examples in each group, but remember, there  are many more! 

Vegetablesartichoke, asparagus,broccoli, and spinach

Herbs and Spicesbasil, nutmeg, pepper,licorice, and lavender

From Farm to Office!
Jeff and Nicolina Alves 
Farmers with Terra Bella Ranch, Owners “Farm to Office”

Fallbrook, Californiawww.farmtooffice.comDo you love good food? If so, you would love hanging out with Jeff and Nicolina

Alves and their two kids, Domenic and Giana. There is always a dish full of local

treats at their house. Jeff grew up in a Portuguese family. Nicolina grew up in an

Italian family. They love the land and meeting new people. Good food is now not

only in their families, but also their job.
Jeff farms with Nicolina’s family at Terra Bella Ranch in southern California. They

grow many different kinds of food like: avocados, grapefruits, tangerines, lemons, limes, figs, persimmons,

dragon fruit, guavas, pomegranates, and an odd fruit named sapote. “Sapote is delicious. It tastes like custard,

but you have to eat it right after it is picked,” explains Jeff. 

Jeff and Nicolina sell their produce at six farmers markets every week. Most of the markets are in cities. This

lets Jeff and Nicolina talk with people who want to know where their food comes from. They even sell to local

restaurants. They have a business called “Farm to Office.” This is like a CSA, but for the office (Read more

about CSA’s above)! “We have a network with other cool local farmers, and we get to help people have

healthy snacks at work. It is a win-win!” says Jeff. 
Sound like fun? “Have patience!” says Jeff. “It is very possible to make a livelihood growing specialty crops,

even in urban areas.”

CSA Brings the Farm to You!David SoursOwner, Public House Produce
Luray, VA

David Sours has always loved to dig in the dirt! David grew up around cattle

and hogs. “We always had a large garden,” shares David. He loves the out-

doors and plants. He studied horticulture in school. “Horticulture” is the study of

plants. David started his farm to offer fresh produce to his community. He does

this through a farmers market and CSA.

“CSA” stands for Community Supported Agriculture. It is a way to bring farmers and people together. People

pay the farmer a subscription fee. The farmer uses the money to buy seeds and things. This is just like a sub-

scription your parents might pay for magazine. But instead of a magazine, CSA members get a box of produce

and other farm foods throughout the season.ii
David’s farm is named “Public House Produce.” Public House Produce partners with D.C. Central Kitchen

(DCCK) to bring fresh produce to schools. David grows specialty crops, including tomatoes, butternut squash,

broccoli, and sweet corn on about 10 acres for DCCK. 

David says that patience and hard work are important for success. “It’s a very rewarding lifestyle, but it takes

time.” He likes to connect people to their food.
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C
otton is a top agriculture commodity, or product, in the U.S. It is a natural fiber. A natural fiber is a plant or animal prod-

uct that can be woven or knitted. Cotton is used often in the U.S. and across the globe. We depend on this crop for

clothing, couches, Band-Aids, and more! We are often dressed in cotton from head to toe. We even use by-products of

cotton in feed for livestock and food for people. From the field where cotton farmers are hard at work, to the store where

we buy the final cotton product, there is much to learn about the story of cotton. Let’s dive in!

1-800-443-8456 • Agfoundation.org
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Shelley Butler Barlow

Cotton Farmer // Suffolk, Virginia

D
id you know

that cotton is a

natural, renew-

able fiber? We can grow

more of it every year!

My name’s Shelley Butler

Barlow. I’m a farmer at

Cotton Plains Farm, Inc.

in Suffolk, Virginia. My

husband Joseph and our

son Joey also work on

the farm. We grow up-

land cotton on dry land.

This means the land is not irrigated. Our cotton is mostly used for

clothes like jeans, socks, and underwear. We farm about 1,000

acres. That’s a small farm for our area. Most years, cotton is about

half our crop acreage. We also grow field corn and soybeans.

We plant these crops in a rotation with the cotton to keep the soil

healthy. We own all the equipment we need to plant, fertilize,

spray, and harvest all our crops.  

I have a degree in Agriculture from Virginia Tech. I have worked

in and around agriculture all my adult life. Looking back, science

and math have helped me the most to get ready to be a farmer.

If you want to get into farming, try to find a way to get some 

experience. I worked at the swine center during college which

lead to my first job on a large hog operation. There are also

many, many careers in agriculture that support farming. 

– Shelley Butler Barlow

Jeremy Brown

Cotton Farmer // Lubbock, Texas

H
ey there! I’m Jeremy

Brown. I am a farmer

at Broadview Agricul-

ture, Inc. My 3,000- acre family

farm is in western Texas in Lub-

bock. We grow a lot of different

crops. We mainly grow organic

and conventional cotton.

I love my job! I love taking care

of the land and working with my

hands and family. We get to

plant tiny seeds and watch them

grow into big crops–how cool is

that? Growing up on a farm taught me a lot. If you can find a

farm to get some experience, that would be very helpful. I studied

agriculture in college. It taught me how to keep open mind and

to try new things. I started our farm in 2010. Farming is chal-

lenging and you must work hard, so it’s important to love it.

I couldn’t do it alone. I have two full-time employees who help

me farm. My wife manages the business side of the farm. I’m a

fourth-generation farmer. I have always wanted to follow in my

family’s footsteps. Don’t forget to take a moment each day to be

thankful for farmers. They are hard-working men and women

who put a lot of blood, sweat, and tears into making our food. 

– Jeremy Brown
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Standards Addressed

The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional specific standards that fall within

these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association

K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter (K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts

Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition 3.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th grade)

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas

3, 4, 5-LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes

5-PS3.D: Energy in Chemical Processes and Everyday Life

3-ESS2.D: Weather and Climate
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Try these with an

adult or friend to

learn more about

cotton! 

Grab a friend and

a few different 

colors of yarn and

make friendship

bracelets.

Are you learning about the at-

mosphere? Use cotton balls, a

blue piece of paper, glue, and

some markers to show the ten

different types of clouds.

Sing and act out this

American folk song,

“Pick a Bale of Cotton”

for an audience. The song

can be found at http://www.bal-

ladofamerica.com/music/in-

dexes/songs/pickabaleofcotton/

Take a white cotton t-shirt and tie-

dye it with your favorite colors.

Ask your parents to help you!

Hit the library and find a

book about cotton. You

can begin by reading

this book found at

https://www.scholastic.com/tea

chers/books/from-cotton-to-t-shirt-

by-robin-nelson/.

Work with your parents or a

teacher to contact an agent at

your local Farm Bureau. Ask

them if there is a cotton farm

nearby that you and your

friends can visit. Farm Bureau

offices can be found at

www.fb.org.

Suggested

Activities

Myth: Cotton and wool are the same

type of natural fiber. 

FACT: Cotton and wool are both natural

fibers. But they come from different

places! Cotton is a plant fiber, while

wool is an animal fiber. Wool comes

from animals like sheep.

Myth: Cotton fabrics, or cloth, are the

only kind to shrink in the dryer.

FACT: Both cotton and wool clothing

will shrink when you dry them. This is

because when the fabric is made, there

is a lot of tension put on the threads.

When it is washed, the tension releases

and the fabric shrinks.xix

1 Cotton has been harvested and used to make 

fabrics for over 7,000 years.i

2 Cotton is America’s best-selling natural fiber.ii

A fiber is a plant or animal product that can be  

woven or knitted.iii

3 Cotton is grown in 17 states.iv

4 Cotton is used for much more than just clothing.v

- Its seeds are used to make good feed for cows. 

- Cotton seeds are pressed and made into 

cooking oil. 

- Cotton is also found in things such as baseballs  

and wallpaper. 

5 Cotton doesn’t need much water and can grow 

in areas that are hot.vi

Digital Co
nnection

s

You’ll have a blast fueling your need for cotton 

facts on these websites. Go online today 

and check them out! 

Cotton Campus: Explore an 

animated school that is full of fun, 

brought to you by Cotton Incorporated.

www.cottoncampus.org/

Cotton’s Journey: Take a virtual field

trip with Cotton’s Journey at

www.cottonsjourney.com

Interviews

Hi there!
My name is Taylor,

and we grow cotton

on my family’s farm. 

I live in Texas 
which

produces the 
most

cotton in the 
U.S.! We need good 

rainfall, but w
e’ve had some pretty bad

droughts in th
e past that m

ake it hard

to grow cotton. My neighbors gr
ow

cotton too. W
hen I go outsid

e, I can see

cotton for miles. Did you know that

American paper 
currency is m

ade of

75% cotton?
xvii Cool! �–TTaayylloorr

Around the World with Cotton

FACTS ABOUT COTTON

Hello,
My name is Maahir and

I’m from India. W
e grow

a lot of c
otton in 

my

country. 
We are on

e of

the top c
otton pr

oducers 
in the world!

xviii My

entire fa
mily spends

 time working on
 our small

cotton fa
rm. We use our

 hands in
stead of 

ma-

chines to
 harvest 

cotton. M
ost cotto

n farmers

in India d
on’t have

 harveste
rs. When I gro

w up,

I plan to 
take ove

r the far
m and gro

w cotton

like my parent
s do.� –MMaaaahhiirr

Cotton vs. Wool

The History of Cotton

7000 – 
3000 B.C.

1492

1556

1730

1793

1794

1873

Early
1930s

Current

Signs of cotton use in Mexico, Pakistan, and Egypt. viii

Christopher Columbus finds cotton growing in the Bahamas.ix

First cotton seeds are planted by colonists in Florida.

Cotton is harvested by hand.x

Cotton is first spun by machinery in England.xi

The first American cotton mill is built by Samuel Slater.xii

Eli Whitney, from Massachusetts, patents the cotton gin. 

This is a machine that takes the cotton fiber out of the seed.xiii

Blue jeans are made by Levi Strauss as strong pants for miners.xiv

The Rust brothers of Mississippi invent the cotton picker. 

This is a machine that takes cotton out of an open boll, 

making farm work easier.xv

Cotton is planted, picked, and processed, or treated, by 

machinery on modern farms.xvi

Myth Busters:

5
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W onder Woman is a superhero known for her

durability and strength. Just like all other super-

heroes, Wonder Woman works hard to ensure

that people are safe. In a way, farmers are just

like superheroes. They work hard to save the

world by growing safe food for us to eat. Next time you see a

farmer, tell them, “Thank you for all you do! Without farming, we

would not be able to enjoy the food we love to eat.” Wheat 

farmers truly fit into the superhero category. Wheat is one of the most

important crops for our country and the world! It is recommended

that half of the grains we eat come from whole grains. Farmers care

about providing safe and healthy wheat for us to enjoy.

National Learning Standards for AFBFA Wheat Ag Mag

References, Standards, & Contact Information
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Won-

Wheat FarmerPHILIP KAUFMANWheat Farmer Phiessen Ranch in Lewiston, Idaho Q: What classes of wheat do you grow? 

We grow Soft White, Hard Red and Dark Northern

spring wheat. We also plant rotational crops like

canola and lentils. 

Q: How did you get involved in farming?

We are a fifth-generation farming family in Idaho. My

brothers and I wanted to farm together. We worked

hard, saved our money and were able to work with

family and neighbors to take over the farm when they

retired. 
Q: What do you enjoy most about being a

farmer?I enjoy working with family, friends, and nature to 

produce good food for people all over the world. I also

enjoy running big equipment and working outside.
Q: What subjects in school prepared you for 

your job?Science and math helped prepare me. As I got older,

soil science classes and welding classes were also

helpful.
Q: What is one thing you wish people

knew about growing wheat?
There is more wheat planted in the world than any

other crop. Wheat is an important source of food

even for the poorest people in the world. There are

no GMO wheat varieties today. The nutritional value

of wheat is the same today as it has been for 

thousands of years. When someone says that all wheat

is unhealthy, it is best to find truthful information by asking

a farmer. 

Wheat ON THE WEB With a teacher, parent or guardian’s permission,

check out these places online to learn more about

wheat!
• Visit www.myamericanfarm.com and play 

“Amazing Grains” to discover fun facts about

grains grown in the U.S. • Visit www.americasheartland.org and view the

episodes that relate to wheat production in the 

U.S. You can visit farms across the U.S. from 

right where you are!• Search your local library database for the book 

“The Thing About Luck” by Cynthia Kadohata. 

MontanaMinnesotaNorth DakotaSouth DakotaWyomingColoradoKansasNebraskaOklahomaTexas
Alabama 

ArkansasDelawareGeorgiaIllinois
IndianaKentuckyLouisianaMarylandMissouriMississippiMichigan

New JerseyNew YorkNorth CarolinaOhio
PennsylvaniaSouth CarolinaTennesseeVirginiaWest VirginiaWisconsinArizona

CaliforniaIdaho
OregonWashingtonUtah

New MexicoAlaska
Florida
Hawaii

Kansas grows the most wheat out of
the 42 states. Did you know Kansas
produces enough wheat to bake 36
billion loaves of bread? That’s
enough wheat to feed everyone in the
world for two weeks! We could feed
9,000 people in one day!Color in the states that grow wheat on the map above:

Wheat is an important foodsource for our country.Wheat is grown in 42 outof the 50 states!i Three-quarters of all U.S. grainproducts, like bread, pastaand tortillas, are madeusing wheat flour.

Wheat farmers are smart! Let’s learn about some of the terms they

use every day.
Gluten: Gluten is a protein found in grain products. It helps 

bread rise and expand while baking. Gluten acts as “glue” to 

hold food together.Whole Grain: Whole grain foods are made with the entire 

grain kernel. The bran, germ and endosperm are all included!iv

Yeast: Baker’s yeast is used in baking. It causes the bread to 

rise by converting sugars into carbon dioxide and ethanol. 

Mill: A mill is a machine used for crushing grain into flour. 

Winter Wheat: Winter wheat grows in the winter months. 

It can withstand freezing weather. It is a good way for farmers 

to use fields that normally would not be able to be planted in 

the cold winter months!vVernalization: A process that all winter wheat varieties go

through. The plant must be exposed to cooler temperatures before 

it flowers. The ideal temperature for this process is 40-50 degrees.

Combine: A machine that takes the wheat seeds out of the plant. 

Elevator: An elevator is a building to store grains.

Bushel: A unit of measurement. Wheat is harvested and sold using

bushel/acre measurements.

Wheat Vocabulary

ResearcherADRIENNE BLAKEYPlant and Soil Science, Agricultural Communications 
Student at Oklahoma State 
UniversityFrom Stillwater, OklahomaQ: What is your wheat 

research project?I am doing research to see if anything has changed with gluten. I am comparing

new varieties of wheat to old varieties of wheat. Scientists can use plant breeding

to improve the wheat we grow. The goal is to have high quality gluten. I am 

researching to figure out if there is any sort of connection between improving wheat

varieties and the gluten in it. Q: What do you love about your research project?

My favorite part is thinking about the big picture that it is contributing to. It can be

easy to get caught up in the repetitive tasks in the lab. When I go to a conference

or discuss my research with others, I get to hear about an issue that plant scientists

are working to solve. The research I am doing can help answer questions that people

have about wheat and gluten which is very rewarding. 

Q: How and why do farmers care for the environment and the wheat

they grow?I did not grow up on a farming operation. Everything I have learned about farmers

is from experiences I have had. These experiences have shown me that farmers

work incredibly hard to take care of the land that they use to produce crops. Wheat

is popular in Oklahoma and Kansas which is where I am from. Farmers take time

to create soil nutrient management plans to ensure land is cared for. We live in a

really windy, dry part of the country. It is hard to maintain an environment that is

full of growth and biodiversity. Farmers have to take care of their crops in a way

that welcomes biodiversity. Wheat farmers care for more than just the crop. They

also care for the environment and soil.
Q: What do wheat farmers do to provide

a safe and abundant food supply?
Wheat is an important crop because it can create

many different types of food products that repre-

sent different cultures. Wheat is important for our

diets and a good source of carbohydrates. Before

the food is on our plates, there is a lot of work

that happens before. Before wheat can be milled,

processed and packaged for food, the quality of

product must be great. This depends on the hard

work of farmer. If a crop is low quality, the end

product is low quality. Our farmers work hard to

produce high quality wheat. 

WHERE’S THE Wheat?

ROTATIONALCROPS: Each year farmersplant crops in their fields. 
Rotational crops are ones that are
different from the year before. For
example, one year a farmer may
plant wheat. The next year they
may plant canola. This helpsto put different nutrientsin the soil.

SP    TLIGHT

GMO: GMO standsfor genetically modified 
organism. Genes are what make
plants different. Some plants can
use less water because of special
genes. In GMOs, scientists take a

gene from one kind of plant and put it
in another. So, if one plant can use
less water, scientists can take that
gene from that plant and put it

another plant. Now, thatnew plant will also useless water.

THE HISTORYOF WheatThousands of years ago, humans
gathered the seeds of plants for food.
The berry of the wheat plant could be
ground, mixed with water and baked

to make bread or cakes. This bread was unleavened. Unleavened bread

does not rise when baked. The Egyptians were the first to discover 

leavened bread which is bread that rises.
Growing wheat began in the “cradle of civilization” which is close to

Iraq. The way we grow and eat wheat has changed. One person who

is very important in the history of wheat production is Norman Borlaug.

He helped to solve many problems people had with growing wheat.ii

After many years, it is a staple crop to our nutritional needs.
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What is Poultry?

Chances are, you come in contact with a poultry product almost every day!

But what exactly is poultry? Poultry is the term used to describe birds that

are domestic, not wild, that are raised for their products, such as meat,

eggs, or feathers. Chickens, ducks, and turkeys are common examples of

poultry in the United States. 

Poultry are raised on farms and in backyards around the United States so that you and I can choose to enjoy

food like chicken nuggets, chicken salad, and turkey on Thanksgiving! Did you know that the average person

consumes almost 100 pounds of poultry meat in a year?i That’s a lot of chicken nuggets!

Poultry, especially chickens, are also important for another product they produce – eggs. Eggs are an essential

ingredient to a lot of breakfast items and other recipes. The average American eats over 250 eggs a year, so

it’s a good thing that an average laying hen on a farm can produce over 280 eggs per year!ii

Poultry are an important part of our economy and daily life in the United States. So the next time you enjoy a

chicken nugget or a scrambled egg, thank a poultry farmer!

Turkeys & Chickens

W
hat has two legs, feathers, and a beak? 

If you answered chicken or turkey, you’re

correct! Although they share similar char-

acteristics with birds, the domesticated chickens

and turkeys are quite unlike a wild bird you see

outside your window. Even though they are feath-

ered, they are not skilled at flying long distances,

and they commonly rely on their farmer friends

for shelter, food, and protection. 

The two main types of poultry raised in the

United States for meat production are chickens

and turkeys. Don’t get them confused, because

they’re quite different! A turkey is larger, with a

longer neck and bigger body. A chicken is

smaller than a turkey, with a shorter neck and

more compact body. Both birds are covered in

feathers, except for their hard pointy beak, and

scaly legs. There are many different breeds of

chickens and turkeys, and their feathers and fea-

tures can vary in color! 

There’s not just one

way to raise chick-

ens and turkeys.

Some people

have poultry in

their backyard,

while others raise

large amounts of

chickens or turkeys

on their poultry

farm. 

Meet John Burkel and his family. They raised the turkey pre-

sented to and pardoned by President Obama for Thanksgiving in

2013! Let’s get to know a little more about John and his turkeys!

JB: My wife Joni and I have been on our farm in Badger, Minnesota since

1990. I am a fourth generation turkey farmer. We grow about 100,000

turkeys every year, mainly for the holiday markets during Thanksgiving and

Christmas. The baby turkeys we get, called poults, come to our farm at one

day old and we grow them for about 13 weeks before they are processed, and then marketed at your grocery store.

Most of the turkeys we grow on our farm are female turkeys, hens, and once in a while we will grow a flock of toms,

which are the male turkeys.

Wow! That is a lot of turkeys! What do you like most about being a turkey farmer?

JB: I like to take care of animals, and it’s fun to watch them grow from day old poults.  I also appreciate the fact that

my whole family can be out in the barns with me to take care of our turkeys. There are all kinds of jobs that even my

youngest kids can help with, and I think learning how to work is one of the most important skills kids can learn.

We are able to be together as a family working every day...it’s one of the best things about life on the farm.

How were you and your family chosen to raise a bird for the President? That’s quite an honor!

JB: I have been an executive committee member of the National Turkey Federation (NTF) since 2007 and was elected

chairman last year. One of the chairman’s duties is to grow and present the turkey the week of Thanksgiving.  

We started 80 tom (male) turkeys on our farm on July 8th of 2013. At ten weeks of age, we picked ten of the best

turkeys, and we spent a lot of time training those turkeys. We also played a lot

of music and flashed cameras at them so they would be used to all of the

media present during the White House event. Eventually we decided on the

two top turkeys to take to the White House, named Caramel and Popcorn. After

they met and were pardoned by President Obama, Popcorn and Caramel were

moved to a former governor’s farm in Virginia, where they are today.  

Growing the National Thanksgiving Turkey was a great honor for my family

and I, and it was definitely unforgettable!

T U R K E Y  F U N  F A C T

If it were up to Benjamin Franklin,

he would have chosen the turkey

over the eagle as a symbol for our

country! He called the American

native a “respectable bird…”iv
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The next time you dig into a pizza and take a tasty bite out of your 

favorite slice, think about all of the farmers it took to grow your pizza.

There are over 3 million farmers in the U.S., and farmers produce, or

make, the ingredients that make up a pizza.i That’s a lot of farmers!

Farmers across the country produce one of our favorite meals! The

love of this yummy food has been shared around the world for several

centuries. Read more to see what people in other countries enjoy on

their slices of pizza. Dive into this Ag Mag to learn about some of the

great men and women who grow your favorite tasty toppings, care

for the land, and provide safe quality food for you and me. Let’s go! 

Spencer Hartman, Owner
Hartman Hydroponic Tomatoes
CHAMPION, NEMy name is Spencer Hartman and I own Hartman Hydro-

ponic Tomatoes in Champion, Nebraska. When I was nine

years old my grandfather loaned me money to purchase

my first 4-H calf. A few years later I purchased a couple of

breeding heifers with the help of my parents and started my

own cow herd. By the time I was in high school, I had

earned enough money to start a business. I bought a small

greenhouse where I grew 85 tomato plants. Today we have

three large greenhouses and grow about 800 tomato

plants.
Hydroponics is a way to grow plants using something other than soil. Instead of soil we

use vermiculite (a mineral) and a coconut-based growing medium. Each year between

Christmas and New Years we plant tomato seeds. The seeds grow inside for six weeks.

In February we put the seedlings in 3-inch pots. We cover them with vermiculite and the

coconut-based growing medium. Two weeks later, we transplant each seedling into a 

5-gallon poly grow bag filled with the coconut-based medium. We place the bags in a

row with a drip line in the bag. The drip lines give the plant nutrients and water. As the

plants start to bloom, we bring in bees to pollinate the flowers. By early May we have

fresh vine-ripened tomatoes for sale. We sell all of our produce at local farmer’s markets

and family owned grocery stores within 45 miles our farm.

I love seeing things grow. Whether it’s a baby calf or planting tomato seeds, the mira-

cle of growth is fascinating to me. My family, and other farming families, are hard

working people. Each of us are living our own version of the American Dream.
Patrick and Nicole Hackley,
Owner/OperatorsHackley Land & LivestockRICHLAND COUNTY, MONTANAI am Patrick. My wife Nicole and I are farm-

ers. We grow many different grains such as

wheat, oats and peas. We also raise cows

and calves. We have 50 head of commer-

cial and registered red angus beef cattle. 

I have been involved in farming my entire
life, but began farming full time in 2010. 

I bought cattle, a couple pieces of machinery

and then slowly started growing our farm. 

Farming is interesting. Every day gives us new challenges and opportunities to learn. It

can be challenging managing the costs of farming. On the farm we have to be careful

with our money and the decisions we make. My computer science, economics and 

accounting classes were helpful. They taught me organization and risk management

skills. It is also hard getting land. In our area, you have to diversify and be creative.

The key to this business is building relationships with people who want to succeed with

you. Always remember to have confidence in yourself too. 

I wish more people knew the large amount of time, money and emotion that goes into

growing crops and raising livestock. Agriculture education played a large role in our

love for agriculture. I was blessed with a great agriculture teacher that believed in all

of us and pushed us to be great. Today my family farms so that your family can have affordable food. From the end of

March through mid October, I eat very few meals at the dinner table with my family.

This is a “do what needs to be done” type of lifestyle. It’s a good thing I enjoy being

outdoors and working the land! Remember, every day, three times a day, you need a

farmer to survive.

Tim Franklin, FarmerFranklin FarmsGOODLAND, KANSASMy name is Tim Franklin. I have a farm in Goodland,

Kansas. I was raised on the farm and I’m now the third

generation to farm it. I grow wheat and corn on my

farm. Wheat is an important crop that can be used in

everything. It is in cakes, cereals and feed for animals.

The crops are grown on irrigated and dry land. 
Being a farmer is challenging. Running a farm is run-

ning a business. I am a decision-maker, a manager and

an accountant, just to name a few. You will wear many

different hats! Going to school will teach you how to be

a better farmer. Science and math are important when working with fertilizers and

chemicals on the farm. I have a Milling Science degree. I worked for a flour milling

company for six years before returning to the farm. My science degree allowed me to

see more of the supply chain for wheat. I also learned how our wheat grown on the

farm ends up on your table. If you want to farm, find a farmer and talk with them. Learn all that you can and find

out if it is something you want to pursue. My favorite part of my job is that at the end

of every day I can see the fruits of my labor.

Dominic Bruno, Farm Manager
Bypass FarmsWEST SACRAMENTO, CAMy name is Dominic Bruno and I am a farm manager at 

Bypass Farms in West Sacramento, California. I grow many

different types of crops on my farm. There are field crops

like corn, milo and alfalfa. There are also row crops like

tomatoes, winter squash and bell peppers. Sunflowers and

onions are grown for their seeds. We grow pistachio and

walnut trees as well. We use conventional and organic farm-

ing methods togrow our crops
and care for our land.I went to college and worked to help 

restore the environment. That’s why I
started farming! I was lucky enough to
work for a company that was restoring
habitat in California and running a farm.
Both parts of my job had a lot in com-
mon. I love my job because every day is
different. There are many factors in farm-
ing, yet few that we can actually control.
It’s also hard finding a balance between
my work and personal life. I stay very
busy!
If you are interested in farming there are
many resources and people out there that
can help. School is a great tool to get
into farming. My biology and agriculture
classes helped prepare me for my job.
Look for career technical education
classes at your local community college.
The welding class at mine was awesome! 
Don’t forget, sometimes it is hard for peo-
ple who aren’t farmers to see everything
that goes into producing our food. I en-
courage you to visit a farm or talk to a
grower at your farmer’s market to learn
more about agriculture!
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W hat makes pizza dough and other breads rise? It’s yeast!

Yeast are single-celled fungi. Yeast are related to other fungi,

like mushrooms, but they have a very important job in pizza.

When warm water is added to yeast, it turns on the enzymes in the

dough that changes starch into sugar. Carbon dioxide gas is created

and the gas bubbles make the dough rise. The gas bubbles stay in the

bread and give it a light, airy texture.vi, vii
Try this experiment to see yeast in action: 
1. Mix a teaspoon of sugar and half teaspoon of yeast in a two-liter pop

bottle. Add two or three inches of warm water and shake the mixture.

2. Stretch a balloon over the top of the bottle.
What happened? What might happen to the balloon in the next 30 

minutes? Would the yeast work faster if you used hot water, cool 

water, or more sugar?

vi American Farm Bureau Foundation for Agriculture. (n.d.). Pizza Ag Mag (1st ed.). Washington DC: 

American Farm Bureau Foundation for Agriculture.

vii LYC/RSYC. (n.d.). What is Yeast? Retrieved April 7, 2016, from http://redstaryeast.com/science-

yeast/what-is-yeast/viii Celiac Disease Foundation. (n.d.). What is Gluten? Retrieved April 7, 2016, from

https://celiac.org/live-gluten-free/glutenfreediet/what-is-gluten/

ix U.S. Food and Drug Administration. (2015, August 30). ‘Gluten-Free’ Now Means What It Says. 

Retrieved from http://www.fda.gov/ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates/ucm363069.htm

x U.S. Department of Agriculture, Census of Agriculture. (2014, May). 2012 Census Highlights: Hog and

Pig Farming. (Publication No. ACH12-4). Retrieved from

http://www.agcensus.usda.gov/Publications/2012/Online_Resources/Highlights/Hog_and_Pig_Farming/

xi Correll, S., & Thornsbury, S. (2013, March 29). Commodity Highlight: Bell Peppers (VGS-353-SA1). 

Retrieved from the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service website:

http://www.ers.usda.gov/media/1225176/vgs353sa1.pdf

xii, xiv U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service. (2016, February 3). Vegetables & Pulses:

Tomatoes. Retrieved from http://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/crops/vegetables-pulses/tomatoes.aspx

xiii United States Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Statistics Service. (2015, January). Crop

Production: 2014 Summary (ISSN: 1057-7823). Retrieved from http://www.usda.gov/nass/PUBS/TO-

DAYRPT/cropan15.pdfxv National Onion Association. (n.d.). U.S. Production and availability. Retrieved April 7, 2016, from

https://www.onions-usa.org/retail/us-production-and-availability

xvi National Onion Association. (n.d.). How & Where Onions are Grown. Retrieved April 7, 2016, from

https://www.onions-usa.org/all-about-onions/where-how-onions-are-grown

xvii National Onion Association. (n.d.). Trivia & Other Fun Stuff. Retrieved April 7, 2016, from

https://www.onions-usa.org/all-about-onions/trivia-and-other-fun-stuff

xviii Mushroom Council (n.d.). Commercially Grown Mushroom Varieties. Retrieved April 7, 2016, from

http://www.mushroomcouncil.org/commercially-grown-mushroom-varieties

xix U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Economics, Statistics and Market Informa-

tion System. (2011, August 31). Mushroom Industry Report (94003). [Data set]. Retrieved from

http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/MannUsda/viewDocumentInfo.do?documentID=1395

xx U.S. Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Statistics Service. (2015, April). Dairy Products:

2014 Summary (ISSN: 1057-784X). Retrieved from http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/usda/current/Dair-

ProdSu/DairProdSu-04-29-2015.pdf
xxi Note. Adapted recipe. Adapted from Grands!® Mini Pizzas, by General Mills. 2016. Retrieved April 7,

2016, from http://www.pillsbury.com/recipes/grands-mini-pizzas/b1b517eb-1178-4662-80e4-

b157c97c4752

National Learning Standards for AFBFA Pizza Ag Mag

Standards SupportedThe following standards identify general standard areas. Additional, specific standards that fall within

these areas may also be addressed. Career Development, National Career Development Association

K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter (K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts

Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition 3.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th Grade)

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas

3, 4, 5-LS1 From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes

5-PS3.D: Energy in Chemical Processes and Everyday Life
Social Sciences, National Council for the Social Studies

NSS-G.K-12.1 The World in Spatial Terms
NSS-G.K-12.2 Places and RegionsReferencesi U.S. Department of Agriculture, Census of Agriculture. (2014, May). 2012 Census Highlights: U.S.

Farmers by Gender, Age, Race, Ethnicity, and More (Publication No. ACH12-3). Retrieved from

http://www.agcensus.usda.gov/Publications/2012/Online_Resources/Highlights/Farm_Demographics/

ii Agriculture Council of America. (2016). Fun Facts: About the Food We Eat. Retrieved from

http://www.agday.org/education/fun_facts.php

iii Adler, M. E., Clemens, J. C., LaComb, R. P., Moshfegh, A. J., & Rhodes, D. G. (2014, February). 

Consumption of Pizza: What We Eat in America (FSRG Dietary Data Brief No. 11). Retrieved from U.S.

Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service website: http://www.ars.usda.gov/SP2User-

Files/Place/80400530/pdf/DBrief/11_consumption_of_pizza_0710.pdf

iv Nebraska Department of Education. (n.d.). Mission APA: Agricultural Pizza Adventure. Retrieved from

http://www.education.ne.gov/nce/c4c/PDFs/LessonPlans/05-MissionAPA.pdf

v Round Table Pizza. (2014, February 28). How The Rest Of The World Tops Their Pizza (INFO-

GRAPHIC). The Huffington Post. Retrieved from http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/28/pizza-top-

pings-world_n_4866337.html

Dear Cousin Luis,Did you know our great-grandfather started the first pizzeria in our

town? I thought this was really exciting! I decided to do some more 

research on the history of pizza and spices. I know you love pizza too,

so I wanted to share this with you.Let’s go back to the start. The first signs of pizza were in A.D. 79 in

Pompeii, Italy. Some Italians used mozzarella cheese made from the

milk of a water buffalo. Did you know Naples, Italy is still known as 

the Pizza Capital of the World? It sounds like a great place to visit. 

In 1522, people started putting tomatoes on pizza. Can you imagine

pizza without tomato sauce? In 1889, the King of Italy and his wife,

Queen Margherita, visited Naples to have pizza. The pizza was made

by the famous pizza maker, Raffaele Esposito. Esposito topped the

pizza with mozzarella, basil and tomatoes. He wanted the pizza to

look like the Italian flag (red, green, and white). The queen loved this

pizza! Chef Esposito named it “Pizza Margherita,” after the queen.

We still use this name today. I would love to try that pizza!

In the 19th century, Italian immigrants brought pizza to America. People

walked up and down the streets with metal washtubs full of pizza for

sale. At that time, pizza cost 2 cents per chew. This is how pizza was

sold in Naples. 
In 1905, Gennaro Lombardi opened the first pizzeria in the United

States. He opened the store in Manhattan, New York. Lombardi’s 

Pizzeria is still open today. Pizza became very popular after World War II. Many American 

soldiers were stationed in Italy during the war. They fell in love with

pizza. When they came home, they wanted pizza! So people like our

great-grandfather opened more restaurants. 
It is interesting that people from around the world have loved pizza for

so long. Just writing this has made me hungry for pizza. Maybe my

mom will let us have pizza tonight for dinner! I’ll let you know in my

next letter. 
– Sarah

A Slice of History

Pizza for Life

Fun Fact: GlutenDo you ever wonder what helps
your food keep its shape? It’s
gluten! Gluten is a natural mixture
of proteins found in wheat, rye,
and barley. It helps hold foods 
together. You can find gluten in 
pizza crust. It may also be found 
in some of your favorite foods such
as cereal and pasta. Some other
common foods with gluten include
pancakes, cookies, pretzels,
donuts, and salad dressings.viii,ix

Overall, meneat morePIZZAthan women.

Each day1in 8Americanseat pizza. 

WHO’SEating Pizza

Each year 3billion pizzasare sold. That’s3 billion pizzaboxes!ii,iii

Americans eat 23 pounds of pizza a year.

That is equal to 46 slices. Do you think you eat

46 slices of your favorite pizza a year?

There are more than61,000 pizzeriasin the United States. 

Pizza is the world’s most popular food! That

is why so many people love to chow down

on this tasty dish. 
Today, Americans eat about 
350 slices of pizza per second. 
As a nation, that means we eat 
around 100 acres of pizza each 
day. An acre is the size of a 
football field. That is a lot of pizza! 

Get a Rise Out of
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Janice Person

H
ow does a Global Online

Engagement Director for

an agriculture company

get started? Well, Janice Person did-

n’t start in agriculture! She started

as a summer intern at a farm maga-

zine. There her love for agriculture

and communications began to

grow. A job at the farm magazine

led to one job after another. She

soon found herself helping agricul-

ture companies with their communi-

cation needs. 

As the Global Online Engagement

Director for Monsanto, a seed com-

pany, Janice gets to do many

things. One day you may find her

with scientists in a lab. The next day

she may be helping farmers with 

social media. And the next day she

may be showing people around a

farm. But you can be sure – on all

of the days she is posting pictures to

Twitter at @JPLovesCotton! “I love

being able to show someone things

they haven’t seen before,” says Jan-

ice. For her, the rewarding times

are showing people a farm for the

first time. “You see that lightbulb

moment and know it will stick with

them as they look at food in the gro-

cery store.” 

Janice says that all of her classes in

high school and college helped get

her ready for her job today. She

says that if you “keep your eyes

open and pay attention to the things

around you, it’s amazing what can

come in handy later in life!” 

Cain Thurmond

G
rowing up on a beef cattle

farm didn’t lead Cain Thur-

mond to a job on the farm

like he thought. However, his back-

ground in agriculture and hard

work landed him a job with CSX

Transportation! Cain and his wife,

Whitney, live outside of Chicago,

Illinois. Cain is an Account Man-

ager for CSX. Part of Cain’s job is

to help plan the best way to move

farm and construction machines on

trains. How cool! 

CSX Transportation moves big ma-

chinery on trains to where it needs

to go. “The railroad is alive and

well,” says Cain. “We continue to

adapt and look for new things to

move all the time.” Cain also plans

rail transportation for power gener-

ation equipment. “Railroads help to

keep food on the table and the elec-

tricity on!” Cain jokes. But it’s not a

joke! Tractors and large machines

are important to keep farms run-

ning. Generators, wind turbine

equipment, and transformers help

keep electricity flowing!

He doesn’t work as a farmer, but

Cain knows how much his job helps

others in agriculture. He is thankful

for his time on the farm and in agri-

cultural groups like FFA. These

things helped him become who he

is today. “Success only comes be-

fore work in the dictionary,” Cain

says. Work hard and do well in

school. “What you do today will

prepare you for tomorrow.”

Kathy Holm

K
athy Holm‘s path into agri-

culture was not typical! As

a child, she spent time on

her grandparent’s dairy farm in

Wisconsin. Then, she spent time in

India planting trees on forest proj-

ects. She enjoyed being in the for-

est and learning about how to keep

trees healthy. This type of work is

called sustainability and ag forestry.

Kathy has had many jobs at the

U.S. Department of Agriculture Nat-

ural Resources Conservation Serv-

ice (USDA-NRCS). She is now the

Assistant State Conservationist for

Field Operations in Virginia. 

The USDA-NRCS is a part of the

government that helps people pro-

tect their natural resources. Kathy

and her staff at USDA-NRCS love to

work with people who care about

clean air, clean water, healthy soils,

animals, agriculture, and commu-

nity. “The people I work with go

above and beyond to help the com-

munity,” says Kathy. “We are work-

ing to make the world a better

place, protect our natural resources,

and grow healthy food.”

Are you interested in a job like

Kathy’s? She says you should volun-

teer in your community with projects

and programs that give back to the

earth. That could be tree planting,

volunteering at a farmer’s market,

or joining 4-H! Kathy says “Every-

one can make a difference!”

iii Charles, D. (2013, March 7). In a grain of golden rice, a world of controversy over GMO foods. NPR.

Retrieved from http://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2013/03/07/173611461/in-a-grain-of-golden-rice-

a-world-of-controversy-over-gmo-foods
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v Idaho Forest Products Commission. (2016). How paper is made. Retrieved from 
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vi National FFA Organization. (n.d.). Plant systems. Retrieved September 21, 2016 from 
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vii WGBH Educational Foundations, PBS. (1996-2013). Timeline: Surviving the dust bowl, 1931-1939. 
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Standards Supported

The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional, specific standards that fall within

these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association

K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter (K-6th Grade)

K-6 5.0 Emphasizing Career Awareness (K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts

Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition 3.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th Grade)

CSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.3.1: Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring 

explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.

Common Core State Standards for Mathematics

Grade 3, Measurement and Data; Solve problems involving measurement and estimation of intervals of

time, liquid volumes, and masses of objects.

Grade 3, Number and Operations – Fractions; Develop understanding of fractions as numbers.

Grade 3, Operations and Algebraic Thinking; Multiply and divide within 100.
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Create a career family tree! Interview

your family members to see which ca-

reers your family has had in the past up

until present day.

Is there a career you’ve always been in-

terested in? Go to the library and check

out a book on that career. You’ll learn a

lot by reading about it!

Do a job shadow! Is there someone at

your school or someone that your par-

ents know that has a career that sounds

super fun? Ask to follow them around

for a day to see what they do!

Go on to www.myamericanfarm.org

and play “My Little Ag Me.” It’s

a great game about careers

in agriculture!

Have you ever wondered

what it’s like to be involved in

the cattle industry? Play the game

“The Steaks Are High” on

www.myamericanfarm.org.

Download and print off “Job Match and

Evaluation” from the “My American

Farm” at http://www.myamerican-

farm.org/activities/JobMatch.pdf. Play

with your friends or family! 

Create an illustrated alphabet book of

agriculture careers. Choose one career

per letter and draw a picture of it! Use

the www.agexplorer.com site for ideas!

Which agricultural career gets paid the

most? An Agricultural Lawyer, a Food

Animal Veterinarian, or a Mechanical

Engineer? Use the www.agexplorer.com

site to check your answer!

Visit https://kids.usa.gov/jobs/a-z-

list/index.shtml and pick out all the ca-

reers that you think are related to the

agricultural industry!

Complete a farm to table activity!

Choose your favorite meal and follow

all the of the careers that were involved

with bring your food to your plate. 

Suggested

Activities

T
here are many ways you can find your

path to a career in agriculture! There are

clubs and other groups to help you learn.

You can join 4-H for a hands-on agriculture ex-

perience. 4-H is America’s largest youth group.

In 4-H, you grow plants and animals. You can

also do science, engineering, or environmental

projects. You will learn new skills. You will dis-

cover which career pathway is interesting to you.

You also have the chance to make money and

new friends! Visit http://4-h.org/ to find out more. 

In middle school or high school, you also have the

chance to join FFA. FFA is a national group of stu-

dents who are excited about agriculture. To be in

FFA, you must take an agriculture class at your

school. These classes are about hands-on learning.

You even get to have your own Supervised Agricul-

tural Experience. That’s a fancy way of saying you

get to have your own business or work for someone

else! In FFA, you will have chances to learn leader-

ship, teamwork, and the career pathways. Visit

www.FFA.org to find out more. 

To see yourself in a career, check out the “My Little

Ag Me” game at www.myamericanfarm.org! 

By the Numbers
When you hear the word “agriculture,” you

may think of one job – farmer. But there are

many other jobs in agriculture. These jobs

help farmers get products ready for others to

enjoy! The Food and Agriculture Organiza-

tion of the United Nations says that one out

of every three people in the world work in a

job related to agriculture.i Wow – that’s a lot of

people! Farms look different around the world. But

all farms share their products with others in

about the same way. 

Jobs in agriculture may need different levels of

education. Some people have a high school

diploma and some have a PhD. Many people

in agriculture take classes after they graduate.

Some go to classes to learn more about how

they can be better at what they do.

In the next few pages, you’ll learn about different career pathways in agriculture. 

All of these jobs are needed for farmers to do their jobs! The pie chart from the U.S.

Department of Agriculture shows different employment in

agriculture for college graduates.ii Turn the page to

learn more about careers in agriculture. 

W
hat do you want to be when you grow up? Has anyone ever

asked you that? It is never too early to start thinking about ca-

reers! Careers are jobs that you will have as an adult. There are

many career choices in agriculture. They are separated into nine different

groups, or pathways. In this Ag Mag, you will discover those pathways and

the exciting careers in each. 

When you are planning a road trip, you take a look at a map to decide

where you will go. Planning your career is very similar. There are different

paths to take and stops to make along the way. What matters most is where

you are headed. It’s time to think about planning

your journey!

A
griculture is the science of farming. All of the food that we eat comes

from farms. But agriculture is much more than just food! Fiber, which

is used to make clothes, is also part of agriculture. Cotton and wool

are types of fiber. Cotton grows on plants and wool comes from

sheep. Both come from farms! Even the fuel we put in our cars can

be traced to farms. Corn and other plants are used to create ethanol

and biofuels that power cars.

Agriculture does not stop at the edge of the farm. Agriculture is all of the work

it takes to get a product from the farm to your table, or your closet, or your

gas tank! Think about how applesauce is made. Apples are grown on trees in

orchards. They are picked, or harvested, by farmworkers. Then, the apples

are put onto trucks which drive to the processing factory. At the factory, the

apples are turned into applesauce and packaged. Next, the applesauce is

loaded back onto a truck and sent to a grocery store. Then, your parents buy

the applesauce and bring it home for you to eat. There are a lot of steps to

get food from the farm to you. This is the farm to table process! There are a lot

of steps in the farm to table process, and there are just as many careers!

Winners CIRCLE
DISCOVER THE PATH THESE LEADERS TOOK TO THEIR CAREER IN AGRICULTURE

Whichever pathway you choose in agriculture, it will be the ride of your life!

IT’S ABOUT LIFE!

See Yourself in Ag

46%

12%

27%

15%

JOBS FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES IN AGRICULTURE

Education, Communication, and 

Governmental Services

Food and Biomaterials Production

Science and Engineering

Management and Business
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T hink of something you are good at doing. Could you always

do it well? Maybe you can run, jump, swim, or play a sport

or musical instrument very well. Over time, you have gotten

better at this skill. Innovations are the same! Just like you learn

a better way to throw a ball or practice a song, innovations are better

ways to do things. Farmers and ranchers work hard to grow our food,

fiber for clothing, and fuel for our cars. They can do their work better

and feed a growing population through innovations like new technol-

ogy and tools. We need young minds to create and experiment! John

Deere was an innovator. He created the first steel plow. Today we

have new innovations like GPS computers that drive tractors! There is

a lot to learn about agricultural, or farming, innovations. Let’s go!
Hi there!
My name is Vanessa. We grow bananas on a farm in Costa Rica. Bananas were first grown on farms in1878 in my country. The new railroadhelped farmers in 1890. It allowed themto move bananas more easily! CostaRica is now one of the top producersof bananas in the world.ix -Vanessa

Check out this video to see how bananas are harvestedin my country! “Dole – Harvesting Bananas”hhttttpp::////bbiitt..llyy//ZZSSllHHppBB

Innovations Around the World

Purple Plow – Are you in 5th-8th grade? Ask your 

teacher about doing a Purple Plow challenge. Your 

class will solve an agriculture challenge. This could 

be building a greenhouse or growing tomatoes! 

Go online to see past challenges and the awesome 

prizes! http://www.purpleplowchallenge.org/My American Farm – Looking for some fun 

activities to learn more about our food, fiber, and energy? 

My American Farm helps you stay connected to the agriculture

industry with free games that we know you’ll love. 

http://www.myamericanfarm.org/

Love to read? Every year the American Farm Bureau Foundation for Agriculture picks 

a Book of the Year. The book must be true and based on agriculture. “John Deere,

That’s Who!” has been selected as a Book of the Year! It was written by Tracy Nelson

Maurer and illustrated by Tim Zeltner. John Deere was an innovator. This year we

want to celebrate just that — innovation!Go online to see the other past Book of the Year winners at 

http://www.agfoundation.org/projects/book-of-the-year-award. 

Be sure to let us know which one is your favorite!

Book of the Year Spotlight

Digital ConnectionsWant to learn more about innovation? 
Explore these two websites for more!

Agricultural innovations have helped create many things that we enjoy

daily. They have allowed us to make more things with less resources. 

Because of agricultural innovations, one American farmer feeds about

165 people worldwide. In 1960, that number was only 25.8.x,xi How

many more people can one farmer feed today than in 1960? Round

to the nearest whole number.

It can be hard to remember which innovation helped which agricultural

product. Put your knowledge to the test! Match the agricultural product

below with the agricultural innovation that helped it!  

A
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w
er

: 1
. B

., 
2.

 C
., 

3.
 A

Activities
Try these activities with an adult
or a friend to learn more about
agricultural innovations. 

Hit the library and find a book
about agricultural innovations.
You can start by reading the
Book of the Year, “John Deere,
That’s Who!”

Research John Deere and how
he decided to build a steel plow.Build a prototype of a tool to

make your life easier. Compare
and contrast your solutions to
other options.

Work with your parents or ateacher to contact your local
Farm Bureau at www.fb.org.
Ask them if there is a tractor
shop nearby that you andyour friends can visit. 

Research a famous agricultural
innovator. What leadershipqualities did they have?

Make a movie with your friends!
Give roles based on the agricul-
tural careers listed in this Ag
Mag.

Write a song about an impor-
tant agricultural invention.Research what plants grow 

well in your area and design a 
garden. Go to the store with an
adult and buy seeds to plant.1-800-443-8456 • Agfoundation.org #AE-AGMAGINN-001-030
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Standards AddressedThe following standards identify general standard areas. Additional, specific standards that fall within

these areas may also be addressed. Career Development, National Career Development Association

K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter (K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.3-5.3. Phonics and Word Recognition

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.3-5.4. Fluency
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.3-5.3 Key Ideas and Details

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.3-4.5 Craft and Structure
Common Core State Standards for Mathematics

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.3.NBT.A.1-2. Use place value understanding and properties of operations to

perform multi-digit arithmetic
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.4.NBT.A.3. Generalize place value understanding for multi-digit whole numbers

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.5.NBT.A.4. Understand the place value system

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas

3-LS4-4 Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity

3-5-ETS1-2 Engineering DesignReferencesi Abrams, M. (2012, April). John Deere. Retrieved from https://www.asme.org/engineering-topics/

articles/manufacturing-processing/john-deere

ii FamousScientists.org. (n.d.). Gregor Mendel. Retrieved September 19, 2017 from https://www.famous-

scientists.org/gregor-mendel/
iii Froelich Foundations. (n.d.). Froelich tractor history. Retrieved September 19, 2017 from

http://www.froelichtractor.com/thetractor.html

iv Harnick, R. (n.d.). Background: What is pasteurization? Retrieved September 19, 2017 from

https://www.macalester.edu/academics/environmentalstudies/students/projects/citizenscience2010/

foodsafety/history.htmlv The Ohio State University, Department of Food, Agricultural and Biological Engineering. (n.d.). Ohio 

engineering research and development helped “put the farm on rubber”. Retrieved September 19, 2017

from https://fabe.osu.edu/about-us/history-department/rubber-tractor-tires

viSpielmaker, D. (2014). Historical Timeline — Farm machinery & technology. Retrieved from

https://www.agclassroom.org/gan/timeline/farm_tech.htm

vii Wagner, A. (2017, May). What this apple-picking robot means for the future of farm workers. PBS

NewsHour. Retrieved from http://www.pbs.org/newshour/updates/apple-picking-robot-means-future-

farm-workers/viii Idaho State Department of Commerce. (2015). How unmanned drones could affect the food industry.

Retrieved from https://commerce.idaho.gov/news/how-unmanned-drones-could-affect-the-food-industry/

1.

2.
3.

A.

B.
C.18th Century: Oxen andhorses are used to preparethe land with wooden plows.1793: Eli Whitney, fromMassachusetts, invents the cot-

ton gin. This is a machine that
took cotton fiber out of theseed.

1801: Thomas Moore invents
the icebox refrigerator.1854: The self-governingwindmill is invented.

1870: The first silos areused.
1881: The first hybridized
corn was grown.
1959: The mechanicaltomato harvester is invented.1994: Farmers begin using

satellites to track and plantheir farming habits.

1997: The first weed- and 
insect-resistant biotech crops
— soybeans and cotton —are sold.

2004: Orange-picking agri-
cultural robots, ag bots, are
tested.vii

2015: Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration gives first permits
for agricultural drones which
are tiny flying robots.viii

Hello,
My name is Joao. I am from Brazil inLatin America. This is a photo ofmy grandfather, myolder brother, and I. Ranching cattle in Brazil is

a long family tradition. We use squeeze shoots
when doctoring the cows. It keeps them in one
place and calms them down. It really is such an
amazing ag invention!  -Joao

Calculate the Progress

Answer: 129 more people

1 John Deere sold his first plow for seven dollars in 1837. 

It was called the “singing plow” because it made a

noise as the blade cut through the soil.i2 Gregor Mendel is the “father of 
genetics.” He experimented with

peas in his garden and found that
there are patterns for how plants 
and animals inherit, or get, traits like
color and height from their parents.ii

3 John Froelich built the first working gasoline-

powered tractor in 1849. At the time, farmers

were using steam-powered engines.iii4 Most of the milk in the U.S. is pasteurized.
Louis Pasteur invented this process in 1864 to

kill harmful bacteria that grew in milk, especially

when it wasn’t kept cold.iv

5 Tractors used to be made of steel. The steel tires made farm-

ers sore from the bounces and vibrations. Harvey Firestone

and his son Leonard led the switch to rubber tires in the 1930s.v

Fast         Fun Facts

Catchthe Match
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BEES

1 2 3 4

Meet the Landons

Beekeeping is in our family. Our grandfa-

ther was a beekeeper. Our dad worked

with him when he was young. Now our dad

is a beekeeper. He moves beehives to differ-

ent crops to pollinate the flowers, which turn

into food for you and me. Bees are smart lit-

tle creatures! We love that bees make deli-

cious honey. You can find out more about

bees and our family at buzzsbees.com.

From Egg to Bee

The Life Cycle of a Bee

Step 1: Egg—The queen bee lays an egg in a tiny cell.

Step 2: Larva—The egg hatches and looks like a worm. 

The larva stays in the same cell where the egg was laid.

Step 3: Pupa—The larva changes into a baby honeybee

called a pupa. The pupa still remains in the same cell.

Stage 4: Honeybee—When full-grown, the honeybee 

hatches from the cell and is ready to take on its new duties 

inside the colony.

If You Were a Bee

If you were a bee, you would live with your huge family in a

home called a hive. You might live with 50,000 other bees!

Your hive would be made of wooden boxes stacked on top of

each other. The bottom story of your hive would be a tall box

called a deep. The upper three stories would be shorter boxes

called shallows. As your family grew, more shallows would be

added to the top.

As a bee, you would not have your own bedroom. Each box

has dividers called frames. Your family would make honey-

combs in the frames to store bee eggs, nectar from flowers, and

honey.

You would have your very own human who would swap out the

frames from time to time. They would make sure every bee in

the hive was healthy. These people are known as beekeepers.

You might think you would be making honey all day. That might

not be true. If you were a male bee, you would be called a

AGMAG
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A worker honeybee lives only six to eight weeks. 

In its short life, it can fly a distance equal to 11/2

times around the Earth!i

drone. Your job would be taking

care of the queen bee. If you

were a female bee, you would

be called a worker bee. You

would have one of many jobs.

You might feed the baby bees,

clean up the hive, groom the

queen bee or collect nectar and water

from outside the hive. Worker bees

and drone bees

have different bodies.

Drones have very big eyes

and round bodies. Worker bees

are the only honeybees that sting.

In the winter, you would stay inside the

hive. You would crowd around the queen

bee to keep her warm. You would also eat

the honey that the female bees made dur-

ing the summer.

Life sure would be interesting if you            

were a bee!

And Other Amazing Pollinators!
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What is your job?My training is as an agronomist and as
a plant PHYSIOLOGIST. I conduct
drought research for corn. I started
working with Corteva in 2001 in
Woodland, California. Then, I moved to
Iowa. I have been working on corn re-
search in Iowa for 15 years. I work on
other TRAITS for corn throughout the
world. I also manage other scientists.

When did you become interested in agriculture?

I grew up on a farm in Missouri which I am still connected to. I also have my own

field of corn that I grow in Iowa!Explain some of your research.
In most of the Midwest where most of the corn is grown, drought is a challenge that

harms crops. We have developed a set of HYBRIDS selected out of natural native

genes. We use plant breeding techniques to develop corn that will grow better under

dry conditions. This has been on the market for about nine years. It has been a great

success. This drought tolerant corn is also used around the world including in Europe,

South America, China and Southeast Asia. 
What do you enjoy most about your job?

I enjoy working with scientists in my area as well as scientists outside of my area.

In a big company like Corteva, there is variety. I have learned to work with

my strengths and learn from other scientists. Many people have many differ-

ent skills and experiences that help me grow. 
What subjects in school helped you prepare for your job?

Science and math are very important. A career in science means a lifetime

of learning. Understanding business and economics is also important when

working for a company to advance science.
If a young person wanted to get involved in agriculture, what 

advice would you give them?
It might be overwhelming to look at agriculture and say, “What could I possibly do?

How do I fit in?” You can begin to make connections with farmers to understand the

process of producing food. It’s hard to connect to the miracle of nature if you haven’t

experienced it. Make that connection if you haven’t grown up around agriculture. 

What is one thing you wished more people knew about growing

corn?
Farming is a science. I wish more people knew how difficult it is. Most people think

it is pretty simple. It’s not just putting the seed in the ground.

You have to decide how much fertilizer to use. You have to

protect the crop from weeds, insects and diseases. The tim-

ing of everything you do is very important. There is a lot of

technology, but it is not an automatic process. Sometimes

people think food is cheap and always available. That

can’t happen without a lot of extra work from farmers.
How will technology impact the corn industry?

There’s opportunity for more technology to improve corn.

We can continue to improve the genetics. We now under-

stand DNA, the backbone of all organisms. Our under-

standing of genetics and interaction with nature has

improved. We can improve drought tolerance. We can im-

prove a crop’s ability to take up nitrogen. Nitrogen is the

main nutrient for corn. Maybe we can grow corn with less

nitrogen and less water so that we can maintain and sus-

tain our environment too. Technology will continue to im-

prove our crops and reduce our environmental impact. 
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H ave you noticed that when you order a drink it sometimes comes with a

paper straw? Some cities have even banned the use of plastic straws. Why

is this happening? One reason is because plastic straws are not biodegrad-

able. What does it mean when something is biodegradable? It means that

it is something that can be broken down naturally. These things break down

into tiny pieces. These pieces become part of the soil. This means less waste

in our landfills. Corn can be made into a special plastic that is biodegradable. We can even make

straws with corn plastic! Corn plastic is just one way the agriculture industry recycles

and cares for the environment. Think about how often you use or see plastic every day. There are a lot of products

made from plastic. Shopping bags, water bottles and trash bags are all plastic. Some

stores like Walmart have started to use biodegradable corn plastic.4

Now, it is more than plastic packaging and straws. We can even use corn plastic in

fashion! A shoe company, Reebok, released an eco-friendly shoe. The shoe is made

entirely from cotton with a corn-based sole. 
Turn to page 4 to learn how to make your own corn plastic!

Parts of a Seed Endosperm — The endosperm holds the energy and 

protein the new plant will use to begin to grow. This area is

full of starch. Starch is used the most in corn processing. 

Seed Coat — The seed coat is the outside cover of the

seed. It protects the inside of the seed from cold temperatures.

The seed coat also protects the inside of the seed from mois-

ture. Insects can also harm the seed inside. The seed coat

keeps the seed from harm until it is ready to germinate.

Embryo/Germ — The embryo is the only living part of the

seed. It will become the new plant. It has all of the genetics,

vitamins and minerals for a new plant to be created. There is

also oil inside of the germ. This is the most valuable part of

the corn kernel once it is processed. 

America Leads the World H ow are we going to feed a
growing population with limited
resources? Agriculturalists, scien-
tists and politicians are working
to find a solution. There were

821 million people in the world who didn’t

have enough food in 2017. That is about one

out of every nine people in the world!1 Corn

growers, like all farmers, have worked hard to

produce more with less. This has led to more

bushels of corn produced. Corn farmers pro-

duce six times more corn now than in 1930!2

Now, less land is needed to produce more

corn. So, why can’t we feed the world? This is

a complicated problem. Most corn produced

in America is fed to animals to produce food

like eggs, milk and meat.3 So, the corn may not

be directly fed to humans but helps produce

other foods humans eat. With a world full of

humans, one of the problems is getting the food

where it needs to be. There may be challenges

with transportation. Access to money and po-

litical issues are also challenges. Global

hunger is still an issue today.

Plant to Plastic

CORN CONNECTIONSWith a parent or guardian’s permission, visit these websites to

connect what you’ve learned about the corn to fun games and

activities! 
• Visit https://www.ncga.com/topics/education/education-k-12

and watch a time-lapse video of a corn field from planting to

harvest! 
• Check out Iowa Corn for coloring sheets, activity books and

more! https://www.iowacorn.org/education/fun-for-kids/

• Visit www.myamericanfarm.com to play the “Amazing Grains”

game, and learn more about grain production in the U.S.!

• Log on to www.seedsurvivor.com to test your farming skills by

growing your own corn! 

Interviewwith Jeff SchusslerC O R T E V A  A G R I S C I E N C E

GERMINATE:
This is when theseed begins tosprout or grow.

Use Corn to Make Your Own
Biodegradable Plastic

1. Place a tablespoon of cornstarch in a paper cup. 

2. Add two drops of corn oil to the cornstarch.
3. Add 11/2 tablespoons of water to the oil and cornstarch.

4. Stir the mixture. 5. Add two drops of your favorite food coloring to the mixture 

and stir well.6. Microwave your biodegradable plastic for 20-25 seconds on high. 

Scientific Observations:1. What do you notice about your biodegradable plastic?

2. Is your biodegradable plastic the same as the other students?

3. What could you make with your biodegradable plastic if you 

let it harden?

Agricultural Application:1. Why is biodegradable plastic important for the environment?

2. What are farmers doing to take care of the environment?

HYBRIDS:Plant breeders inten-tionally cross-pollinate
and breed two different 
varieties of a plant. This 

allows plant breeders to breed
for the best qualities from the
two different varieties. The
result: a hybrid plant that

has the best qualitiesfrom the two different plants.

PHYSIOLOGIST:A physiologist stud-ies the function andactivities of living organisms (like tissues and cells!)

TRAITS: A trait is a charac-teristic or qualitythat a person, plantor animal has. It iscaused by theirgenetics. 

2017

1930

The Belt That Circles the World 
Iowa, Illinois, Nebraska and Minnesota produced over 1 billion

bushels of corn in 2016.5 Other major corn growing states are

Wisconsin, South Dakota, Michigan, Missouri, Kansas, Ohio

and Kentucky. These states are known as the Corn Belt. Long,

hot and humid summers make the Corn Belt perfect for growing

corn. The soil is ideal for growing corn as well. In 2019, Illinois,

Indiana, Iowa, Nebraska and Minnesota planted more than

50% of the total acres of corn planted in the U.S.6

BUSHEL:
A bushel is ameasurement. Abushel of shelledcorn weighs 56pounds!.7

CORN GROWN
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A livestock, or large animal, veterinarian is like the vet your dog or

cat sees, but they work on farm animals not pets. Large animal

vets take care of dairy cows. They also work with dairy farmers.

Dr. Chris Mahlerbe is a large animal veterinarian in Colorado. He

loves to work with farmers. “Being out and about every day is really

the best part of my job,” says Mahlerbe. “Even in cold weather, I love

caring for these amazing creatures and helping ensure they are

healthy and living the best life possible.”viLarge animal vets are a very important part of a dairy farm as they

help the farmers keep the cows healthy! 

A Vet’s Perspective of a Dairy Farm

DISCOVERING DAIRY’S BIG THREE1

2

3

ANSWERS:California, Wisconsin, New York, Idaho, Pennsylvania, Texas, Minnesota, Michigan, New Mexico, Washingtoniii
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Did you know that you can find out
where your milk was processed?
With a teacher’s or parent’s okay
(and a milk jug!), go to
www.WhereIsMyMilkFrom.com.
Look for a code printed on the milk
jug that starts with two numbers
followed by a dash and then one
to five more numbers. For exam-
ple, it may look like 49-216. Enter
the code on the website to see the
plant where your milk was
processed! It even tells you what
kind of products are processed at
that same plant. How mooovelous! 

Tra
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D airy products come in many shapes. But,

they all start from milk. Most of the milk we

drink and dairy products we eat are pro-

duced by cows. There are dairy farms in all 50

states! Families own 98% of these farms.iIf you’re in one of the states highlighted on the map,

then you’re in one of the top 10 dairy producing

states in the United States! All dairy farms look different! How they look depends

on the number of cows that are milked, where the

farm is located, and even the breed of cow that is

milked. Cows are typically grouped by what they pro-

duce. Beef cattle are bred for meat pro-
duction and dairy cattle are better at
making large amounts of high quality
milk. There are six main breeds of dairy
cows: Holstein, Jersey, Ayrshire, Brown
Swiss, Guernsey, and Milking Shorthorn.ii

The Holstein breed is probably the most

well-known. It has large black and white

patches. 
Can you name the highlighted states and guess the

order of the top 10 dairy producing states? Check

out the bottom of the page to see if your answers are

correct! 

Dairies in the United States

Dairy Farmers Are Stewards of the Land: Like other kinds of

farmers and ranchers, dairy farmers know that the land is their best

resource. They work hard to save (and improve!) land, water, and 

energy sources. There are many science-based resources in dairy towns

across the U.S. Dairy farmers work with teachers at colleges and go to

special classes. Ask your teacher or parent to visit this site. Watch the

first video to see why the environment is so important to dairy farmers:

https://dairygood.org/content/2016/taking-care-of-the-landDairy Farmers Are All About Animal Care: Dairy farmers

know that happy and healthy cows produce the best milk. Young

calves to mature cows, all animals are given great care. Many 

dairy farms have extra items on their farms to help keep 

the animals happy and healthy. They use nice bedding,

vet checks, hoof cleaning, jackets for the calves, fans, 

sprinklers, and even back scratchers for the cows!v

Dairy Products Are Good for You: Did you know 

that dairy contains nine essential nutrients? Calcium, 

potassium, phosphorus, protein, riboflavin, niacin as 

well as vitamins A, D and B12 are in all types of milk.iv

These nutrients help your body in many ways. They help 

build strong bones and teeth. They keep your skin and 

eyes healthy. They even help to build muscle!  

Krista Stauffer: WashingtonHello there, I am Krista Stauffer of Stauffer Dairy

in Washington state. Our farm is a first-genera-

tion dairy established in 2009. We milk 200

cows. I love that my husband and I get to work

side by side and raise our kids on the farm. Every

day we head to the barn — even on holidays!

The cows’ needs are met before ours. We truly

devote our lives to caring for cows! – Krista
Katie Roth: WisconsinHello, I am Katie Roth of Banner Ridge Farms

in Wisconsin. My husband, TJ, and I have a

dairy farm with another family. Life on the

farm has helped me understand the life cycle

better. I call our cows, “my girls.” I get to

work with them through the generations.

When a female calf turns two, that calf is ma-

ture and will begin milking. It feels great to

get to know these cow families. – Katie 
Ryan Bright: Tennessee Welcome to Tennessee! I’m Ryan

Bright. I am a fifth generation
farmer. Our farm is over 100 years
old! Milk goes from our farm to the
store in less than two days! Milk is
one of the freshest foods you can
purchase. Dairy farming is hard
work. The joy of knowing that my
family is helping make healthy food
for others is rewarding. – Ryan

Online ResourcesThere are some great websites to learn more about dairy. 

Ask a teacher or parent if you can visit these together!
Milk Life
https://milklife.com/

Undeniably Dairyhttps://dairygood.org/undeniably-dairyDairy Goodhttps://dairygood.org/
Acres & Avenues Videoshttps://dairygood.org/acres-and-avenues
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The American football game has four quarters. Now imagine if

the four quarters of the game represented all the food that you

have in your house for one month. Americans throw away an

estimated 25% — or one whole quarter — of the food they bring

home every month! If you put all the food thrown away together,

that is enough to fill a college football stadium like the Rose

Bowl, a 90,000-seat stadium, every day!i That’s a lot of food

that never gets eaten! 

Food thrown away or wasted at home is just one part of the pic-

ture. There are other places in the food chain where food goes

uneaten. (Check out Page 2 for a detailed food journey!) No

matter where the food is wasted, it means that money, time, and

a lot of other resources are also being wasted. Let’s dig in to this

growing problem to see what can be done!

AG
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The United States Department of Agriculture estimates that approximately 40% of all food grown

and produced in the U.S. is never eaten.ii This includes food lost at the farm, food spoiled at the

grocery store, leftover food on plates at restaurants, and food thrown out in the trash at your

home and school. A small portion of food is wasted because of natural causes. For example, if a

tomato plant gets too much rain, the tomatoes will rot on the plant. However, the majority of the waste

happens because of us — humans!

One out of every eight people in the U.S. is food insecure

which means they don’t know where their next meal will come

from. They’re hungry! When you think about the amount of

food wasted in the U.S. and think about all the people that are

hungry, it might make you scratch your head in confusion. 

Hunger happens in every city in the U.S. With your teacher’s or parents’ permission, check out

map.feedingamerica.org to see what hunger looks like where you live.

Help at Home

Big things come from small starts. That small start can be you and your family 

reducing food waste! Add your own suggestions to the list below.

p Only take as much food as you can eat. Start with small portions and ask for 

more, if you’re still hungry!

p Make a pledge to eat fresh fruits and vegetables before they spoil.

p Ask your parents if you can donate food or volunteer at the local food bank.

p ______________________________________________________________________

p ______________________________________________________________________

Set the Stage At School

Schools are a great place to reduce, recover, and recycle food

waste! How can you reduce food waste? Your teachers are a good

place to start with this question! With their help, go to your school

cafeteria staff and custodians. Ask them where they see food being

wasted. Ask them what ideas they have to have less waste. Here

are some suggestions as you get started at your school.

Do a food waste test in your cafeteria. This will help you better understand what types

of food and drink are wasted. This will also help you understand how much is wasted.

Recover whole foods (things like fruits or individually packaged foods) from school meals.

Add these foods to a class or school snack bin.

Design bins for recycling. Design other bins for food to be donated. Another bin could be

for compost. Another bin could be for trash. Label the bins with photos. This will help stu-

dents sort their waste.

Save fruit and vegetable food scraps from the cafeteria. You can turn it into compost! Add

it to your school garden. You could also sell it as a school fundraiser to local gardeners.

Remember, your school food waste reduction plan will be as unique as your school. Make a

custom plan that works well. It should also be sustainable for the future. Be sure to encourage

all students and staff to participate!

Focused

Farmers

Five Marys Farms,

CALIFORNIA

Brian and Mary

Heffernan

We raise cattle, sheep,

and hogs and sell our

meats direct to con-

sumers by shipping

from our ranch to cus-

tomers all over the

country.  We also have

a restaurant and bar in

town to serve our meats

to our community. We also host guests on the ranch during the summer 

season to learn more about how we raise our animals. 

We collect the appropriate food scraps (mostly vegetable scraps) from our

restaurant and events and feed them to our chickens! We are happy to

have it go to good use feeding happy chickens who return it to us with 

delicious eggs!

Banner Ridge Farms, 

WISCONSIN

Katie and T.J. Roth

We milk around 420 Holstein

cows in southwest Wisconsin.

We grow our own feed includ-

ing corn, soybeans, alfalfa,

wheat, and rye on 1,100 rented

and owned acres. On our farm

we use whey, a by-product from

cheese making, as part of the

feed ration (recipe) for our cows.

Whey has become a staple in

our cows’ diets because it is very economical, adds flavor, and binds our

different feed ingredients together. We work closely with our dairy 

nutritionist to achieve the best diet for our ladies — the cows!

Arbogast Farms,

VIRGINIA

The Arbogast Family

We raise beef cattle, chickens,

and crops on our farm in the

Shenandoah Valley of Virginia.

We use food waste — or food

by-products — in a variety of

ways on the farm. We purchase

the thin red skin of peanuts from

a local candy factory in large

800 pound boxes to add in

small amounts to our cattle feed.

We also use the hulls, or shells,

of peanuts as bedding for our

chickens. 

F
armers are pros when it comes to recycling and getting the most out of

each resource! Across your state and nation, farmers and ranchers take

food waste or food by-products and recycle them on their farms in 

different ways. Check out these farmers that are real-life examples of real-

time food recycling!

How Can

We Help

Reduce

Feeding a Hungry Country

***
*

Enough Food for

FOOTBALL

Facts About Food Waste 

in the United States

RECYCLING
DONATIONS

COMPOST
TRASH

The Science of Food: All

Calories Aren’t the Same

A
ll food starts as a raw product. Some food stays this   

way, while other food gets processed. This means it 

gets turned into different foods. Think about apples.

You can buy and eat a raw apple that was grown in an or-

chard, or you can buy and eat applesauce or an apple-fla-

vored cereal. The applesauce and cereal both use apples, but

the apples had to be processed to get a final product. Raw

foods are excellent for our health and have a lot of nutrients.

Processing food is a great way to make foods last longer and

to add flavors and textures. This gives us a lot of variety! But,

processing foods often adds calories and takes away nutri-

ents. How do you know if a food has been processed? Look

for a Nutrition Facts label on the packaging — that usually

means the food has been through some sort of process.

In the U.S. today, many processed foods are less expensive

compared to raw foods. If people with limited resources are

shopping for food, they may choose more processed foods.

Over time, a diet high in processed food can lead to many

different health issues.iii

Draw a line to match up these raw foods listed

with their processed food pals! >>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Answers: Milk/Ice Cream; Wheat/Bread; Tomatoes/Ketchup; Eggs/Mayonnaise; Soybeans/Tofu

Milk

Tomatoes

Soybeans

Wheat

Eggs

of all food

grown and

produced in

the U.S. is

never eaten!

40%
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THERE’S AN APP FOR THAT!
Natural Resources and TechnologyD

id you know there’s a connection between technology and

natural resources? Many technologies today are created to

help conserve natural resources. This technology can be

used at your home. Or it can be used around the world!

Look at the technology connections below. See if you can

add at least one idea to each category. 

Personal
• Track weather with an app on your personal device or phone.

• Use timers to control how much water you use.

• _____________________________________________________

Family & Community• Install energy saver devices on home 
heating and cooling systems.

• Use energy-efficient vehicles. 
• Build solar-powered houses and 

businesses. • _____________________________________________________Country & Global• Use real-time field data for sustainable 
planting, fertilizing, and harvesting. 

• Research alternative fuels. • ________________________________
________________________________

E arth is an amazing place to live! We are
surrounded by natural resources that we use
every day. But what are natural resources?

They are raw materials that are on planet Earth

that humans can use. Natural resources help us

get to work or school, keep our bodies healthy,

and can even be used as gifts! Because Earth has

so many natural resources, it is different from the

rest of the planets in our solar system. Natural 

resources are an important part of everyday life. 

What AreNaturalResources
?

F armers and ranchers take care of almost 1 billion acres in the United States.vii An acre is

about the size of a football field. They might use the acres as pasture for their animals or

space to grow crops. But however they use the acres, they are always thinking about natural

resources.
Earth and its natural resources are what farmers and ranchers depend on to do their job! It’s im-

portant for them to take care of natural resources. Flip back to the first page and look at the list

of natural resources. Farmers use all of these! Each farm is different in its size and what is pro-

duced, but they all use resources. Below are some examples of how farmers and ranchers in the

United States can conserve natural resources. 
SOIL CONSERVATION: Ecosystems and the soil are extremely

important for farmland. Healthy soil produces healthy plants. Plants

feed animals and humans. Cover crops: When a crop field is not being used for a season,

a farmer can plant cover crops. These crops are usually grasses or

legumes that can be harvested for animal feed. The plants’ roots

keep the soil from being eroded. They also help keep valuable

water and nutrients in the soil.WATER CONSERVATION: Water is another valuable resource

for farmland. Plants, animals, and humans all need water to survive. 

Irrigation/Water sensors: Too much or too little water can ruin

a crop. Farmers can use technology to monitor water. Large irriga-

tion systems water plants with just the right amount of water. Water

sensors in the soil connect to computers in the irrigation system to

tell it when to turn off. Or the sensors can alert the farmer on their

phone! 
Fencing/Buffer zones: Farmers and ranchers can use fencing to keep animals like cattle

out of waterways. This helps keep the water supply clean. Often farmers and ranchers will

plant native trees and grasses along the waterway, too. This is called a buffer zone. The plants

help filter water going to the waterway. ALTERNATIVE ENERGY: Farms use energy just like homes and

businesses do. Farms and ranches have more land than an average

home. They can use this land for alternative energy production. Farms

in the United States today convert sun and wind poop into energy!

Solar: Farms can use land or large buildings to support solar pan-

els. They use the electricity for their farm. Sometimes, farms can sell

extra electricity that they make back to their local electric company.

The electric company can use it for other customers.

Wind: Farmers and ranchers have used wind power for a long time. They use it to pull water

out of the ground with a windmill. Today, some farms and ranches use their land for wind tur-

bines. These turbines produce electricity for many people.

MineralsEarth is full of minerals on
top of the soil and in the layers

below the ground! Some minerals like
salt can be found in water. Others, like
iron ore and diamonds, hide below the 

surface. These minerals are taken out by a

process called mining. Many metals used in 

the world today begin as minerals brought 
out of the earth. Minerals like calcium, phosphorus, and 

magnesium are in the soil. These minerals 
are important for plant growth. Farmers 
and ranchers check their soil to make 

sure it has the right amount of minerals
to grow crops and other plants. 

EnergyPeople have found many ways
to use natural resources for energy. 

Tall windmills and turbines change wind to

energy. Rivers have dams to convert water

power to energy. Natural resources like oil and 

natural gas are used for energy. People change

the energy from these natural resources into electricity,
fuel, and heat. Energy comes from both renewable and nonrenewable

sources. Solar panels and wind turbines are an example 

of renewable energy sources. Sun and wind are natural 

resources that are always available on Earth. Other 

energy sources such as coal, oil, and natural gas 
are taken from the earth. All people can use renewable energy. You can put

solar panels on a house or building to change the

sun’s rays to electricity. Windmills are used 
on farms to bring water out of wells for 

animals to drink. How do you userenewable energy?

PlantsMost of the trees andplants on Earth grow without
help from humans. They provide

food and shelter for animals. Farmers
grow different kinds of plants to feed 

humans and animals. People also use 
plants and trees to make other things 

like wood items and medicine! Plants are 
a renewable resource. Plants and trees create oxygen through

photosynthesis and also store other gases
like carbon. Plants work together with

other natural resources to helpEarth – and humans!

EcosystemsThe soil beneath your feet is
an amazing natural resource!

Soil is a mixture of broken rocks,
minerals, and decaying plants. Just

think about it — soil is the base layer of
Earth’s grasslands and forests, its farm

fields and city streets! Without soil, plants
cannot grow. Ecosystems are what grows
from the soil in a specific place. This in-
cludes grasses, forests, wetlands, etc.
Ecosystems support life for humans

and animals in the world.

AtmosphereThe atmosphere is the air
surrounding the planet. It’s made

up of several different layers. Each
layer has a different density, or thick-

ness. This natural resource also helps pro-
tect us from the powerful rays of the sun.ii

Earth is the only planet in our solar system
that has living things. It’s pretty amazing
that Earth’s atmosphere has the perfect
recipe for the gases that humans and
animals need to breathe. Every time

you take a breath, you’re usinga natural resource!

WaterWhat fills up ourdrinking glasses and comes
down from the sky? Water! This

natural resource covers more than
70% of Earth’s surface.i Humans,
plants, and animals have to have

water to live. Water is very important
for farmers and ranchers. They use

water for their animals and to grow
crops. Without water, we wouldnot have any food!

AnimalsScientists estimate there are
1.2 million known species of ani-

mals on Earth. They also think that there
are millions more animals that have not
been found yet!iii Animals can provide 

humans and other animals with food, fiber,

and materials. Farmers and ranchers take care

of animals to help provide these resources.
Other animals connect different things in 

the environment. Some examples of these 
are insects and pollinators.iv People also
like to have animals as pets. Animals 

are a unique natural resource!

RESOURCE STEWARDS: Farmers and Ranchers
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National education standards referenced

Standards Addressed

The following standards identify general standard areas. Additional specific 

standards that fall within these areas may also be addressed. 

Career Development, National Career Development Association

K–6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter 

(K–6th grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts

Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K–5), Phonics and Word Recognition

3.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th grade)

Language Standards: Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 4.0 (3rd, 4th, 5th grade)

Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas

3, 4, 5-LS1: From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes

4, 5-ESS3: Earth and Human Activity 

Berkshire:

This breed of pig is black with white

tips on their feet, nose, and tail.

They also have ears that stand up. 

Chester White:

These pigs are white with small

floppy ears. 

Duroc:
Duroc pigs are solid red with ears

that droop forward. 

Hampshire:

These pigs are black with a white

belt across their shoulders and 

front legs. 

Landrace:

Landrace pigs are white 

with floppy ears. Their ears 

are much larger than the 

Chester White’s. 

Spotted:

This breed of pig has large, black-

and-white spots. 

Yorkshire:

The most common breed in North

America is the Yorkshire. They are

white with ears that stand up.ix

Poland China:

Like the Berkshire, Poland China

pigs are black with white tips on

their feet, noses, and tails. The 

difference is that Poland China 

pigs have floppy ears.

Pork gives you the energy you need to keep

going all day! Make a list of the activities

you do each day on the lines below. 

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

Great! Now, let’s check out some activities that

use the same amount of energy that one serv-

ing of pork gives you.x,xi When you eat one

serving of pork, you’ll gain the energy you

need to do these activities: 

30 minutes of hiking

30-minute epic dance party

30 minutes of riding your bike

20-minute basketball game

20 minutes of swimming

Looking back at the list you made of

activities you do, circle the ones you

think can be fueled by pork!

IN THE UNITED STATES, THERE ARE…

22
billion pounds

pork per year

These numbers were pulled from the Pork Checkoff website in 2019

55,000
PIG FARMS
That’s over double the

amount of potato farms

there are in Idaho.

consumed animal

protein worldwide.vii

#1

Pork Producer’s To-do List

T
hink about all the things you have to do after school every

day! Homework, chores, and sports may take up a lot of

space on your to-do list. Pig farmers have a long to-do list,

too! Let’s check out some of the things on their list.  

o Wake up early

o Head to the farm to check on the pigs

o Feed and water all the pigs

o Check to make sure no pigs look sick

o Maybe meet with the vet to have them check in on animals

o Go into the fields

o Check the growth of crops, like corn, that I’ll use as feed for

our animals

o Help fix any problems on tractors and other tools

o Head inside

o Pay any bills

o Check email

o Work with the local school to bring kids out to see the farm

o Order any medicine or supplies the pigs need

o Go into town for an extension meeting to learn more about

how I can improve as a farmer

o Check in on the pigs one more time before bed

There’s even more that might need to get done. Every day as a

pork producer looks a little different. That’s what makes it fun! Pork

producers care a lot about their pigs and do many things each day

to keep them healthy. They also take time to go to meetings and

events to improve what they do. They want to use the best farming

practices that are good for people, pigs, and the planet.

More than Pink

Meet the Common Pig Breeds

Photos Courtesy of the National Pork Board, Des Moines, Iowa

Have you had bacon for breakfast or ham sandwiches for lunch? There are

many items that we get from pigs besides bacon and ham!iii Circle the items

you think have ingredients in them from pigs.

AT WORK: WHY PIGS ARE SECRETLY SUPER CLEAN

I
magine showering so much at work that you never showered when you got home! That’s

what it is like working at some pig farms. Workers keep a separate set of clothes at work that

don’t leave the farm. They shower before entering and after leaving the buildings with ani-

mals. Why all the showers? Biosecurity. Biosecurity keeps out new germs from the farm.

Germs include anything that doesn’t belong that could make a pig sick. When we keep out

germs, pigs stay healthier. Farms use fewer medicines and pigs grow better. There are many

ways to do this.ii Farmers make sure one pig farm is not close to another. They clean everything

often. They limit the number of visitors. Pigs who are the same age are in a group for their

entire life. This helps farms limit costs, use less medicine, and have healthier pigs! 

That weighs the same as 5.5 million cars!vi

BY THE NUMBERS:

PORK IN THE U.S.
pork is

also the

mmeeddiicciinnee cceemmeenntt

ccrraayyoonnss

ppuutt ttyy

mmeeaatt

JJeellll--OO

mmaarrsshhmmaalllloowwss

ccoorrnn

bbuutt tteerr ppllyywwoooodd

ppiilllloowwss

Pork Products: medicine, cement, crayons, putty, meat, Jell-O, marshmallows/Not Pork Products: corn, butter, plywood, pillows

Breaking it Down: How Pigs Help Us

Energy to Fuel Your Day

While you may picture your standard pig as pink, pigs are found in a

variety of colors! Different breeds of pigs have different colors and mark-

ings. In fact, pigs that we often call “pink” are actually “white” pigs.

Their skin is pink and shows through. But they are grouped by their

white hair. Meet some pigs from the most common breeds below! 

There are many words used just in the pork industry. 

Dig into what these pork industry terms mean below! 

Boar: Male pig used for breeding. 

Barrow: Neutered male pigs that cannot be used for

breeding. 

Gilt: Young female pig that has not had piglets. 

Sow: Female pig that has had piglets. 

Piglet: Baby pigs that are up to weaning age. 

Litter: The group of piglets born to a sow at one time. 

Herd: A group of pigs. 

Farrowing: The process of a sow giving birth to piglets.i

IN
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E
R

M
S

Photo Courtesy of the National Pork Board, Des Moines, Iowa

800,000
jobs nationwide in

the pork industry

That’s enough to give everyone who lives in the state of North Dakota a job!
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Standards AddressedThe following standards identify general standard areas. Additional, specific standards that

fall within these areas may also be addressed. 
Career Development, National Career Development Association

K-6 3.0 Helping Pupils Understand Career Applications of Subject Matter (K-6th Grade)

Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts

Reading Standards: Foundational Skills (K-5), Phonics and Word Recognition 3.0 (3rd, 4th,

5th Grade)
Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core Ideas

3, 4, 5-LS1 From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes

5-PS3.D: Energy in Chemical Processes and Everyday Life

3-ESS2.D Weather and Climate
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J ust like we live in different houses,
plants grow in different kinds of

gardens. You can build gardens in
many ways. Check out these types
of gardens. No matter where you
live, you can be a gardener! In-ground gardensIn-ground gardens are good for big

backyards. Growing plants in the
ground often begins in the spring.
In-ground gardens can be as big or
small as you want! When planting

an in-ground garden, think about
pests that might like to eat your gar-
den items and how you will protect
your plants.
Box gardensMost plants grow well in soil. Some-

times there is not enough soil or
space to grow plants in a specific
area. We can fix this by buying soil
to put in frames called boxes. Most
box gardens work best outside in
the spring and summer. 

Container gardensContainer gardens are plants that
grow in a container. Depending on
the plant and your climate, you can
plant container gardens outside or
inside! If you plant inside, put con-
tainers by the window. Your deck or
front/back steps are good places to
put containers outside. 

Vertical gardensA vertical garden is a type of 
container garden where pots are
arranged vertically (up and down).
This means that more plants can be
grown in less space. You can buy
materials for a vertical garden, or
you can build your own with recy-
cled material. Smaller plants that do
not need large areas to spread out,
like strawberries or peas, are good
options for vertical gardens.

J ust like we live in different houses,
plants grow in different kinds of

gardens. You can build gardens in
many ways. Check out these types
of gardens. No matter where you
live, you can be a gardener! In-ground gardensIn-ground gardens are good for big

backyards. Growing plants in the
ground often begins in the spring.
In-ground gardens can be as big or
small as you want! When planting

an in-ground garden, think about
pests that might like to eat your gar-
den items and how you will protect
your plants.
Box gardensMost plants grow well in soil. Some-

times there is not enough soil or
space to grow plants in a specific
area. We can fix this by buying soil
to put in frames called boxes. Most
box gardens work best outside in
the spring and summer. 

Container gardensContainer gardens are plants that
grow in a container. Depending on
the plant and your climate, you can
plant container gardens outside or
inside! If you plant inside, put con-
tainers by the window. Your deck or
front/back steps are good places to
put containers outside. 

Vertical gardensA vertical garden is a type of 
container garden where pots are
arranged vertically (up and down).
This means that more plants can be
grown in less space. You can buy
materials for a vertical garden, or
you can build your own with recy-
cled material. Smaller plants that do
not need large areas to spread out,
like strawberries or peas, are good
options for vertical gardens.

Harner Brothers CSA – Northfield, Minnesota W e are the Harner family, and we are farmers

from Northfield, Minnesota. My name is
Kristin, my husband is Steve, and our sons are

Keith and Sam. There are many people in our

community who want fresh fruits and vegetables. Not

everyone has land for big gardens. We have land, so we

grow food for them. We grow over 100 different vegeta-

bles, fruits, flowers and herbs. We harvest the food from

the garden, and people from our community drive out to

our farm to pick up a box of garden produce each week.

This is called “Community Supported Agriculture” or

CSA. We share the leftover food with our local food shelf and with elderly people.

My husband and I both loved growing up on farms. We wanted our sons to have that same

experience. We love watching plants grow! Our favorite crops to harvest are pumpkins,

gourds and corn. We are planning to raise and sell pink pumpkins with the money raised

going for breast cancer research! Sometimes farming is challenging. It can be difficult to work with the weather. We don’t

know if we will get rain when we need it. We try to prepare for this by adding water to our

garden when it needs it. Adding water to a large number of plants at one time is

called irrigation.We are glad we were a part of different agricultural groups as kids. These

groups helped us learn about farming outside of the classroom. 4-H and FFA

are two organizations that my husband and I were both members of as

kids. Our sons are now old enough to be in 4-H! My husband and I both

have college degrees from South Dakota State University. We think it’s a

good idea for everyone to go through more learning after high school.

I wish people knew how much farmers love growing food for other people! Yes, it

is our job; it also is what we enjoy! We are proud to do it. Our CSA garden lets

us share our passion with our community. 
Learn more at www.harnerbrotherscsa.com. 

Billy Mitchell Elementary School – Lawndale, CaliforniaI ’m Ms. Lauritson, and I am a garden educator. I work at

Billy Mitchell Elementary in Lawndale, California. Lawn-

dale is in Los Angeles County. We have an amazing gar-

den at our school, but it hasn’t always been there!

Before our garden grew, there was an empty piece of land,

about one quarter of an acre, between the school and an

apartment complex. It was a small space used for storage. As

a master gardener, I learned many things about gardening,

and I saw this as a great place for a garden to grow and

children to learn.I worked with the administrators, teachers and maintenance

team at the school to develop a plan. We looked for grants to

help fund the garden. Next, the students and I teamed up to

decide what to plant. Students would come by at lunch to

help out in the garden. Then, before I knew it, everyone

wanted to help! There are now over 600 students who come through our garden every year.

There are now many sections to our garden. We have raised beds with labeled plants. There

are perennial plants that bloom multiple times in a year. There are annual plants that bloom

only once every year. We also have fruit trees and plants that are native to our state. We use

our garden to help students learn and to care for our community. We have a 4x4-foot gar-

den bed devoted to the Lawndale Community Food Bank. Everything harvested in that bed is

donated. Last year, we donated close to 200 pounds of food! We

also have a reading circle where classes can listen and learn out-

side.
You can start a garden at your school too! Find volunteers and

start small. Have a plan, and make sure your plants always have

access to water. This will keep your garden growing, even when

things get busy. A garden is a wonderful place to learn!

A note for parents and teachers: If you are looking to start a

school garden, Ms. Lauritson suggests these great books: 

• “The Growing Classroom” by Roberta Jaffee and Gary Appel

• “How to Grow a School Garden: A Complete Guide for Parents

and Teachers” by Arden Bucklin-Sporer and Rachel Pringle
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Windsor Woods Elementary School

– Virginia Beach, VirginiaI ’m Ms. Quinn, and I am the assistant
principal at Windsor Woods Elementary
in Virginia Beach, Virginia. At my
school, we have a very special school

garden. It is named the C. Drummond Ball

Children’s Garden after our past principal.

Our garden is a historical garden. We cele-

brate the history of our state by growing

crops that early settlers grew. This helps our students connect with our history.

Each spring, our students plant new crops in the garden. In the past, we have

grown field corn, cotton, peanuts and sweet potatoes. We harvest in the fall. I

love watching students harvest their crops. It is like finding buried treasure in

the ground when they pull up a sweet potato! Our sweet potatoes are some of

the best I have ever had. How do we know so much about gardening? We work with our local expert

Roy Flanagan. He is an agricultural extension agent. He teaches the students

how to help plants grow. He also helps students see how chal-

lenging it can be to be a farmer. Sometimes Roy brings over

antique farm equipment, like a corn sheller. The corn sheller

takes the corn kernels off the cob. One of the most important things about our garden is

that we always connect the garden to what students

learn in class. As plants grow, students learn about the

lifecycle and history of the crops. After harvest, the stu-

dents make observations and record information.

Many of the teachers incorporate math, like count-

ing the number of peanuts on a plant. Some

teachers even use the cotton during wintertime to

make wreaths. Our garden helps students learn! They appreciate

they joys and challenges farmers face every day.

Agricorps – Ghana, AfricaI ’m John Romo, and I work for Agricorps. Agricorps is an organization

that helps students in developing countries learn more about farming. Vol-

unteers help students learn about how plants grow, how to help the soil

and how to be better leaders. They also spend a lot of

their time outside working in the gardens.
When I was a volunteer for Agricorps, I lived southern

Ghana. The soil there is very rich in nutrients. The air

is humid most of the year. My students planted over

1,000 cocoa seedlings and 200 palm tree

seedlings. They loved dancing and singing songs in

the gardens about things they were learning. Stu-

dents in Ghana do not have as many garden tools as

we might have. The students used a small hoe to plow

the ground. They used a large knife called a cutlass to

harvest their food. Animals would often come and eat

plants because there was no fencing. 
Some of the common crops in southern Ghana

are palm trees, carrots, cabbage, peanuts, corn,

cassava and cocoyam. School gardens may be

different in southern Ghana compared to the

United States, but the students are very similar.

No matter where you live, students always seem

to love learning about nature and food.
Learn more at www.agricorps.org. 
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Regional GardeningHow well a plant thrives depends on many things.

The season and climate where the plant grows is

very important. Knowing your climate zone will help

you predict typical weather conditions and choose

the best plants for your area during growing seasons.
What’s the difference between weather and

climate?Weather is what forecasters on the morning news

predict. It includes things like rainfall, temperature,

humidity and the wind that might be expected to

occur over the next few days. Climate is the range

of an area’s typical weather conditions over many

years. Like weather, climate varies depending on

where you live.ii

What is a growing season?
A growing season is the time period in which the

weather allows plants to grow. In fact, the largest

cabbage ever recorded was possible because of

where it was planted. It weighed 126 pounds! It was

a product of Alaska’s short but sunny growing sea-

son. Their growing season is only 105 days long, but

because of the season’s 24-hour sunlight, plants can

grow outrageously large!iii

KNOWBEFORE YOU SOWL et’s get started! Grab a paper and pencil, because 

the first step in growing a school garden is designing

it. You’ll draw a map to make sure you have the right 

features and plants for your site. Here are some things 

to consider when drawing your garden:
Size: Measure your space and think about where you

want the plants to be. Existing Features: Include any trees and nearby

buildings.
Drainage: Observe how water moves through your

garden space during a rainstorm to find out where the

water naturally drains. Traffic Patterns: Decide if there will be walkways for

people to use or benches where people can sit.i

Types of Plants: Use a variety of shapes and colors to

create your garden! Use consistent shapes for the same

plants.
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HOW TO ORDER

1. Go to www.agfoundation.org

2. Click STORE in the Upper Right

3.  Select desired options or use the SEARCH tool
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“The Man Who Fed the World”  
by Leon Hesser

Middle - High School

This book tells how Norman Borlaug introduced 
simple technologies such as corn hybrids and 
short-strawed, disease-resistant wheat to farmers 
in developing countries. It is an AFBFA Book of 
the Year Winner. 

Item ID: AE-BKOYR09-001-001 

Price: $25.00

MIDDLE AND HIGH  
SCHOOL RESOURCES

“Heart of a Shepherd” by Rosanne Parry

Middle - High School

In this coming-of-age story, Ignatius, the youngest 
of five brothers in a military family grounded in 
the Christian faith, promises to take care of the 
ranch while his father is deployed in Iraq. Although 
some of the realities of the Iraq war are threaded 
in, the author primarily focuses on the details of  
contemporary Oregonian ranch life.

Item ID: AEHEARTOBK-001-001 

Price: $6.99

“The Beef Princess of Practical County”  
by Michelle Houts

Middle - High School

After years of waiting, it is finally Libby Ryan’s turn 
to shine at the Practical County Fair. After a few 
months of preparing for the Practical County Fair, 
Libby finds that she is growing closer to her steers 
with each passing day and the pressure to win 
Grand Champion is mounting.

Item ID: AEBEEFPBK-001-001 

Price: $7.99
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“Little Joe” by Sandra Neil Wallace

Middle School

It’s a cold December night and Fancy, the 
Stegner family’s cow, is about to give birth. 
Out pops Little Joe, a huge bull calf, and with 
him comes nine-year-old Eli’s first chance to 
raise an animal to show at next fall’s county 
fair. Over the next ten months, Eli and Little 
Joe learn some hard lessons about growing 
up and what it means to take on bigger 
responsibilities, especially when it comes to 
taking care of another living thing. 

Item ID: AE-LTLJOEBK-001-001 

Price: $6.99

Middle School Book Bundle
One copy of each of the three books and downloadable Educator’s Guide.

Item ID: AEMIDDLEBNDL001003-X 

Price: $19.75

Feeding Minds, Cultivating Growth

Middle School Series

These three books can be used 
together with the “Feeding Minds, 
Cultivating Growth” Educator’s Guide. 
This unit reinforces an accurate image 
of agriculture while inviting students to 
explore important concepts related to 
personal growth. 

This guide is available for  

free download under the  

“Free Resources” section  

of the store or by visiting  
http://www.agfoundation.org// 
free-resources/
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